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The ongoing effort to understand the subatomic world requires the advance to always
higher and higher energies as well as an increase in the collected statistics. The LHC1
located at CERN2 in Geneva is currently the largest particle accelerator in the world.
Its design centre-of-mass energy of 14TeV and luminosity of 1× 1034 cm−2s−1 will
allow to explore very rare high-energy processes. One of the two large multi-purpose
detectors at the LHC is ATLAS3. It was built for tasks like the search for the Higgs-
Boson. The current assumption is that ATLAS and CMS4 have already succeeded in
finding it using the data gained during the first two years of LHC operation. Now
ATLAS is going to measure its properties while continuing to look for new physics
such as super symmetry.
The ATLAS detector consists of several sub-detectors which are arranged concen-
trically. The inner-most detector is the pixel detector which is extremely important
for track reconstruction and thus allows the identification of secondary vertices. The
active part of the pixel detector are hybrid modules where a planar n+-in-n silicon
pixel sensor is connected by bump bonds to separate readout chips, which are made
in CMOS5 technology. The planar pixel sensor is structured into individual pixel
cells. When a charged particle traverses the depleted bulk of a pixel, electron-hole
pairs are created and the mirror charge is registered in the corresponding cell of
the readout chip.
Due to the vicinity of the interaction point the whole pixel detector is exposed
to an extremely high radiation background which is without precedence for seg-
mented particle detector. This is especially pronounced for the inner-most layer —
the b-layer. The radiation causes changes in the silicon crystal lattice and leads
to several macroscopic effects, such as an increase in the leakage current and a
degradation of its charge collection efficiency leading on its part to a decrease of
1 Large Hadron Collider
2 Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
3 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
4 Compact Muon Solenoid
5 Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
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the overall hit efficiency. Before the currently installed pixel detector was built, the
radiation hardness of in n+-in-n planar silicon sensors had been only demonstrated
up to a fluence of 2× 1015neq. cm−2.
This thesis extends this limit to fluences of 5× 1015neq. cm−2 to 2× 1016neq. cm−2.
The fluence of 5× 1015neq. cm−2 was set initially as the required end-of-life fluence
of the currently built first upgrade of the pixel detector – the IBL1. This is an
additional (fourth) pixel layer which will serve to mitigate the damage of the cur-
rent inner-most layer. The results demonstrated that requirements will be met and
resulted in building 75% of the IBL sensor area in n+-in-n technology.
After having been operated for a couple of years, it is foreseen to ramp the LHC lu-
minosity up to 5× 1035 cm−2s−1 by upgrading it to the HL-LHC2. In preparation for
that ATLAS will replace the whole, by-then thoroughly degraded, pixel detector with
a new one. This new pixel detector will be part of a new full silicon inner detector,
where the new strip detector will extend outwards including the space currently oc-
cupied by the TRT3. The TRT will not be able to cope with the increased occupancy.
Taking into account the planned run time, the new pixel detector will require the
inner-most pixel sensors to be qualified for a fluence of up to 2× 1016neq. cm−2. The
operability of such highly irradiated n+-in-n silicon pixel sensors is demonstrated in
this thesis as well. For this purpose both measurements in the lab using radioactive
sources as well as test beam measurements at the test beam facilities located at
CERN-SPS4 and DESY5 were conducted. The phase 2 upgrade of the pixel detector
has different requirements for the sensors depending on the layer: The inner-most
layer has to be able to withstand a very high fluence and has to cope with a sig-
nificant increase in occupancy. Layers positioned further away from the interaction
point do not require such radiation hardness, but are on the other hand more cost
sensitive due to their large area.
The main challenge was posed by the fact that at the time when this study
was started no readout chip qualified to withstand the required ionising dose was
available. Now (in 2014) this condition has partially changed as in the course of
the R&D for the IBL the FE-I4 became available. Nevertheless, sufficient radiation
hard frontend chips for the phase 2 (HL-LHC) are still under development. In order
to disentangle the effects of the radiation damage of the sensor and of the readout
chip several methods were employed.
The simple approach to irradiate a sufficient number of assemblies and subse-
quently to select those where the readout electronics still was working properly,
yielded already quite good results, although it proved to be a quite tedious process.
1 Insertable B-Layer
2 High Luminosity - LHC
3 Transition Radiation Tracker
4 Super Proton Synchrotron
5 Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron
3Unfortunately, the performance of the frontend chip might be also affected by the
irradiation, leading to a degraded measured sensor performance as well.
An alternative approach is to use another bump bonding technology with indium
stubs. The flip chip mating with indium requires comparatively low temperatures.
This fact makes it possible to irradiate the sensors first and to mate them afterwards
with an unirradiated readout electronics. This attempt succeded in cross-checking
of the results.
Finally, a completely disjunct readout method was developed using a so-called
fanout chip. This is a chip that was designed to be connected to a FE-I3 single
chip sensor instead of a FE-I3. In contrast to the FE-I3 it is completely passive and
thus it is inherently radiation hard. It is composed of aluminium traces processed
on a electronics grade silicon wafer. Those traces lead the signal from single pix-
els or combined groups of pixels to wirebond pads located on the circumferential
balcony. These wirebond pads allow to evaluate the charge signals using discrete
readout electronics which can be connected and removed several times as wirebond
connections are used. This feature makes it possible to keep the readout electronics
unirradiated as well as to intercalibrate it with other assemblies. A similar approach
is routinely used when measuring strip sensors.
Chapter 2 first gives a short overview of the LHC and the ATLAS detector including
their physics goals. Afterwards, a more detailed description of the currently existing
inner detector and especially of the pixel detector is given.
In chapter 3 a short summary of the semiconductor physics necessary for under-
standing the basic properties and function of the silicon sensor is presented. A focus
is put on the interaction between high energy particles and the sensor.
The diverse microscopic effects and resulting changes in macroscopic properties
of the silicon sensor caused by prolonged irradiation are explained in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 takes a detailed look at the ATLAS upgrade plans, especially those
parts dealing with the pixel detector. On the one hand these are the plans for
the IBL detector which is currently under construction and on the other hand the
preliminary options for the full silicon pixel detector to be realized after 2021/2022.
Chapter 6 explains the different samples used in the analysis. Their properties
like bulk thickness, design, irradiation and flip-chip technology are demonstrated.
Some details regarding the irradiation facilities are presented as well.
The chapter 7 deals with the fanout readout system, particularly with its design
and qualification. A setup for the quick evaluation of fanout structures is presented
together with a system for measuring irradiated fanout assemblies.
Chapter 8 illustrates the methods used for measuring frontend based assemblies
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in the lab and in the test beam environment, describing among other things the
telescope, readout system, cooling, environmental monitoring and the software used
for data analysis.
In chapter 9 an overview is given of the results gained with frontend based as-
semblies. Both lab measurements as well as test beam data are considered.
Finally, in chapter 10 a summary of the observations and an outlook on further
possible measurements are given.
Schematical drawings of the wafer layouts presented in appendix A show the
origin of the sensors used in this investigation.
The mounting and cooling connection of each DUT1 is depicted in appendix B
for documentation purposes.
Detailed descriptions and result plots giving an idea of the data quality for all
test beam measurements are shown in appendix C.
The list in appendix D includes all publications available up to now, which contain
results from this thesis.
1 Device Under Test
CHAPTER 2
The ATLAS Detector at LHC
Figure 2.1: Overview of the LHC accelerator complex. Taken from [Lef08] and
modified according to [LIU13].
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2.1 LHC
The LHC1 is a synchrotron at CERN2 with a target centre-of-mass energy of 14TeV
and a luminosity of 1× 1034 cm−2s−1. It occupies the same tunnel as its predecessor
the electron-positron collider LEP3 and its circumference is roughly 27 km. It is the
last part of the accelerator chain which starts with the LINAC24 in case of protons and
LINAC35 in case of lead ions. In the beginning of the LINAC2 the hydrogen molecules
are ionised and then accelerated to an energy of 50MeV. Then they are filled into
the PSB6, which they leave at an energy of 1.4GeV. The PS7 and SPS8 increase the
energy to 26GeV and 450GeV respectively. Through the transfer tunnels TI2 and
TI8 the protons are injected in opposite directions into the LHC where they are
brought into collision at four interaction points. At those four interaction points
the major detectors of the LHC are located: ATLAS9, CMS10, LHCb11 and ALICE12.
In case of lead ions the LINAC3 is used to accelerate them to an energy of 4.2MeV
before they are brought to an energy of 14.8MeV by the LEIR13 and subsequently
fed into the PS as well.
2.2 Physics at LHC
Elementary particles and their interaction are described by the standard model.
Matter is made of fermions which follow the Fermi-Dirac statistic. There are 6 quarks,
6 leptons and their anti-particles. Those are subdivided into three generations. The
first generation consists of the up- and down-quark, the electron and the electron-
neutrino as well as their anti-particles. The second generation is made of the strange-
and charm quark, the muon and muon-neutrino and their anti-particles. Finally, the
third generation is built of the bottom- and top quark, the tau and tau-neutrino,
accompanied by their anti-particles as well. All stable matter is made of particles
belonging to the first and lightest generation as members of the second and third
generation decay into members of the first generation. Of the known four forces only
three are described by the standard model – gravitation is not covered. Interaction
between particles is described as the exchange of force carriers, the so-called gauge
bosons. The fundamental particles of the standard model are summarized in fig. 2.2.
1 Large Hadron Collider
2 Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
3 Large Electron-Positron Collider
4 LINear ACcelerator 2 - accelerator at CERN
5 LINear ACcelerator 3 - accelerator at CERN
6 Proton Synchrotron Booster - accelerator at CERN
7 Proton Synchrotron - accelerator at CERN
8 Super Proton Synchrotron
9 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
10 Compact Muon Solenoid
11 LHC-beauty
12 A Large Ion Collider Experiment


















8 2 The ATLAS Detector at LHC
Figure 2.3: Complete layout of the ATLAS detector. Taken from “The ATLAS ex-
periment at CERN, http://atlas.ch, image 0803012_01”.
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2.3.2 Calorimeters
There are two different types of calorimeter located between the solenoid magnet
and the muon spectrometer. More inwards this is the EMCAL1 (electromagnetic
calorimeter) which is surrounded by the hadronic calorimeter HCAL2. Both of them
are so-called sampling calorimeters, that means that they use different materials
for interacting with the particles and measurement of the resulting showers. The
passive absorber material and the active detector material are arranged in form of
alternating layers. The EMCAL uses liquid argon as a sampling material, whereas
the absorber is made of lead and steel. The HCAL consists (mostly) of steel and
scintillator material which is read out using PMTs3. [ATL96a; ATL96b; ATL+08]
2.3.3 Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer is the outer-most subdetector which starts at a radius
of approximately 5m and extends to the full radius of ATLAS. As it is located
outside the calorimeters one can be sure that only muons (besides the neutrinos
which are not detectable with ATLAS) reach the muon spectrometer. It is situated
within the solenoid magnetic field (peak 3.9T) which is generated by the air coil
magnetic system, thus making it possible to determine the momentum of the muons
by recording the bending radius. [ATL97b; ATL97a; ATL+08]
2.3.4 Inner Detector
The inner detector (see fig. 2.4) is the tracker of ATLAS and makes it possible to
reconstruct the tracks of charged particles. Due to the solenoid magnetic field in
which it is situated, it also measures the charge and momentum of the traversing
particles. Its high spatial resolution, next to the interaction point, allows to resolve
primary and secondary vertices. It consists of the pixel detector, the semiconductor
tracker and the transition radiation tracker and has a length of about 7m and
an outer radius of roughly 1.15m. The number of layers, their allocation and the
composition of the sub detectors is due to a compromise between several competing
factors: Near the interaction point, the granularity has to be higher in order to
achieve a good resolution and to achieve a good track differentiation, although
the occupancy is high. The amount of gained information, especially granularity,
opposes the radiation length, which is particularly critical as the inner detector is
located at the centre of ATLAS. Each additional layer, together with the necessary
services, adds to the material budget and so leads to additional multiple scattering.
1 ElectroMagnetic CALorimeter
2 Hadronic CALorimeter
3 Photo Multiplier Tubes
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Figure 2.4: The ATLAS inner detector. Taken from “The ATLAS experiment at
CERN, http://atlas.ch, image 0803014_01”.
2.3.4.1 Transition Radiation Detector
The TRT1 is a combined straw tracker and transition radiation detector. It is the
outermost part of the inner detector with a length of 5.4m (including endcaps) and
a radius of 1.06m. Its volume is composed of tubes with a diameter of 4mm that
are filled with a gas mixture consisting mostly of xenon and it is designed to operate
at room temperature. Each of the tubes contains a wire in its centre which has
high voltage applied to it and which collects the charge produced either by charged
particles that cause ionisation while traversing the gas volume or by transition
radiation photons. The transition radiation is caused by ultra relativistic particles
— in this case mostly electrons — traversing materials with differing indices of
refraction. These materials are positioned between the tubes. Two different charge
thresholds help to differentiate between the two mechanisms and thus also between
different particles. The TRT has a spatial resolution of 170 µm per straw and a
typical track will trigger 36 hits on average.[ATL+08; ATL13b]
2.3.4.2 Semiconductor Tracker
The SCT2 is made of p-in-n silicon microstrip modules. To enable the measurement
of a z-position, each of the four layers is built as a double layer with crossed strips
1 Transition Radiation Tracker
2 SemiConductor Tracker
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which are rotated 40mrad with respect to each other. The layers are located at
30 cm, 37.3 cm, 44.7 cm and 52 cm. The SCT has 6.2 million channels enabling a
spatial resolution of Rφ = 16µm and z = 580 µm and covers unfurled 63m2 of
silicon. Each strip sensor has 786 strips with a pitch of 80 µm, produced in a one
sided process and it is connected to another sensor using wirebonds on order to
create 12.8 cm long strips. At one end of this pair of sensors the readout electronics
is located and connected to the sensor through wirebonds as well. In the SCT layers
located inwards to the interaction point the radiation hardness as well as the ability
to cope with a higher occupancy had to be taken into account.[ATL+08; ATL13a]
2.3.4.3 Pixel Detector
The pixel detector is the inner-most subdetector of the inner detector. It consists
of three barrel layers and three disks on each side. The barrel layers are located at
a distance of 5.05 cm (b-layer), 8.85 cm (layer 1) and 12.25 cm from the interaction
point. The three disks are mounted on both sides at distances of 49.5 cm, 58.0 cm
and 65.0 cm. The pixel detector delivers at least three high resolution track points
per track with |η| < 2.5 and has an intrinsic resolution of at least σrφ = 12µm
and σz = 115 µm. Each layer consists of staves which are rotated 20° along the
long axis in order to overlap slightly the next stave and so avoiding gaps in the
detector. This is called roofing. The smallest unit is a stave which is the support
structure for the mechanical fixing and the cooling for 13 pixel modules. Several
staves form together a half-shell and each layer consists of two half-shells. Each stave
is populated with 13 modules which are on their part slightly inclined orthogonal
to the long axis and are overlapping each other. This is called shingling and can
be seen in fig. 2.5. The middle module of each stave is horizontally aligned and
the neighbouring modules are tilted by 1.1° to it. Each module is oriented with its
long side along the z-direction. A stave is made of a part called TMT2 (consisting
of carbon fibre) and an aluminium cooling pipe. As each module produces 5W
heat loss, a good cooling system is necessary to keep the modules at their working
temperature of −10 ◦C. Evaporating C3F8 (octafluorpropan) is currently used as a
cooling agent. New detector parts installed during phase 0 and phase 2 upgrades
will use CO2 as a freezing agent due to its superb performance and reliability.
Figure 2.5: The photo shows a part of a stave and illustrates the overlap of the
modules called shingling (see arrow). [Tro12]
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Figure 2.6: ATLAS pixel detector. Taken from “The ATLAS experiment at CERN,
http://atlas.ch”.
2.3.4.4 Modules
Adding up the modules of all three layers and all six disks, the inner detector consists
of 1744 modules. The heart of each module is the sensor which is also called tile. It is
bump bonded to 16 frontend chips of the type FE-I3. They are wirebonded on their
outer rim to the flex hybrid which is glued to the opposite side (p-side) of the sensor
tile. The flex hybrid is a so-called FCB1 made of 50 µm thick Kapton substrate with
copper circuit paths on both sides. It carries several passive SMD2 components like
resistors and capacitors, an NTC3 ceramic thermistor for temperature control and the
“brain” of the module, the MCC4, responsible for data processing and communication
with the outer detector electronics. The frontend chips are the first link in the long
chain of processing electronics. Each pixel cell on the sensor is connected by a bump
bond (PbSn or indium) with a readout cell on a frontend chip. It contains a charge
sensitive amplifier followed by a 8 bit analogue-digital converter, a small memory,
several regulators and two capacitors (see fig. 2.8). The capacitor Cinj makes it
possible to inject a defined amount of charge and to adjust the response with the
regulators during the tuning process. The other capacitor Cfb is charged by the
signal entering the readout cell through the bump bond and discharged by the
so-called feedback current. The discriminator digitalizes that signal and measures
the charge in terms of ToT5. This is the time with the signal above the pre-adjusted
threshold (see fig. 2.9). Usually, this is set to 3200 electrons.
1 Flexible Circuit Board
2 Surface Mounted Device
3 Negative Temperature Coefficient thermistor
4 Module Control Chip
5 Time Over Threshold
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Figure 2.7: Basic layout of the ATLAS Pixel module. [Dob04]
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the analogue part of a FE-I3 readout cell. [Rei06]
2.3.4.5 Sensors
The sensor is made of floatzone silicon with a crystal orientation of 〈1 1 1〉 and
a n-type base doping. The n-side is segmented into a pixel cell array by the n+-
implantations which have an outline of 30µm× 380 µm. Due to a distance of 20µm
between two pixels the final pixel size is 50µm×400 µm. On the inner border, where
two or four FE1s are butted at the edges with a margin of 200 µm, there are long
pixels, ganged pixels and combinations of them (see fig. 2.10) to avoid insensitive
1 FrontEnd Electronic
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Figure 2.9: Injected charge, threshold and feedback current dependency of the ToT
signal in the preamplifier and the discriminator. [Dob04]
areas as much as possible. As the sensor consists of n-type silicon, the depletion
zone starts from the n-side. Therefore, it can be only operated fully depleted.
Irradiation leads to type inversion and afterwards the depletion zone growth
starts on the p-side, so maintaining functionality in the non fully depleted mode.
The implant zones are covered by a structured metal layer which is passivated
for protection. There are openings in the passivation layer for the bump bonds.
The pixel cells are isolated from each other by a method called moderated p-spray
[Hüg01]. It is more tolerant against mask shift than p-stop and more effective than
simple p-spray.
The punch through effect enables testing during the production and avoids a
negative effect of potentially existing floating pixels during operation. It works
by employing the lateral depletion zone which connects two pixels, if a voltage
difference of UPT = 0.7V, the punch-through voltage, is exceeded (see fig. 2.11).
During operation the bias grid is pulled to ground by two bump bond contacts
(fig. 2.12) on the n-side [Hüg01]. This will be later important for some of the
measurements discussed in this work.
Furthermore, it can be seen in fig. 2.13 that the sensors have a multiple guard
ring structure on their p-side. It is necessary to isolate the conducting dicing edge
from the depletion zone in order to avoid breakthrough.
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Figure 2.10: Layout of the ATLAS Pixel Sensor in the interchip region. [Dob04]
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the Punch-Through Effect. A: sensor without any bias
voltage; B: Bias voltage reaches the punch through voltage Upt; C: Bias voltage is
larger than the punch through voltage. [Web04]
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Planar Silicon Pixel Detectors
This chapter gives a short introduction into the basic properties and working prin-
ciples of silicon semiconductor detectors. It is valid for unirradiated sensors while
the changes caused by radiation damage are covered in chapter 4. [Spi06; Rum09]
3.1 Ionising Energy Loss in Matter
Ionising radiation passing through silicon creates free charge carriers. These are
electrons and holes which can be collected by electrodes and detected as a signal. The
formation of those free charge carriers is reversible and does not damage the crystal.
The non ionising charge deposition leads to crystal damage, which is discussed in
chapter 4. The energy loss of photons and charged particles in matter is caused by
different processes.
3.1.1 Photons
There are three different effects caused by the interaction between photons and
matter. The photoelectric effect dominates at low energies. Between 30 keV and
5MeV the Compton-Effect is most important and at higher energies most photons
cause pair production.
3.1.1.1 Photoelectric Effect
The term photoelectric effect describes the process of the absorption of an incoming
photon by a bound electron which can leave the atom, if the absorbed energy
surpasses the binding energy of the electron
γ + nucleus→ e− + nucleus+ . (3.1)
The electron carries away the energy difference as kinetic energy
Eekin = Eγ − EB . (3.2)
By impacts with other bound electrons the energy Eekin is dispensed to them. The
recoil momentum is taken by the involved atomic nuclei. The cross-section can be
17
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3.5 ifEγ  mc2
1 ifEγ  EIon .
(3.4)
In silicon the absorbed energy has to exceed the band gap energy of 1.21 eV [Chi13].
Therefore, only photons with a wavelength smaller than 1100 nm can be detected.
At higher energies the additional constraint of momentum conservation and the
ionisation energy E = 3.6 eV have to be taken into account. Low energy gamma-
photons deposit a localized charge cloud, as the photoelectric effect dominates and
the extent of the cloud is determined by the range of the ejected photo electron.
The photoelectric effect dominates below an energy of approximately 30 keV.
3.1.1.2 Compton Scattering
The compton scattering describes the inelastic interaction of a photon with a free
electron on condition that the relativistic four-momentum is conserved. A bound
electron can be treated as approximately free in case of high photon energies Eγ =
hν, with respect to the binding energy EB, which is in the order of the Rydberg
energy (ERyd = 13.6 eV). During the scattering the initial photon is absorbed and a
new one with a different energy E′γ as well as momentum is emitted with an angle









where me is the electron mass and c the speed of light. The differential cross section




















= 2.8× 10−13 cm is the classical electron radius. After the scatter-
ing the final electron has a kinetic energy of Eγ − E′γ and leaves the atom which
is ionised. The sensor has to be thick enough to cover the maximal length of the
Compton cascade.
3.1.1.3 Electron-Positron Pair Production
If the incoming photons surpass the necessary energy threshold
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the conversion of a photon into a electron-positron pair becomes possible.
3.1.2 Energy Loss of Charged Particles in Matter
For a charged particle there are several ways for interaction besides ionisation. One























For heavier charged particles the energy loss by elastic and inelastic scattering as




















r0 classical electron radius
me electron mass (511 keV)
c speed of light
ρ density of the medium (ρ = 2.33 g cm-3 for silicon)
z charge of the traversing particle in units of e0
Z atomic number of the medium (Z = 14 for silicon)
A atomic weight of the medium (A = 28.09 for silicon)
β velocity ν of the traversing particle in units of speed of light
γ = 1√
1−β2
I effective ionisation potential of the medium (I = 137 eV for silicon)
δ density correction
C shell correction
Emax ≈ 2mec2β2γ2, if M  me, maximum energy transfer in a single collision
M mass of the traversing particle.
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3.1.2.1 Alpha-Particles
Alpha-particles traversing matter lose their kinetic energy by ionisation. Their
differential energy loss along their path is described by the Bethe-Bloch formula
for heavy particles. Alpha-particles are stopped in silicon after a relatively short
track due to their charge z = 2. As an example α-particles from a 24195Am source
with kinetic energies of 5.486MeV and 5.443MeV have a mean penetration depth
of 28.06± 0.31µm.
3.1.2.2 MIPs and Electrons
Particles in the region of the minimum of differential energy loss are called minimum
ionising particles. They deposit their energy evenly along their track in form of a





= 3.8MeVcm−1 . (3.11)
MIPs1 are measured by the pixel detector in ATLAS2, specifically pions and protons.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to get those for laboratory tests. Therefore, as a
MIP approximation 9038Sr electrons are used. This isotope makes a β-decay into
90
39Y.
The maximum energy of the emitted electrons is 0.5MeV. 9039Y converts into the
stable 9040Zr isotope by a secondary β-decay with a maximum energy of 2.3MeV.
The half lives of the two subsequent decays are 28.64 a and 61.1 h [NIS13]. For thick
absorbers the mean and most probable values are identical and can be calculated
by Bethe-Bloch resulting in a Gauss distribution. For thin absorbers, such as the
detectors examined here, there is additionally the rarely occurring process of high
energy electron creation during the ionisation processes. Those electrons are called
δ-electrons and they can ionise further atoms. This leads to an asymmetry in the
energy spectrum called Landau distribution (fig. 3.1). In 250µm thick silicon, this
results in a mean energy loss of 97.5 keV (27000 electrons) and in a most probable
energy loss of 70 keV (19400 electrons).
1 Minimal Ionising Particles
2 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
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most probable energy loss
(70 keV −19400 electrons)
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Figure 3.1: The Landau distribution as the energy spectrum of charged MIPs in a
250µm thick silicon sensor. Taken from [Koh02] and modified.
3.2 Semiconductors
Silicon is a fourth main group element in the periodic table of elements and forms
a diamond-like crystal lattice. This kind of lattice can be represented as two fcc-
lattices shifted by 1/4 along the diagonal. It is a semiconductor and its electrical
properties can be described by band gap theory. All electron states belong either
to the valence band or to the conduction band. The highest energy in the valence
band is EV , the lowest in the conduction band is EC . Straightforward the band gap
energy [Chi13] between them is
EG = EC − EV (3.12)
= 1.21 eV (for silicon) . (3.13)
At low temperatures only the valence band is filled. Higher temperatures lead
according to the Fermi-Dirac statistics to a population of the conduction band.
Each electron which moves from the valence band to the conductive band leaves a
hole, acting as a free charge carrier as well. The semiconductor becomes conductive.
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3.2.1 Intrinsic Semiconductors
In an idealised situation an intrinsic semiconductor does not have any impurities. All
free electrons and holes are just thermally excited and their number in equilibrium
is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution






where EF is the Fermi energy with an occupation probability of 0.5 and T is the
absolute temperature in Kelvin. For a Fermi energy within the band gap which
is not too close to EV and EC , this equation can be split into separate parts for














The density of state of electrons with an energy Ekin is









where mi is the effective energy of the electrons (i=n) and holes (i=p). The kinetic
energy of the electrons is determined by their distance to the lower end of the
conductive band and for the holes by the distance to the upper end of the valence
band. By integration of the charge carrier density and the occupation probability
































NC andNV are the density of state of the conductive and valence band. The product











is independent of the Fermi energy EF . Another condition is that the number of













where Ei is the Fermi level for intrinsic semiconductors. The Fermi energy EF
is close to the centre of the band gap, the deviation is caused by the effective
masses of the charge carriers. The intrinsic energy level Ei, defined by eq. (3.21),
is also important for the extrinsic semiconductors described in the next section.
Equation (3.18) and eq. (3.19) can be transformed to














Extrinsic semiconductors are intrinsic semiconductors which are doped, that means
impurities are added by purpose. This can be done during the crystal growth
resulting in a base doping for the whole ingot or later during the production on
the surface of a wafer. A doping with an element of the fifth main group, such as
arsenic or phosphorus, leads to a surplus of electrons as these elements have five
valence electrons and silicon has only four electrons. As a consequence of this the
material is called n-type. The usage of third main group elements, prominently
boron, produces a surplus of holes. This material is called p-doped. The doping
leads to a creation of a new energy level within the energy gap. With n-doping
this new energy state ED lies shortly below the conductive band. According to the
Fermi-Dirac statistics electrons can be already promoted into this higher energy
state at low energies. For p-doped material there is a new energy state EV near the
valence band, which accepts electrons and leaves mobile holes in the valence band.
These additional energy states lead to a shift of the Fermi energy EF . In the case of
the n-doping, EF is shifted more in direction of the conductive band, and vice versa.
On condition that the electron concentration of the conductive band is as large as
the donor concentration, the Fermi energy EF of highly n-doped semiconductors
can be calculated according to
EC − EF = kBT ln NC
ND
. (3.24)
For p-doped semiconductors the Fermi energy is
EF − EV = kBT ln NV
NA
. (3.25)
In n-type semiconductors electrons are the majority charge carrier and a smaller
number of holes form the minority charge carrier. For p-doped semiconductors the
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circumstances are reversed.
3.2.3 Charge Carrier Transport
Mobile charge carriers can move by diffusion or by drift within the crystal. While
drift occurs when an electric field is present, diffusion is always possible. The charge
carriers have an energy of 32kBT with a mean velocity of 1× 107 cm s−1. The mean
free pathlength is 1× 10−5 cm. Diffusion is proportional to the charge carrier density
gradient.
~Fe = −De · ~∇ne (3.26)
~Fh = −Dh · ~∇nh (3.27)
~Fe and ~Fh are electron and hole fluxes. The diffusion depends on the diffusion
constants De and Dh. In an electrical field the charge carriers start to drift. The
drift velocity is influenced by field strength and the effective mass
~vdr,e = −e0 · τf
me




~E = µh ~E . (3.29)
µi is the charge carrier mobility. The current consists of diffusion and in case of an
external electrical field of drift
~Je = e0µene ~E + e0De~∇ne (3.30)
~Jh = e0µhnh ~E + e0Dh~∇nh . (3.31)










A pn-junction develops where the surface of a p-doped and an n-doped semiconduc-
tor come into contact with each other. Due to the concentration gradient, electrons
from the n-side diffuse to the p-side and recombine with holes. The holes from the
p-side diffuse to the n-side and recombine with electrons. In this way the volume
around the boundary layer becomes depleted. The charge carrier migration causes
an electric field antagonizing the migration process. Thus the size of the depletion
zone is limited. In the energy band model the pn-junction leads to a bending of the
bands as the Fermi energy has to be identical in the two differently doped areas at
the same temperature. That yields the in-build-voltage Bbi, which raises the energy
level in the p-zone and decreases it in the n-zone. The concentration of the majority
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charge carriers can be calculated by combining the term eq. (3.18) and eq. (3.19),
resulting in























where NA is the acceptor concentration in the p-doped region and ND is the donor













The electrical field has to vanish at the boundary surface of the depleted volume
NDdn = NAdP , (3.36)
dn and dp are the depths of the depleted volume in the n-doped zone and in the
p-doped zone. The Gaussian law helps to calculate the strength of the electrical









The voltage built by the electrical field drops to zero at the borders of the depleted
zone. Under the assumption that the voltage between them equals exactly Vbi, the


















This is interesting for the ATLAS pixel sensors, as a strongly doped p+ layer is
placed on a weakly doped (just the base doping) n layer. When an external voltage
is applied against the doping concentration, the depletion zone grows. In case of the
ATLAS pixel sensors the bias voltage has to be negative. The voltage which leads
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As the depletion voltage is much higher than the built-in-voltage Vbi, it is reasonable








3.2.5 Charge Generation and Collection
When an ionising particle traverses the detector charge is generated according to
the processes described in section 3.1. The created electron-hole-pairs have to be
separated as soon as possible, otherwise they recombine immediately. The depletion
zone has to be as large as possible as it is the sensitive part of the bulk. In order
to separate the electrons and holes an external electric field is used. This results in
movement of the electrons and holes to their respective electrode, where the signal
is coupled out by metal layers. The length of the signal depends on the velocity v of
the charge carriers, which depends on the reverse voltage and the mobility (position
and temperature). The collected charge is induced in the electrodes by the moving
generated charge and can be explained generally by the mirror charge concept. It
is described specifically by the Ramo theorem
dQ = q ~ER(~r) · ~vdr(~r)dt . (3.43)
~ER is the so-called Ramo field describing the coupling between the drifting charge
and the electrode. The Ramo or weighing field is described by the weighing potential
ΦR
~ER = −~∇ΦR . (3.44)
The weighing field depends only on geometry and determines how charge motion
couples to an electrode.
CHAPTER 4
Radiation Damage
The total leakage current of a silicon sensor consists of the surface current and
the bulk current. The bulk current is composed of the diffusion current and the
generation current. Diffusion current is caused by charge carrier drift in the non-
depleted part of the sensor, the generation current by electron-hole generation in the
space charge area. The main part of leakage current in radiation damaged sensors
as well as in most non-irradiated devices is caused by the generation current which
is dependant on the volume and the generation rate of electron-hole pairs [Spi06;
Lut99; Rum09].
4.1 Crystal Defect Types and Formation
Traversing the crystal, the particles can deposit energy by several means. As already
described in section 3.1, this can happen in form of ionisation. This kind of energy
deposition keeps the crystal intact as it reverts into its prior state. Non-ionising
interaction with the crystal leads to permanent crystal damage. The most important
processes are:
• Removal of a silicon atom from its place in the crystal lattice leads to inter-
stitials and vacancies. These are so-called point defects.
• The interaction between the traversing particle and nuclei leads to nuclear
conversion.
• If enough energy is transferred to an atom knocked out of the lattice, it can
cause further damage leading to defect clusters.
In order to remove an atom from the lattice, a minimal energy transfer of 15 keV
is necessary. The hit atom is called PKA1. As the effects of different particles (such
as hadrons, electrons, pions) vary, it is suitable to scale them to a quantity called
standard irradiation. According to the NIEL2 thesis only the non ionising energy
1 Primary Knock-on Atom
2 Non Ionising Energy Loss
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loss has to be taken into account and only the interaction with the PKA depends on
the kind of radiation. All further damage is caused by the PKA. The non-ionising
energy loss is converted to the energy loss caused by fictional neutrons with the
energy of 1MeV. That is why all fluences are usually expressed in form of neqcm-2.
At room temperature the point defects can move in the crystal lattice. On the one
side this can lead to annealing (see section 4.5). On the other side the defects can
combine with each other or with inherent impurities to form more complex defects
[Wun92]. A schematic visualisation of selected defect types is shown in fig. 4.1. The
so-called hardness factor κ is unique for each irradiation facility and its knowledge
enables to convert irradiation fluences into equivalent fluences
Φeq = κ · Φirr , (4.1)
where Φirr is the fluence. The irradiation leads in principle to three macroscopic




















Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration showing different crystal defects. Original taken
from [Wun92] and modified in [Tro12].
4.2 Leakage Current
The defects caused by radiation can lead to the creation of mid-gap states [Spi06]
causing an increase of the reverse bias current. The increase of current can be
described in good approximation for nearly all materials and investigated fluences
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by the equation
Ileak = α · Φeq · V , (4.2)
where the factor α is the current related damage rate and its value is [Mol99]
α (80min,60 °C) = (3.99± 0.03) · 10−17Acm−1 , (4.3)
which is valid after a heat treatment for 80min at 60 ◦C.
4.3 Effective Doping Concentration and Type Inversion
With irradiation the effective doping
Neff = ND −NA (4.4)
of the n-type material seems to decrease until it appears undoped and with continued
irradiation it begins to behave p-type like. There are several factors, donor removal
by crystal lattice defects is one of them. More important is the fact that displacement
damage acts as an acceptor-like state which is populated by electrons from the bulk
and results in an increasingly negative space charge. After enough irradiation this







The development of Neff is improved by using DOFZ1 base material instead of the
standard float-zone material. There are several mechanisms on the microscopic scale,
one of the effects of oxygen dimers is the creation of shallow thermal donors.
4.4 Trapping
Even more important for the operation of highly irradiated silicon sensors, than
the fact that due to high leakage current the sensors can be only operated under
depleted, is trapping. This means that electrons and holes moving to their respective
electrode are captured by defects and that they are released too late for contributing
to the charge signal. The inverse trapping time can be described by the equations
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where gi is the introduction rate, Pi is the occupation probability of traps with the
cross section σt and νth.
4.5 Annealing
As already mentioned donor removal as well as build-up of stable charge are per-
manent and do not show time dependant behaviour. This is called stable damage:
Nc = Nc0(1− e(−cΦeq)) + gcΦeq . (4.8)
Furthermore, there is beneficial annealing, which describes a temperature dependant
recovery from the change in space charge
Na = gaΦeqe(−t/τa) . (4.9)
Beneficial annealing can decrease the depletion voltage after type conversion. The
effect of reverse annealing works against it and leads to a further reduction of the
effective charge concentration and to an increase of the depletion voltage. As the
usable voltage is limited by the current services (cables, high voltage supplies), it is
planned to run the detector shortly at a higher temperature and afterwards to cool
it continuously. Generally, temperature management of the sensors is a necessity
while planned and unplanned maintenance periods have to be taken into account.
Reverse annealing can be described by the equation






Results gained first with strip sensors and then with pixel sensors of different layouts
and technologies show that for high bias voltages more charge is collected than
expected from the trapping model [Cas+10; Man+11; Mil+12; Kra+02; Kra+10;
Kra+09; Ere+11]. This effect is called charge multiplication and it is assumed to be
caused by impact ionisation. This should occur along steep electric field zones at the
implant borders and is expected to show an exponential behaviour. The collected
charge calculated with the simple trapping model is summarized in table 4.1.
Φeq 1 · 1015 neq cm−2 5 · 1015 neq cm−2 1 · 1016 neq cm−2 2 · 1016 neq cm−2
λav 240µm 50µm 25µm 12µm
εhit 19 ke− < 4 ke− < 1.3 ke− < 1 ke−
Table 4.1: The collection distance at the saturation velocity λav and the resulting
effective charge at different fluences [Mik+11].
CHAPTER 5
Upgrade Plans
In this chapter a short overview of the planned operation parameters for the LHC1
is given. Based on those the possible upgrade scenarios of ATLAS2 are described. A
summary of the performance during the last two years of successful operation before
the first long shutdown and a sketch of the planned changes is given in [Roz13].
5.1 LHC Upgrade
With the shutdown of the LHC in the beginning of 2013 the phase 0 of the upgrade
has started. It is foreseen to last for two years and during this time the accelerator
will be prepared to run at its design energy of 14TeV. Until 2021/2022 the necessary
preparations for an increase of the luminosity up to 5 · 1034 cm−2s−1 should be
concluded. The currently foreseen global schedule is shown in fig. 5.1. [HL-13]




up to 2.2 x 1034 cm-2s-1
and 55 to 80 collisions
per bunch crossing










ATLAS IBL new Inner Detector
integrated
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10 to 30 fb-1
by 2013
300 to 400 fb-1
by 2022
50 to 100 fb-1
by 2018
~2030
up to ~3000 fb-1
Figure 5.1: General overview of the time schedule for the upgrades of LHC and
ATLAS [Wit13], based on information from [ATL12b].
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5.2 ATLAS Upgrade
5.2.1 ATLAS Phase 0
On the part of the ATLAS pixel detector a major goal for the ongoing shutdown
phase 0 is the introduction of a fourth pixel layer called IBL1. An representation of
the layout is shown in fig. 5.2. The IBL has been already constructed, integrated
with the new service quarter panels and its installation is just now (mid of 2014)
being finalized. The new service quarter panels were originally motivated by the
rapid off-detector VCSEL2 mortality, which was finally attributed to humidity and
the VCSEL type used in the off-detector boards. Nevertheless, as “most of the on-
detector failures are probably related to the optoboards (cold soldering, broken
wire-bonds, VCSEL failure, capacitors defects, etc.)”[Roz13], it is expected to recover
about 80% of the currently 88 disabled modules by their installation. [Cap+10;
ATL12a]
Figure 5.2: Cross section through the rφ-plane of the IBL. [Cap+10]
1 Insertable B-Layer
2 Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser
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5.2.2 ATLAS Phase 2
Basically the phase 2 upgrade calls for a complete replacement of the inner detector.
As the TRT1 will not be able to cope with the multiplicity, it is foreseen to fill
the volume currently used by the TRT with silicon strips. On the part of the pixel
detector it is supposed to spread out to huger radii by introducing more layers.
Currently there are five of them foreseen.
There are several possible scenarios mentioned in [ATL12b] which are under in-
vestigation. Different technologies like Gossip, 3D, diamond, HVCMOS2 [Per+13]
and variations of them like 3D diamond are possible candidates for the different
layers. Cheaper alternatives for the bump bonding like TSV3, but also bumpless
technologies like HVCMOS [Per09], are investigated as well.
Depending on the radius there are different requirements for each layer. For
the innermost layer the radiation hardness will be the most critical point. Simula-
tions predict an accumulated end-of-life fluence (including safety factors) of roughly
2× 1016neq. cm−2 (see fig. 5.3). Furthermore, it should be able to process the data
at the expected high occupancy and the radiation length should be as low as possible.
On the one hand the outermost layer will only receive a fluence of 1× 1015neq. cm−2,
thus making radiation hardness a secondary problem, when comparing the situation




Figure 5.3: Simulation of an rz-map of the neutron equivalent fluence, expected for
the ATLAS Inner Tracker region, normalised to 3000 fb−1 of 14TeV minimum b ias
events. Taken from [ATL12b] and modified.
1 Transition Radiation Tracker
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3 Through Silicon Via(s)
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an issue when going to larger radii. The currently planned outer-most layer alone
needs about 20m2 of silicon. Compared to the current 2m2 of the pixel detector
this is a completely new dimension.
For the inter-mediate layers 2 and 3, MCz1 as a sensor material is under consid-
eration. Its property, where equal doses of charged and uncharged particles cancel
out their respective radiation damage, makes it attractive for a region having such
a radiation background.
In the outermost layer 4-chip modules are foreseen as a measure to decrease the
cost. [ATL13c] The new cooling system will be much more powerful and reliable as




In the beginning of this chapter a short overview of the assemblies used in this
thesis is given. Afterwards their general properties are discussed, the evolution of
the carrier PCBs1 is presented and the pecularities of the irradiation facilities are
summarized.
6.1 DUT Description
Most of the sensors used in this study are a byproduct of the original ATLAS2 sensor
production and therefore they had to fulfil the ATLAS quality assurance criteria.
The structures were located at the edge of the wafer, as can be seen in the wafer
maps in appendix A. They were originally intended for production accompanying
tests as well as R&D. They are produced on 250 µm thick DOFZ3 silicon material
with a crystal orientation of 〈1 1 1〉. DOFZ means that the silicon is oxygen enriched
which drastically improves its radiation hardness as demonstrated by the ROSE4
collaboration5. For this purpose the wafers are exposed for 24 h to an oxygen atmo-
sphere at high temperatures. This leads to diffusion of oxygen into the silicon bulk.
Afterwards, the resulting silicon oxide layer is stripped off. A couple of sensors were
taken from experimental productions in 2009 and 2010. While the design of other
test structures located on those wafers was modified, the layout of the sensors used
here, remained the same. This means that they have 50µm× 400µm long standard
pixels and 16 guard rings. The only exception is the assembly DO-46 which has the
pixel shifted stepwise guard ring design used for the study of the edge region. A
more detailed explanation of this design, its intended purpose and the results may
be found in [Wit13]. Otherwise, the change in the 2009 and 2010 productions was a
variation of the bulk thickness which is expected to have an influence on the charge
collection behaviour due to the changed electric field within the depleted sensor.
1 Printed Circuit Boards
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Three of the sensors DO-34, DO-36 and DO-38 were produced on MCz1-Material.
This differs from the conventional float zone material by using a magnetic field
during the crystal growth. It has peculiar properties and is supposed to show better
radiation hardness when exposed to mixed field irradiation.
Another important distinction, which is independent from the inherent sensor
properties, is the connection technology. The standard connection technology in
this thesis are PbSn bump balls. This flip-chip technology requires a quite high
temperature (see fig. 6.1) during the final connection of frontend and sensor. The
flip-chip mating has to be finalized prior to the irradiation as the exposure to such
a high temperature is detrimental to irradiated sensors. For making the study of
sensors with undamaged readout electronics possible, also the alternative indium
bump bonding is employed. There the required temperature during the connection
step is much lower, thus allowing flip-chip mating after the irradiation of the sensors.
All assemblies used are FE-I3 based single chip assemblies. The only exception is the
FE-I4A based SCC-31 which is used as a reference plane during certain testbeam
runs.
Figure 6.1: Schematic comparison between the PbSn and indium bump bonding
processes.[Dob04]
1 Magnetic Czochralski





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6.2.1 CERN-PS at Geneve
The proton irradiations were conducted at CERN1-PS2. It is a source of 24GeV
protons, which are provided in form of a beam with a diameter of 2 cm. Taking the
Gaussian profile into account an area of roughly 0.7 cm × 0.7 cm can be homoge-
neously irradiated, which covers the active area of SingleChips. Among the several
CERN-PS beam lines Irrad-1, Irrad-3 and Irrad-5 are those relevant for pure proton
irradiations. Irrad-3 and Irrad-5 have restricted access and they are equipped for
irradiation of larger objects, also in scan mode.
Irrad-1 is adequate for objects with a maximum size of approximately 1.5 cm×
1.5 cm and it has the advantage of having an easier access. All samples to be
irradiated in Irrad-1 are inserted into cutouts (on each side 1mm larger than the
sample) in the middle of cardboards (fig. 6.3), fastened on both sides with a piece
of Kapton tape. Usually “normal” scotch tape is sufficient, but at very high fluences
it is not durable enough. Exactly cut out pieces of lens cleaning tissue are used to
isolate several (up to 3) samples against each other, as they are inserted together
into one piece of card board and further to prevent contact between the adhesive
side of the Kapton tape and the samples. The cardboard cards are piled in a slot
on a shuttle (fig. 6.2) which can be driven remotely through a labyrinth into the
beam and after irradiation back to the measuring hut without the need for a beam
shutdown. The samples in the middle of each card should not bulge, as the pile of
cards is pressed together and might damage the samples. This determines together
Figure 6.2: The left picture shows the shuttle (picture taken from [CER]) at PS
Irrad-1 which brings the samples remotely into the beam and back, the four brackets
hold the sample cardboard cards. In the right picture the shuttle is shown with the
cold box installed, which enables irradiations at 0 ◦C and below. One part of the
samples was irradiated cold, the rest at room temperature (28 ◦C), as the cold box
broke down due to irradiation damage of the peltier elements.
1 Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
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with the absorption of the samples the limit to the number of samples per card.
Dosimetry of the samples is done by measuring the activation of aluminium foils,
which are irradiated together with the samples. Aluminium is transformed by the
nuclear reactions to sodium isotopes:
27
13Al+ p −→ 2411Na+ 3p+ n (6.1)
27
13Al+ p −→ 2211Na+ 3p+ 3n . (6.2)
24
11Na emits after a β
−-decay photons with an energy of 1369 keV and 2211Na sends out
photons after a β+-decay with an energy of 1275 keV. Those are measured with a
Ge spectrometer. The hardness factor of the protons is 0.62 [Mol99]. The transport
from Geneva to Dortmund was kept below 0 ◦C with cooling packs in the box shown
in fig. 6.4.
6.2.2 JSI-Triga at Ljubljana
Neutron irradiations are carried out at the Jožef Stefan Institute at Ljubljana using
the TRIGA1 Mark II nuclear reactor with a peak power of 250 kW. The samples
are sealed in small fused fitting polyethylene bags, for each fluence one of them is
used. Within these bags the samples are separated and protected from scratching
with the same lens cleaning tissue which is wrapped around them. At the reactor
site the samples are placed in plastic cylinders and inserted into the reactor core
through a tube which leads through the shielding water. The reactors’ hardness
factor is 0.90 ± 0.05. The received fluence at the reactor is calculated from the
reactor power and irradiation time. Regular calibrations and cross-checks of this
relation (also spatially within irradiation container 2R = 2.5 cm, H = 10 cm) are
Figure 6.3: A typical cardboard card package prepared for CERN-PS.
1 Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomic
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Figure 6.4: The left picture shows the transport box used for the cold transport of
the irradiated samples back from CERN (provided by the irradiation facility) and the
right image depicts the corresponding cryostat.
performed [Kra09]. Therefore, the uncertainty of the fluence is estimated to be less
than 10%. During the transport of the samples to Dortmund they are kept cold as
well.
6.2.3 Irradiation Center Karlsruhe
At the irradiation centre Karlsruhe the samples can be irradiated with a high
intensity 24MeV beam of protons used in scanning mode. During the irradiation
the samples are cooled with refrigerated nitrogen. For the irradiation they are
fastened with tape on a carrier plate and placed within the irradiation box. Due to
the low energy of the particles, the ionising dose deposited in the assemblies is very
high and FE-I3 assemblies irradiated above 2× 1015neq. cm−2 stop working. In case
of irradiating mounted single chip assemblies, a cover plate is used to protect the
LVDS1 driver ICs. This safety cover is shown in fig. 6.5 together with four mounted
assemblies for demonstration purposes.
(a) SCA carrier for irradiations in Karlsruhe
– front view.
(b) SCA carrier for irradiations in Karlsruhe
– top view.
Figure 6.5: SCA carrier for irradiations in Karlsruhe. The cover plate (5mm thick
aluminium) protects the rest of the PCB and especially the LVDS driver ICs from
the the radiation.
1 Low Voltage Differential Signal
CHAPTER 7
Fanout
The fanout is a readout device which makes it possible to measure FE-I3 sized single
chip sensors without a permanently bonded active readout electronics. This is useful
for disentangling the effects of irradiated sensors and irradiated readout electronics.
Furthermore, this enables the cross calibration of charge collection measurements
by exchanging the readout electronics between different samples repeatedly as it is
usually done with strip sensors. First, a motivation for this approach is given and
a preparatory study using probe needles for contacting is presented. Afterwards,
the fanout chip is described in more details and the first fanout readout setup
is demonstrated together with results from an unirradiated frontend assembly. A
setup for the automatized full characterization of a fanout assembly is introduced,
followed by an outlook on further studies and developments planned with the fanout
structure.
7.1 Motivation
Figure 7.1: Picture showing part of a single
chip sensor where the (slightly battered) bump
bond pads (yellow circles) can be seen.
The basic challenge of measuring irra-
diated and especially highly irradiated
hybrid sensors is that usually both
the sensor and the readout electronics
have to be irradiated simultaneously.
The final flip-chip step is a high tem-
perature step, which has to occur be-
fore the irradiation in order to avoid
potentially fatal annealing damage to
the irradiated sensor (compare chap-
ter 6 for details of the flip-chip connec-
tion process). The targeted fluences in
this thesis require an irradiation of the
readout electronics FE-I3 beyond its
specifications, thus causing partially
complete failure or erratic behaviour.
Further details of the observed failure
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modes and an alternative method to avoid those difficulties are described in sec-
tion 9.1. In [Rum09] a first attempt was made to contact individual bump bond
pads (see fig. 7.1) on an unflipped sensor with a needle prober. A minimum of three
simultaneous set needles was deemed to be necessary in order to contact the bias
grid, outer guard ring and one pixel. The mechanical stability necessary to conduct
this exercise reliably, was partially gained by employing a wafer probe station, which
is equipped with air filled vibration absorbers.
In fig. 7.2 the setup used for the needle contacting is shown, its main feature is
the probe station with a customized vacuum holder for the sensors and a cover for
cooled measurements. A scintillator is mounted below an opening under the sensor
for externally triggered source measurements. The use of an external trigger reduces
the noise drastically. There is a separate needle for the bias voltage supply from the
bottom. The readout was realized with a Cremat1 CR-110 charge sensitive pream-
plifier mounted on a commercially available evaluation board. The voltage signal
from the preamplifier was amplified and fed into a computer controlled oscilloscope.
Figure 7.3 shows the actual contacting of two bump bond pads (diameter about
13 µm). It could be demonstrated that an analogue readout using a charge sensitive
preamplifier is feasible, although needle contacts are not the best method. The
stability of the achievable contacting was an issue as the contacting quality deterio-
rated over time. Furthermore, the UBM2 did not take kindly to repeated contacting
trials. The small signals were mixed with noise through EMI3, which made it evident
that a better shielding was necessary.
1 http://www.cremat.com/
2 Under Bond Metallization
3 Electromagnetic Interferences
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Figure 7.2: Overview of the setup for needle prober based readout of a FE-I3 sized
single chip sensor. The central sample carrier is in the middle and on the right the
preamplifier box with two needle probes can be seen. [Rum09]
Figure 7.3: Closeup view of a FE-I3 sized single chip sensor where an individual
pixel and the bias grid are contacted with PH100 needle probers. [Rum09]
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7.2 Description
The fanout is a simple (electronically) passive silicon chip which can be flip chipped
to a sensor prior to irradiation. Although emulating mechanically a FE-I3 readout
chip, it does not contain anything vulnerable to radiation damage. Instead of active
electronics the fanout chip only has passivated aluminium traces processed on
electronics grade silicon wafers, which lead the unconditioned charge signal from
each bump ball to wirebond pads. This is realized for a number of individual pixels
as well as pixel groups. The signal of pixels that belong to groups — emulating
strips or pad diodes — is in each case brought together at one wirebond pad.
single pixel
33% of possible single pixels
20% of possible single pixels
pseudo strip structure (four pixels
interconnected in one row
pseudo pad structure (intercon-
nected pixels of diverse quantity)
Figure 7.4: Schematic of fanout chip with markings showing the differently read-out
pixels. [Tro12]
Figure 7.5: Photo of an unmounted fanout assembly where the pixel sensor can
been seen in the middle of the circumferential fanout balcony with the wirebond pads.
[Plü12]
The location of the differently connected pixels is shown in fig. 7.4. The pixels,
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which can be contacted individually, are arranged in a way which makes it possible
to connect several pixels lying beside each other in order to study charge sharing.
The wirebonds pads, about 1150 in total, are accessible after the conclusion of the
flip-chip process, as they are located on a balcony which extends from beneath the
sensor on all four sides (see fig. 7.5). The bump bond pads were treated with the
appropriate UBM for the PbSn flip-chip process.
7.3 Setup
The readout of the fanout is realized in a similar way as in the preliminary study.
The mechanical issues are omitted by avoiding the needle contacting. The whole
setup is enclosed in a shield enclosure targeting the EMI observed previously. A
test cell of the type 5230 − 30 , produced by ETS-Lindgren1, depicted in fig. 7.6,
is used for this purpose. The design of its feedthrough plate and the design of the
grounding scheme are of utmost importance to ensure the test cell’s effectivity.
Figure 7.6: The test enclosure used for reduction of EMI in the fanout system. The
cables on the right side are plugged into the feedthrough plate. Important for the
function of the test enclosure is the material of the box, the double folded door edge
with beryllium copper springs and the conductive mesh between the box and the
feedthrough plate. [Rie14]
Commercially available feedthrough couplers are used for populating the feedthrough
plate. Some of them, especially the sub-d connectors, are equipped with ferrite rings
around the signal lines. In order to minimize openings, the holes for those couplers
1 http://www.ets-lindgren.com/
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are milled into the feedthrough plate (see fig. 7.7) and are bolstered with conductive
mesh.[Plü12] The schematic of the readout is shown in fig. 7.8.
A Cremat1 CR-110 charge sensitive preamplifier, mounted on the CR-150 evalu-
ation board, is used to convert the charge into voltage signals. The voltage signals
are fed into a main amplifier. The re-conditioned signal is acquired using an oscillo-
scope. The trigger signal of the scintillator is digitalized as well and can be applied
afterwards in the analysis software. The oscilloscope is read out using a GPIB2-LAN3
interface. A new mechanics which provides an improved cooling option is currently
under development. The data acquisition has been altered as well, using a self-made
successor to the CR-150 board. The new board converts the signal from single
ended to differential, before sending it out of its box. Instead of an oscilloscope
a VME4 based flash ADC5 is used for digitalization [Rie14]. Examples of the data
gained with the first setup and an unirradiated fanout assembly are given in fig. 7.9,
fig. 7.10 and fig. 7.11. The fanout assembly has been equipped with a 250 µm thick
DOFZ6 n+-in-n pixel sensor. The IV-curve in fig. 7.9 shows a dip around −40V
which indicates the depletion voltage. The position of the 59.5 keV photo peak in
fig. 7.10 is used to calibrate the energy axis of the 9038Sr spectrum in fig. 7.11.
Reiner/pictures/Fanout.jpg
Figure 7.7: First design for a fanout mounting. [Plü12]
1 http://www.cremat.com/
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Figure 7.8: First design for a fanout mounting consisting of a thick aluminium
carrier where a conical shaped opening is milled under the position foreseen for the
fanout assembly. A slight recess makes it easier to position the fanout and it is glued
on the thin remaining strip of aluminium. On four sides PCBs are attached which
lead the signal of selected fanout wirebond pads through wirebonds onto SUB-D con-
nectors with 25 poles each. Through the green PCB on the bottom the bias voltage
is supplied to the high voltage pad on the sensor surface. [Plü12]
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Figure 7.9: IV-curve of a single pixel measured through a fanout. [Plü12]
Figure 7.10: Signal of a single pixel readout through a fanout when illuminated
with a 24195 Am source. The fit is Gaussian and only meant to guide the eye. [Plü12]
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Figure 7.11: Signal of a single read out through a fanout when illuminated with a
90
38Sr source. The output has been energy calibrated using the photo peak in fig. 7.10.
The fit function is a landau distribution and only meant to guide the eye. [Plü12]
7.4 Automatised Characterization
The first measurements were done by switching manually pin by pin of the sub-d
connector. Although the currently existing setups impose a limit on the number of
connected wirebonds pads, this is extremely time consuming.
In order to identify properly working pixels, it is useful to make an IV-scan of each
pixel or pixel equivalent (group). To simplify this process an automatized readout
system was developed [Abt13]. Its schematic is shown in fig. 7.12. It is built around
a Keithley1 7002 multiplexer which selects the currently read out pixel. This signal
is measured by the Keithley 487 pico ampere meter, whereas the bias grid and
outer guard currents are measured by their own dedicated Keithley 487 devices.
This enables the simultaneous measurement of the pixel current, bias grid current
and outer guard ring current, together with the temperature. The temperature is
recorded through a Keithley 196.
All those devices are controlled through their GPIB connection. A computer con-
nected to an Agilent GPIB-LAN interface acts as bus master. The software is realized
in form of a compiled ACLiC2/ROOT2 script which uses the e4meas library [Kle11].
This library was extended in order to include the multiplexer, as well as the external
1 http://www.keithley.com/
2 Automatic Compiler of Libraries for CINT3
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triggering capability of the measurement devices. This external triggering helps to
synchronize the measurements as far as possible.
The IO-port of the Keithley 7002 generates a TTL1-pulse which is fed into the
external trigger input of the other measurement devices. Before triggering, the
measurement devices Keithley 487 and Keithley 196 are programmed to take a
couple of measurements which are written into their inbuilt memory. The data is
read out after the conclusion of this measurement cycle in order to save time. While
the data is being transferred over the GPIB bus, the bias voltage is already changed
to a new value. The number of data points taken by the devices can be adjusted
in the control script, it is usually set to 100 consecutive measurements in order to
reduce noise by calculating a mean value for the current.
2 http://root.cern.ch
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Methods of Lab and Test Beam Measurements
8.1 Measurement of the IV-Characteristics
All sensors were characterized prior to the flip-chip mating by measuring the current
at different applied bias voltages. Henceforward it will be called an IV-measurement
and the resulting plot IV-curve. This is the slightly imprecise but commonly used
designation. In case of sensors prepared for indium bump bonding, this measure-
ment was repeated before and after irradiation. Sensors prepared to be flip-chipped
with PbSn bump bonds were only characterized in the unirradiated state. The
measurements were conducted on a modified vacuum chuck mounted on a probe
station in a class 1000 clean room.
The chuck consists of a plastic disc where a stripe of copper tape is glued over
a hole in the disc. On the bottom there is a nipple screwed in the threaded hole
which makes it possible to attach a vacuum pump. The bias voltage was applied
through a PH100 needle prober by Süss1.
The cooling of the irradiated sensors was achieved by placing small chunks of dry
ice next to the sensor. The dry ice cools down the metal surface where the sensor
rests on. Condensation was avoided by covering the whole chuck with a transparent
lid and flushing the interior with dry nitrogen.
For the measurement itself a K487 pico ampere meter was employed as a voltage
source as well as an ampere meter (see fig. 8.1). The device was computer controlled
through a GPIB2-LAN3 interface that was operated by a script based on the e4meas
library [Kle11]. Only sensors fulfilling the ATLAS4 quality assurance criteria [KL04]
were used and only those performing best were selected. Criteria were the absolute
current (below 2 µA) and the slope of the IV-curve. The latter criterium was a fairly
1 http://www.suss.com/
2 General Purpose Instrument Bus
3 Local Area Network
4 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
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soft one. Special attention was paid to the existence of a flat platform before a clearly
pronounced bend followed by an exponential development. As the exponential trend
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Figure 8.1: Setup for measuring IV-curve of unflipped structures. The drawing is
taken from [Raj03] and modified.
8.2 Pre-testing of the FE-I3 Chips
The FE-I3 chips with indium stubs originated from a wafer left-over during the
production for the currently installed pixel detector. This wafer was fully qualified
until it was damaged during the first cut along a dicing street due to a disintegrating
diamond dicing blade (shown in fig. 8.2). The old bare module test setup [Dob04]
was used to verify that the chips were still operational.
Its central part is a probe card with a needle comb which allows to contact all
FE-I3 wirebond pads at the same time. This card was redesigned (see fig. 8.3), as
the previous one was controlled by a VME1 card, which was no longer functional.
The probe card is mechanically fastened (its inclination in two axes is manually
adjustable using micrometer screws), while the assembly (or in this case the bare
frontend) is located on a linear table movable in three axes. The table’s step motors
are computer controlled and there are end switches which stop the movement as
soon as the needle comb touches down evenly with sufficient force.
The probe card is connected by a flat ribbon cable to the USBpix system (see
section 8.3.2) and basically emulates a single chip card. Successful digital and
analogue scans were required for declaring a frontend qualified. Additionally to
these scans, a visual inspection was conducted, which revealed that only the chips
along the first cut were damaged. Those were subsequently discarded.
1 Versa Module Eurocard
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Figure 8.2: Indium FE-I3 wafer with the breaking edge visible.
Figure 8.3: New bare module test card for FE-I3 chips and FE-I3 based assemblies.
Taken from [Lap12] and modified.
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8.3 Operation of the FE-I3 ATLAS Readout Chip
8.3.1 TurboDAQ
Figure 8.4: Schematic of TurboDAQ setup
used for laboratory tests.[Tro12]
The TurboDAQ system was used in the
beginning of this thesis both for labora-
tory tests and for the test beam readout
of FE-I3 assemblies.
It makes the readout of ATLAS pixel
modules possible, where the data and
control information of 16 frontend
chips are merged by a MCC1. Single
chip assemblies can be alternatively
connected to a TPCC2 as shown in
fig. 8.4. This device allows to switch
between up to four assemblies, but
does not provide simultaneous read-
out.
Furthermore, the TPCC contains the
drivers necessary for the LVDS3 signal. The TPCC is coupled to the TPLL4 which
is constructed as a VME card. The TPLL can be controlled through the VME back
plane and a VME-MXI5 module enables the computer control of the whole system.
The software used on the computer is called TurboDAQ, too. A more detailed
description of the TurboDAQ system may be found in [Dob04] and the test beam
extensions are documented in [Tro12]. It was phased out in favour of the USBpix
system due to the discontinuation of its development. Furthermore, it does not
support the FE-I4. There were also problems with the TurboDAQ setup when used
for test beam measurements, which manifested in desynchronisation of events and
in strange interferences between DUTs6 [Tro12].
8.3.2 USBPix
The USBpix system was used for the majority of measurements. It was developed as
the successor of the TurboDAQ system and is based on the so-called MultiIO-board,
which is connected by USB7 directly to a computer. Its heart is a XILINX8 Virtex
1 Module Control Chip
2 Turbo Pixel Control Card
3 Low Voltage Differential Signal
4 Turbo Pixel Low Level
5 Multisystem EXtension Interface
6 Device Under Tests
7 Universal Serial Bus
8 http://www.xilinx.com/
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3 FPGA1 coupled to 2 MB SRAM2 and a micro controller that handles the USB
communication. There are different adapter boards available, the basic ones are for
FE-I3 and FE-I4 single chip assemblies. An external trigger input is available and
expects TTL3 signals. For a detailed description see [Bon14a]. A USBpix system
equipped with a FE-I3 single chip readout card is shown in fig. 8.5, whereas the
same system together with a FE-I4 adapter card can be seen in fig. 8.6.
Figure 8.5: Overview of the central components of an USBPix system equipped for
a FE-I3 based Single-Chip assembly including an original “Bonn” style SCA card.
[Wei13]
8.3.3 Calibration Procedure – Tuning
All used readout systems offer similar scans and tuning procedures (tunes). Tunes
are scans which result in setting certain parameters in the readout chips. The tunes
presented here are provided by the FE-I3 version of the STcontrol (control program
for the USBpix system). Their description is taken from [Bon14b]. Section 2.3.4.5
explains the basic configuration options of each FE-I3 cell which control the thresh-
old and the feedback current. It is necessary to repeat the tunes several times as
the settings for the threshold and feedback current influence each other to a certain
degree. The general goal is to achieve a homogeneous threshold distribution over
all pixels and a ToT4 response, which utilises as much as possible of the available
1 Field Programmable Gata Array
2 Static Random Access Memory
3 Transistor Transistor Logic
4 Time Over Threshold
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Figure 8.6: Overview of the central components of an USBPix system equipped for
a FE-I4A based Single-Chip assembly including a V1.0 FE-I4A SCA card. [Bon14a]
ToT range. Usually, first the GDAC1 and IF2 are set, what can be done manually or
using the designated tunes. Afterwards, the tunes are executed in the order: TDAC3,
FDAC4 and TDAC. At last, a threshold and ToT verify scan confirm that the tune was
successful. A ToT-Calib scan completes the tuning and creates the data necessary
later on for the ToT to charge conversion.
8.3.3.1 Digital Scan
A basic scan which sends 200 times the strobe signal to the frontend discriminator
with a fixed length. The same number of hits should be recognized, if everything
works well.
8.3.3.2 Analogue Scan
The analogue scan sends the strobe signal 200 times to the frontend preamplifier
with a fixed charge and expects 200 hits back.
8.3.3.3 Threshold Scan
The threshold scan injects a varied amount of charge and measures the number of
hits. For each pixel this results in a distribution which is fitted with a s-curve (error
1 Global Threshold Digital toAnalog Converter
2 IFeedback
3 Threshold Digital to Analog Converter
4 Feedback-current Digital to Analog Converter
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function) and yields the threshold (inflexion point) and noise (distance between
30% and 70%) as fitting parameters.
8.3.3.4 GDAC Tune
The GDAC tune varies the GDAC, which determines the global threshold for all pixel
cells and does a quick threshold scan for each of them. It attempts to set the GDAC
in a way, that the threshold scan approaches the target threshold as close as possible.
The target threshold is usually set to 3200 electrons.
8.3.3.5 IF Tune
The IF tune injects about 20000 electrons into the pixel cell preamplifier and mea-
sures the ToT response while changing the IF setting with the goal to achieve the
preset ToT. The target is normally a response of 60 ToT at 20000 electrons.
8.3.3.6 TDAC Tune
Similar to the GDAC tune the TDAC tune attempts to set a target threshold. The
difference is that each pixel cell is tuned individually using its TDAC register.
8.3.3.7 FDAC Tune
A fixed charge is injected and the FDAC of each pixel cell is varied until its ToT
response approaches the target value.
8.3.3.8 ToT Verify Scan
Similar to the IF and FDAC tunes a fixed charge of 20000 electrons is injected and
the ToT response is measured. The settings derived during the previous tunes are
applied.
8.3.3.9 ToT Calib Scan
For each pixel different charges are injected and the ToT response is recorded in
each case. The resulting ToT against injected charge curves are fitted and three
calibration values are calculated (the fitting constants). These values are necessary
in order to calculate the charge from measured ToTs. These data are read directly
from the resulting ROOT file (in the rootDB1 file format) by the ClusterAnalysis
program when analysing data taken in the lab.
For the test beam analysis the scan results are extracted from the ROOT file
using a patched ClusterAnalysis version (prepared for this thesis), which writes
them out into a plain ASCII2 file. This file is then read by TbMon. The TurboDAQ
1 https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/STControlDocPage
2 American Standard Code for Information Interchange
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and the USBpix systems use two different fit functions. The conversion from ToT
to electrons for results gained with the TurboDAQ system is done according to the
equation
q = BToT−A − C (8.1)
and for the USBpix system with the equation
q = ToT
A




A source scan puts an assembly into the data taking mode where real hit information
generated in the attached sensor is recorded. An external trigger source can be
provided, e.g. a photo multiplier attached to a scintillator. A TTL signal is expected.
Otherwise, the internal triggering mode is used, that triggers on the global hit bus
of the frontend.
8.3.4 ClusterAnalysis
Irrespectively of the used readout system, source scans result in so-called raw-files.
They contain raw hit data in slightly different data formats depending on the data
taking system, which all describe raw hit data and are to a large extent compatible.
All those data can be analysed using a program which is called “ClusterAnalysis”
and which provides the capability to deal with all these different data formats. The
data is first loaded into the program together with the calibration file if available.
Then the data is clustered and in the third step analysed. The program also offers
options to do a deep inspection of trigger events.
8.4 Single Chip Carrrier PCBs
The PCB1 for the FE-I3 single chip assembly underwent several iterations. In its
original version the assembly was glued on an area of the PCB, which is fitted
with thermal vias. After measuring the heat resistance using heating foil, it was
recognized that the heat conductivity is insufficient. Subsequently, this part was
removed and replaced by an aluminium carrier. This aluminium carrier is fitted on
its backside with a stripe of copper tape leading to the cold mass. The heat sink
is either provided by a piece of dry ice or by the heat exchanger when using a chiller.
This aluminium carrier is constructed as thin as possible in order to reduce mass
when measuring the samples in the test beam, so avoiding unnecessary multiple
1 Printed Circuit Board
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scattering.
It was observed that the original single chip cards are not able to withstand more
than 700V bias voltage before sparking occurs and the voltage shortens out. This is
due to an insufficient distance between the high voltage line and the ground plane
on the PCB. The first workaround applied to a couple of samples at that time is
exemplary shown in fig. 8.7. There the bias voltage supply circuit, integrated in
the PCB, was bypassed by attaching a separate piece of PCB material with a copper
trace, which was connected to a free flying cable. From this copper trace a wirebond
connection to the HV1 pad on the sensor was realised. After this approach turned
out usable, this construction was made more reliable and solid by creating a small
daughter board, which is glued on the single chip PCB and covers the original HV
wirebond pad completely (see fig. 8.8 and fig. 8.9). This daughter board includes a
LEMO2 0S connector and the necessary bias resistor(s) and capacitor.
Figure 8.7: Assembly DO-9 mounted on SCC card demonstrating improvised
workaround for the sparking problem. The bias resistor is hidden as it is covered
by shrink tube.
There are two versions differing slightly in the foot print of the used bias resistor.
1 High Voltage
2 http://www.lemo.com
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The connection to the ground of the main PCB is realised by soldiering a piece
of wire through the appropriate test pad. The final iteration is a completely new
version of the single chip card as shown in fig. 8.10. It incorporates the design of the
HV daughter board with generous distances between the HV trace and everything
else. The middle pin of the LEMO 0S connector has to be attached to a trace on
the bottom side of the double sided PCB, as otherwise there is a risk of sparking.
The new PCB design also features a connector for a permanently fastened PT1000.
Figure 8.8: Assembly DO-10 mounted on SCC card demonstrating first HV daugh-
ter card version.
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(a) From left to right: HV daughter board,
aluminium carrier in piston design (below
sid view) and new Bonn single chip card.
(b) All parts put together - the daughter
card as well as the carrier were glued with
epoxy on the single chip card.
Figure 8.9: Third iteration of the FE-I3 single chip assembly mounting.
(a) Newly designed single
chip card with improved
HV capability and PT1000
connectors.
(b) New aluminium car-
rier.
(c) All parts put together.
Figure 8.10: Fourth iteration of the FE-I3 single chip assembly mounting.
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8.5 Lab Setup for Measuring Assemblies
In the laboratory the setup shown in fig. 8.11a was used for the source scan measure-
ments. The whole setup is enclosed in an isolated box made of polypropylene which
can be flushed with dry nitrogen. There are two different cooling options: Either
several large blocks of dry ice are placed on the base plate or a chiller cools down
the heat exchanger which forms the base plate. The PCB of the assembly is fixed
with screws on a holder (fig. 8.11b), where its assembly is automatically aligned
with the scintillator below it and the source sitting on a separate holder above it.
The scintillator is used for triggering the readout of the USBpix-System.
(a) Look inside the isolation box
containing the lab setup for measur-
ing irradiated assemblies. The DUT
is mounted on a frame above a scin-
tillator which is connected through
a light duct to a photomultiplier
(black tube). In this picture the
dry ice option is shown, where the
cooling is realised by placing two
or three blocks of dry ice on top
of the base plate. The heat is par-
tially conducted through the copper
stripe attached to the backside of
the assembly and partially through
the cold carbon dioxide which evap-
orates, when the dry ice sublimates.
Photo by [Wiz13].
(b) Detailed photo of the holder
used for measurements of irradiated
und unirradited FE-I3 based as-
semblies in the laboratory. On the
bottom there is the photomultiplier
tube where the small extending on
the side contains the scintillator
(1 cm × 1 cm) attached through a
light guide. The holder aligns the
PCB automatically in a way that
the assembly is positioned directly
above the small scintillator plate.
Another holder above the PCB of-
fers an enclosure which aligns the
radioactive source with the assem-
bly and the scintillator quickly with-
out a lot of manual intervention.
Photo by [Wiz13].
Figure 8.11: Photos showing details of the lab setup with dry ice cooling.
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8.6 Test Beam
Test beam measurements using high-energy particle beams and a telescope are
the best test for high-energy particle detectors as they emulate the application
in the real detector system as closely as possible. The particles constituting the
beam are similar to the ones measured in the real experiment - minimum ionising
particles. The telescope allows to quantify the performance of the DUT. More about
the measurable quantities and how they are calculated can be found in chapter
section 8.6.4.
8.6.1 Beamlines
The tests were conducted at two different beam lines, one located at the CERN1-
SPS2 and the other one at DESY II3. The beam provided at CERN-SPS area H6
benefits from the fact that the behaviour of the 120GeV to 180GeV pions is more
realistic than the 4GeV to 6GeV positrons at the DESY II accelerator. Especially,
the multiple scattering is much more pronounced at the lower energies, making it
unfeasible to operate more than two DUTs at the same time and decreasing the
spatial resolution as well. Nevertheless, many basic measurements are also possible
at DESY II and for the time of the shutdown at CERN it is the only easily available
test beam facility.
8.6.1.1 CERN-SPS
CERN-SPS is part of the main accelerator chain at CERN as described in chapter 2.
400GeV protons are ejected (see fig. 8.12) and shot into the target T4 (see fig. 8.13),
where they are converted into pi±. A spectrometer magnet, which can be controlled
by the user, selects a certain energy and a couple of focusing and bending magnets
create a beam with a diameter of roughly 1 cm. As the SPS supplies several exper-
iments, the beam is not continuously supplied but follows a cycle. This cycle can
vary due to the number of currently supplied experiments, but it is typically 42 s
long and the extraction lasts 9.6 s. More information about the SPS, the beamline
H6 and its associated beam test area H6B may be found in [Tro12].
8.6.1.2 DESY
The accelerator chain (see fig. 8.14) at DESY4 consists of the LINAC II5 and the
storage ring PIA6 which accelerate electrons/positrons up to 450MeV. Afterwards,
the particles are accelerated further up to an energy of 6GeV in the synchrotron
DESY II. After ejection the particles hit a target producing photons, which are used
1 Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
2 Super Proton Synchrotron
3 Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron II - accelerator at DESY
4 Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron
5 LINear ACcelerator II - accelerator at DESY
6 Positron Intensity Accumulator - accelerator at DESY
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Target
SPS protons
Figure 8.12: Schematic drawing of the SPS target area. The primary beam, coming
from left passes to dipole magnets to change incident angle into the target (wob-
bling), the secondary particles are generated in the target, passing a spectrometer
magnet, are collimated and guided to two beamlines. [Tro12]
afterwards for production of electrons and positrons by pair production through
a secondary target. The downstream magnet helps to select the particle type and
energy.
8.6.2 EUDET-Telescope
Most of the time the EUDET1 telescope (or its sibling/successor the ACONITE2)
was used to measure the trajectories of the beam particles. It was moved between
DESY and CERN depending on where the next test beam period was ready to com-
mence. The telescope consists of two arms which are mounted on a rigid mechanical
support structure consisting of an aluminium frame. Between the two telescope
arms there is space enough for the box containing the DUTs. Each of the two arms
consists for its part of three telescope planes.
The telescope planes use Mimosa26 MAPS3 (integrated) sensors with an active
area of 21.2mm× 10.6mm and square pixels with a size of 18.4 µm× 18.4 µm. The
Mimosa26 sensors employ a rolling shutter system with an accumulated integration
time of 112 µs. It is impossible to determine in which order the hits during one
readout cycle, corresponding to one event, were registered, as the hits are not time
stamped. This lack of information introduces an uncertainty between the map-
ping of the tracks registered during one event and the hits registered in the DUT.
Furthermore, the discrepancy between the data taking time of 112 µs of the Mi-
mosa26 planes and the much shorter 400 ns recording time of the FE-I3/FE-I4 DUTs
means that there are a lot of tracks registered by the telescope, which cannot be
registered by the DUTs, as they are not in the right time window (out-of-time tracks).
The calculation of the hit efficiency requires that a track is only accepted as
valid, if it shows a corresponding hit in at least one reference plane. Without this
1 DETector-project supported by the European Union
2 ATLAS copy of the MIMOSA-NI telescope
3 Monolythic Active Pixel Sensors
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Figure 8.13: CERN SPS target area. [Cer]
Figure 8.14: The accelerator complex at DESY. [DES12]
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requirement the hit efficiency would be artificially decreased. Reference planes
should be well understood FE-I3/FE-I4 assemblies, which have a minimal number
of dead pixels (decreasing the overall efficiency as they are taking out wrongly tracks)
and a minimal number of hot pixels (decreasing the measured DUT efficiency as
out-of-time tracks are falsely declared as in-time-tracks). The readout of an event is
triggered by two pairs of crossed scintillators, which are read out by photomultipliers.
One pair is mounted upstream of the telescope, the other one downstream. The
scintillators cover an area of 2 cm× 1 cm. They are usually operated in coincidence
mode, that means that an event is triggered, if all of them register a particle passing.
The trigger signal is processed and distributed by the so-called TLU1.
8.6.3 DUT Setup
The DUTs are placed in the DOBOX2 between the two telescope arms. The box sits
on a x-y-table which helps to position it correctly in the beam. This can be done
remotely while watching the correlation plots in the online monitor. For details of
the mechanics refer to [Tro12].
8.6.3.1 DUT Enclosure and Mechanics
The DUTs are mounted on angled aluminium frames which are adapted precisely to
the size of the PCBs. The frames are fastened with machine screws on a base plate
which features a grid of threads. Alternatively, there is a number of spacers, wedges
and rotation blocks available which can be mounted between the base plate and the
frame in order to turn the DUT in η or φ direction. A simultaneous rotation both
in η and φ is possible by combining certain elements. The whole construction set is
designed with a focus on keeping the sensors in the beam axis. The spacers help to
keep the sensors at the same height, if there are DUTs mounted in a different way.
The assemblies are cooled through stripes of copper tape, which are attached
on one end to the backside of the carrier PCB. This is done by folding the end of
the copper tape, thus creating kind of a spring. A typical mounting situation is
shown in fig. 8.15 and fig. 8.16. A very small amount of thermal grease is applied
afterwards and the copper tape is pressed on by Kapton tape. The other end of
each copper stripe lies flat on the ground plate and is pressed against it with a
spacer plate. The dry ice placed on the spacer plate cools the bottom plate. The
heat is transferred from the assemblies through the copper stripes and the air. The
cover of the enclosure is divided into two parts making it possible to keep the DUTs
covered while placing dry ice during the initial cooling down or while replacing
dry ice during long measurement campaigns. While the secondary compartment is
opened, the DUT compartment is flushed with dry nitrogen. This serves to avoid
condensation on the DUTs. After closing the box the flushing can be stopped, as
the evaporating carbon dioxide blocks out the wet outside air. For safety reasons
1 Trigger Logic Unit
2 DOrtmund testbeam BOX
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Figure 8.15: Examples for mounting of DUTs in the DOBOX with an inclination to
the beam (in φ in the left and in η on the right).
Figure 8.16: DOBOX where only the DUT compartment is closed allowing a look
into the opened dry ice compartment.
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the bias voltage is usually switched off during this operation, although the DUTs
remain protected from light.
8.6.3.2 DCS Monitoring
A monitoring software called “testbeamDCS” [Lap12] has been developed with
the primary intention to be used during test beams for recording and controlling
the environmental sensors of the DUTs. Later on, it has been also used for lab
measurements. It can control up to two ISEG4 power supplies which have both
two independent channels. Their voltage may be set while the currently applied
(bias) voltage and current is read out regularly for each channel. A Keithley 2000
fitted out with a 10 channel multi switch card is read out as well. This means that
each temperature is read every second and the time stamp is maximum 10/11 s off.
The software has a receiver component for the EUDET run control signals, which
transmits the current run number and start/stop messages. It is implemented as a
separate script in order to make it more stable. This script registers as a receiver
with the run control on start up and writes the messages into a file which is read by
the main program. Since 2012 a PVSS5 based solution using a CAN1 bus controlled
ISEG crate and ELMB2 was used.
8.6.3.3 DAQ
During the first test beam periods in 2009 and 2010 the TurboDAQ system was
used (for details of the system see section 8.3.1). A detailed description of the parts
necessary for the test beam integration is given in [Tro12]. Since 2011 only the
USBpix system was used as it has a couple of advantages: better stability and less
hardware overhead.
8.6.4 Reconstruction and Analysis
The telescope produces raw data which are afterwards reconstructed using the
EUTelescope8 software that is implemented as a processor within the MARLIN39
framework. EUTelescope consists of several specialised sub-processors which are
called consecutively. First, the raw data is converted into the lcio file format. Then
the hit information is clustered and noisy pixels are removed. The main steps consist
of the hit making, aligning and track fitting. Finally, a ROOT file in the so-called
tbtrack file format is generated.
1 Controller Area Network
2 Embedded Local Monitor Board
4 http://www.iseg-hv.com/
5 A SCADA6 system by ETM7 which has been renamed to WinCC-OA.




3 Modular Analysis & Reconstruction for the LINear Collider
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The analysis of the test beam data was done with the revamped TbMon-Framework
(version 1.99). It reads in tbtrack files which were generated by the reconstruction
software, reclusters the hit information, searches for hotpixels in the DUTs, applies
cuts and data corrections, checks every track for existing reference hits, matches
tracks to clusters and fills finally the histograms.
8.6.4.1 Checkalign
The alignment done in the reconstruction is not always perfect and it is easier to
correct for global shifts afterwards within TbMon. Furthermore, EUTelescope is
not equipped to deal with time dependant shifts, a feature that is useful for this
setup as the weight of the dry ice changes with time and thus the torque acting
on the x-y-table changes as well. In fig. 8.17 an example from the May 2012 test
beam is shown. The top plot shows the residual distribution as is comes directly
from the reconstructed data and the bottom plot shows the same distribution after
the output of the checkalign processor has been applied.
8.6.4.2 Hotpixelfinder
Pixels giving a signal above threshold more often than expected or even permanently
are so-called “hot” pixels. Their signal should not be included in the evaluated
collected charge distribution and hit efficiency, as they result from noise and not
from a particle passing through the bulk. The same is true for pixels that do not
show any signal at all for some reason. Those pixels are called “dead” pixels. Both
groups are flagged appropriately during the first TBmon pass over the data. In order
to eliminate the hot pixels the ratio of hits within the acceptable level 1 timing
window and hits outside of this window is calculated. A cut criterion of 0.5 · 10−3
is usually applied on this value. “Dead” pixels can be recognized simply by looking
for pixels that do not fire at all. After having been flagged, both types of pixels are
excluded from the analysis during the second TBmon pass.
8.6.4.3 Referencing
The Mimosa26 planes used in the telescope are a rolling shutter system which
takes data for about 112 µs after a trigger signal has been received. During this
time usually more than 100 hits are registered in a telescope plane. The order in
which they are registered is unknown as they are not time stamped. By comparison
the readout time of the DUTs is much shorter: 16 × 25ns. There are many tracks
registered in the telescope planes, which even the best working DUTs has no chance
to register, as it is not active for the whole time. If this issue is not treated, the
calculated hit efficiency of the DUTs gets decreased. This is solved using referencing.
Each track has to match a hit in at least one DUT different from that which is
currently evaluated. Otherwise, it is not regarded as a valid track.
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Figure 8.17: Residual distribution in x of the DUT DO-10 in the run range 767-795
recorded during the May 2012 test beam campaign at CERN SPS before and after
the TBmon checkalign processor has been applied.
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8.6.4.4 Matching
Matching means the assignment of a cluster to a track. A cluster is assumed to have
been caused by a track if the distance between the cluster and the track is no more
than 1.5 times the pitch. There are different possibilities to estimate the position of
the cluster, such as the geometrical mean and more advanced cluster centre finding
algorithms, but usually for this purpose the distance is calculated just by looking
at each individual pixel constituting the cluster.
8.6.4.5 Efficiency
The hit efficiency is defined as
εhit =
number of matched tracks in DUT
number of referenced tracks in DUT . (8.3)
In the global hit efficiency value, which is calculated in this analysis processor and
shown in chapter 9, hot and dead pixels are excluded as well as edge regions. The
error given by this processor is the simple statistical error. The evaluation of the
test beam results shows that this error underestimates the real error.
8.6.4.6 Qefficiency Analysis
The qefficiency analysis works with charge values calculated from the measured ToT
values with help of the charge calibration. The charge is histogrammed either in
total or separated according to cluster sizes. Furthermore, the space resolved mean
charge deposition is plotted as well.

CHAPTER 9
Results of Lab and Test Beam Measurements
This chapter summarizes the results gained from measurements on irradiated single
chip assemblies either using a radioactive source in the lab or accelerator particles
at test beam sites. The details of the procedures are explained in chapter 8. The test
beam data are limited to those taken at perpendicular incidence or relatively low
angles. There are several effects which have an impact on those measurement results.
A particularly severe influence is the radiation damage of the readout sensor in
case of assemblies which were irradiated entirely. In order to assess the reliability of
the sensor related values, a study focused on the frontend related changes was done.
After the assessment of the error limits the charge collection and efficiency results
are shown and their evolution is discussed. Space resolved measurement results
enabled by the test beam measurements are helpful in this endeavour. Another
effect — annealing — is of high interest both for the measurements presented here
as well as for the real life operation of the pixel detector. Therefore, the results of
a study of the impact of voluntary annealing on the frontend as well as the sensor
are shown.
9.1 Impact of Irradiated FE-I3 Readout Electronics
Usually, the study of the effects of radiation damage in the pixel sensor requires the
joint irradiation of the sensor and the frontend electronics as they are connected
irreversibly by bump bonds. The distinction between frontend and sensor related
irradiation effects becomes thus more complicated. Furthermore, out of necessity
the FE-I3 is operated here outside of its design limits. The maximum ionising dose
is the relevant quantity as surface damage is more important for CMOS1 electronics
than silicon sensors.
The hit map shown in fig. 9.1 is a good example for one of the effects that may
occur. It was taken using a 9038Sr source (see section 8.3.3.10) and clearly shows a
1 Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
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periodic pattern which can be only explained by digital effects in the frontend. Al-
though basic digital communication with the FE-I3 always works, erratic behaviour
can be observed.
Some assemblies stop working completely after irradiation. Basic functionality
shall be here defined as yielding a reasonable digital and analogue scan. Other
assemblies show infrequently strange behaviour like an increase in noise, empty
events or patterns during source scans. By simply thawing the malfunctioning
assembly at room temperature and refreezing it afterwards, such temporary problems
can be mitigated. Primarily this applies to assemblies irradiated either with neutrons
or high energy protons. In contrast assemblies irradiated with low energy protons
at Karlsruhe stopped working (actually no digital scan possible anymore) above a
fluence of 1× 1015neq. cm−2 due to the extremely high ionising dose. The systematic
measurements of frontend behaviour in the following sections employ a chiller based
cooling system (see fig. 9.2) in order to vary the temperature reliably.
Figure 9.1: Hit map of a moderately irradiated assembly in which a digital struc-
ture is clearly visible. The darker stripes indicate a lower hit count than the light red
areas. It illustrates the problems which may occur with irradiated frontends.
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Figure 9.2: Setup used for the temperature dependant measurements on DO-9. On
the left side the sample box is shown where the heat exchanger (below the block)
is pressed on the copper striper which is attached to the backside of the assembly.
The chiller and the heat exchanger, depicted on the right side, are connected through
triple isolated hoses.
Most of those systematic studies use the assembly DO-9, which has an 250µm
thick DOFZ1 sensor and has been irradiated at Ljubljana with neutrons to a fluence
of 5× 1015neq. cm−2. The assembly was read out by a USBpix system.
9.1.1 Influence of the Bias Voltage
In order to isolate the influence of the bias voltage on the frontend calibration,
the temperature influence is excluded by keeping the assembly at a constant tem-
perature of −15 ◦C. The temperature is continuously monitored with a PT100
temperature sensor (NTC2) positioned directly behind the aluminium carrier sheet
(see section 8.4). This temperature sensor is connected directly to the chiller and
used internally to regulate the temperature of the external cooling circuit. After
cooling down a sufficiently long time has to pass until the temperature is settled.
The voltage was varied in 100V steps and after each increase a ToT3 calibration
scan and threshold scan were done. During the ToT scan 20000 electrons are injected
repeatedly into each pixel cell by the calibrations circuit and the response ToT is
recorded. Histogramming the mean response values for each pixel cell individually,
1 Diffusion Oxygenated FloatZone
2 Negative Temperature Coefficient thermistor
3 Time Over Threshold
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results in Gaussian shaped ToT distributions for all pixels. The MPV1 of those ToT
distributions are plotted in fig. 9.3. It can be clearly observed that the bias voltage
applied to the sensor has an impact on the ToT calibration of the frontend. Ac-
cording to the plot in fig. 9.4 the bias voltage seems to have little impact on the
threshold distribution.
bias voltage [-V]






















 / ndf 2χ
 2.064 / 6
p0       
 1.614± 64.56 
p1       
 0.002631± -0.009005 
Figure 9.3: ToT values registered by assembly DO-9 after 20000 electrons have been
injected using the calibration functionality at different bias voltages. Based on data
by [Lap12].
bias voltage [-V]


















 (DO-9)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (DO-13)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (5-11A)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (DO-24)2/cmeq n16 10• = 2.0 φ
Figure 9.4: Threshold plotted against the bias voltage. Based on data by [Lap12].
1 Most Probable Value
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9.1.2 Temperature Dependence
In order to measure the temperature dependence of various frontend parameters
the bias voltage was set and kept at a constant value of −700V. Figure 9.5 shows
that the ToT value for a certain amount of injected electrons is proportional to the
temperature. Its impact is rather severe.
C]°temperature [

























 / ndf 2χ
 0.391 / 5
p0       
 2.302± 49.99 
p1       
 0.1304± -0.8401 
Figure 9.5: ToT values registered by assembly DO-9 after 20000 electrons have been
injected using the calibration functionality at different ambient temperatures. Based
on data by [Lap12].
C]°temperature [



















 (DO-9)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (DO-13)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (5-11A)2/cmeq n15 10• = 5.0 φ
 (DO-24)2/cmeq n16 10• = 2.0 φ
Figure 9.6: Threshold plotted against the temperature. Based on data by [Lap12].
There is also a slight increase of the threshold when the temperature rises, which
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can seen in fig. 9.6.
9.1.3 Position of the Radioactive Source
In order to check whether the exact positioning of the 9038Sr source during lab
measurements is relevant, the radioactive source was deliberately set at different —
partially misaligned — positions. All other parameters, including the temperature
and the bias voltage, as well as the calibration of the assembly, were kept the same
during the measurement. The beam spot visible in the hit map in fig. 9.7 clearly
reveals the position of the source.










Figure 9.7: Hit maps showing the different positions of the radioactive source.
[Lap12]
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ToT














Figure 9.8: Overlay of ToT distributions taken with the assembly DO-9 where the
90
38Sr source was set at different positions. [Lap12]
Figure 9.8 shows the charge distribution for those four positions visible in the hit
maps. There is no influence on the total collected charge, but the hit rate differs.
9.1.4 Annealing
Annealing caused by deliberate or involuntary heating is important for the operation
of irradiated sensors. The impact on the charge collection, with a focus on the
changes in the frontend, is shown in the following. The assembly DO-10 is used for
this purpose. A tuning at a fixed bias voltage of −2000V was created. After each
variation of the bias voltage a threshold and bias scan were performed. The plots
in fig. 9.9 and fig. 9.10 do not show any clear influence of the bias voltage, except
for the ToT which slightly fluctuates.
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bias voltage [-V]















C°after 20 min at 60
C°after 40 min at 60
C°after 60 min at 60
C°after 80 min at 60
Figure 9.9: ToT shift after annealing steps. Based on data by [Wiz13].
bias voltage [-V]





















C°after 20 min at 60
C°after 40 min at 60
C°after 60 min at 60
C°after 80 min at 60
Figure 9.10: Threshold shift after annealing steps. Based on data by [Wiz13].
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9.2 Calculation of Error Limits for Test Beam Measurements
9.2.1 Uncertainty of the Charge Calculation
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the ToT to charge conversion uncertainty is
mainly based on the temperature drift. In order to make an estimation of this error
the fit values gained with the assembly DO-9 were used, with the simplification that
a linear ToT/charge relation was assumed
∆q[electrons] = γtemp ·∆ϑ[K] , (9.1)
where
γtemp = 279 electrons/K (9.2)
was derived from the fit in fig. 9.5. For the purposes of the test beam analyses, the
environmental data from the DCS1 monitoring were used to calculate the maximum
temperature difference within a run range as a worst case estimation. Additionally,
the bias voltage demonstrated an influence on the ToT as well
∆q[electrons] = γvolt ·∆U [V] , (9.3)
where the fit yields
γvolt = 3 electrons/V . (9.4)
Only when a proper charge calibration is not available, and a calibration taken at
a different bias voltage has to be applied, this becomes relevant. In a few cases the
calibration scans taken during the test beam proved later on to be corrupted.
9.2.2 Uncertainty of the Bias Voltage
The uncertainty on the bias voltage results from the voltage drop over the bias
resistor on the PCB2. The resistor of each assembly was individually measured and
for each run range the maximum current was extracted from the environmental
log files (see section 8.6.3.2 for details on the environmental monitoring system).
The bias resistance and maximum bias current were used for the calculation of the
maximum reducing voltage of each run range
∆U [V] = Rbias[Ω] · Imax[A] . (9.5)
9.2.3 Uncertainty of the Fluence
The actually delivered fluence, as explained in section 6.2, is partially assessed by
measuring the activation of aluminium foil. The radiation background, e.g. in the
1 Detector Control System
2 Printed Circuit Board
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JSI1 reactor, is often so well known, due to regular measurements and simulations,
that a very good estimate can be calculated using the irradiation position and time.
If the irradiation facility specifies an uncertainty on the fluence, it is marked down
respectively in the overview table and the plots. If no uncertainty is given, a blanket
uncertainty of 10% is assumed for the purposes of this study.
9.2.4 Uncertainty of the Annealing
The annealing, i.e. the changes in the irradiated crystal lattice induced by heat, is
relevant for the bias current and charge collection as examined in section 4.5. All
DUTs2 used were not deliberately annealed but kept cold as thoroughly as possible.
The only exempt is the assembly DO-10 during the annealing test presented in
section 9.4. This test was done after the test beam and lab measurements with this
assembly had been concluded.
The annealing was limited by means of storage at temperatures below −20 ◦C,
either in a freezer in the lab or at test beam sites. During transports this was
achieved by using an isolated box filled with dry ice or cool packs. While using
the assemblies actively, they had to be kept at very low temperatures anyhow. A
temperature logger was included in each parcel when transporting the assemblies
by shipment. Nevertheless, it is necessary to thaw the sensors from time to time in
order to mount or dismount them in an experimental setup or for wirebonding them.
Such operations cannot be reasonably executed in the cold state due to condensation
leading to glazed frost.
The amount of time the assemblies had to spent unthawed differs, but it can be
assumed that a maximum of 24h at room temperature 20 ◦C is not exceeded. The
annealing received through these operations can be neglected.
9.2.5 Uncertainty of the Hit Efficiency
The hit efficiency strongly depends on the cuts that are used and also on the defini-
tion of the hit efficiency which is applied. One of the major parameters is to decide
whether dead or hot pixels are hold against the efficiency. In the real detector it is
naturally necessary to include all factors which decrease the operation efficiency as
one is only interested in the overall functionality.
Major contributions to the pixel detector’s inefficiency during its first years of
running, that are non-sensor related, are mechanical or connection failures. However,
in the context of studying the sensors it is reasonable to omit such effects that are
probably caused by the insufficiently radiation hard readout electronics.
Another value which has a huge impact on the resulting hit efficiency is the level
1 timing cut which is used for noise reduction. Furthermore, the number of required
reference hits, decreasing the overall number of hits but improving the data quality
1 Jožef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana
2 Device Under Tests
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at the same time, is relevant. The quality of the reference planes influences the hit ef-
ficiency as well, as they represent the base line of what one expects to see in the DUT.
It is reasonable to assume that the uncertainty increases in those cases where due
to a lack of DUT slots no properly understood, unirradiated, reference plane was
available but another, probably irradiated, DUT had to serve in this role. Sometimes,
single failing pixels cause a significant decrease of the global hit efficiency as well. All
these qualifications show that the hit efficiency is a quantity which strongly depends
on its definition and has to be carefully considered for all practical purposes.
9.3 Behaviour of Irradiated and Unirradiated Assemblies
A detailed description of the samples measured is given in table 6.1. All samples
belong to two major groups: Those that were irradiated after making the flip-chip
connection and those where only the sensor was irradiated. They had to undergo
both externally triggered source scans at the laboratory using a 9038Sr radioactive
source and test beam measurements. The test beam data used here, were taken dur-
ing six test beam campaigns, four of them located at CERN1-SPS2 and two at DESY3.
The basic difference between the CERN-SPS and the DESY test beam site is that
at CERN 120GeV to 180GeV pions are used, whereas at DESY 4GeV electrons are
available. More details of the test beam sites can be found in section 8.6. The
intrinsic resolution of the telescope is decreased through the significant multiple
scattering stimulated by the low energy of the particles provided at DESY. Partially,
this is mitigated by measuring only two assemblies simultaneously, instead of 4
assemblies (or even 8, which was possible as long as the TurboDAQ setup was used)
at CERN. In this way the radiation length of the material in the beam was decreased.
An summarized overview of the test beam results is given in table 9.1. More
details regarding the composition of the batches — those are the groups of assem-
blies measured together at one time — and the chronological order are presented
in table C.1. All runs were analysed using hotpixel masking and running residual
adjustment. The minimum number of reference DUTs was set to one. In some cases
it was necessary to increase the hot pixel cut criterion as otherwise (almost) the
whole sensor would have been masked due to noise.
Detailed result plots for each run range are printed in appendix C (only available
in the electronics version of this thesis), where for each DUT a number of standard
plots is made available. Some of those plots will be explained in the following on
the basis of selected example plots.
1 Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
2 Super Proton Synchrotron
3 Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron
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9.3.1 Test Beam Control and Results Plots
The plot in fig. 9.11b shows the evolution of the temperature against the time during
the run range. These data points, just as those of the other environmental plots, come
from the environmental log files created by the testbeamDCS software (compare
section 8.6.3.2). The measurement is taken once per second for each temperature
sensor positioned behind the respective DUT.
These plots are tagged with run numbers. They are written above the horizontal
lines representing the time interval for each run. Their colour indicates whether a
run was valid and used (blue) or discarded (red). Sometimes, there are also time
intervals which seemingly do not belong to a run. This mostly occurred when the
run control was stopped during the ongoing run range or when for a couple of invalid
runs the start and stop times were not known due to a rare hang up of the system.
This happened once or twice while the system was running unsupervised during an
unstaffed night shift.
The run numbers and their start and stop times are mostly extracted by a self-
written combination of a bash script and ROOT1 macro from the eudaq runcontrol
logs and checked for basic sanity, such as causality. In some cases missing times —
the run control terminated in an uncontrolled way — were supplemented in the
interactive mode of this script by using entries from the manual log spread sheet. In
the newer test beam campaigns this process got easier as soon as a new feature of
the testbeamDCS software made it possible to receive messages from the runcontrol
program. This enabled it to write a separate environmental file for each run number
automatically.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)


















































(a) Example of a humidity against time
plot. This one is taken from the range 61112-
61120 during the September 2011 test beam
at CERN. All runs here are valid which is
indicated by the blue colour.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(b) Example of a temperature against time
plot. This one is for DO-I-5, taken from the
range 61112-61120 during the September
2011 test beam at CERN. All runs here are
valid which is indicated by the blue colour.
Figure 9.11: Example environmental test beam plots.
1 http://root.cern.ch
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This also applies to other environmental values, such as the currently applied
bias voltage, which is measured by the ISEG (see fig. 9.12a) together with the bias
current (see fig. 9.12b). During some run ranges also a humidity measurement was
provided for the whole DOBOX1. In these cases a plot of the humidity against time
is available similar to the one in fig. 9.11a. The general trend in the humidity plot
shown here is certainly reasonable, but otherwise there is a huge systematic error
on these values as it is difficult to measure humiditiy reliably at such low tempera-
tures. The Honeywell HIH40002 sensor was operated below its minimum operation
temperature as specified in its spec sheet.
The hot pixel mask in fig. 9.13b is created during the first analysis pass. In some
cases when only very few pixels remained unmasked, the hit occupancy criterion
was increased. This is regarded as justifiable when the level 1 timing plot looks
sufficiently good. In case of a very flat level 1 timing distribution the run range is
often discarded for that particular DUT or the obtained values are at least regarded
as unreliable.
The indium flipped assemblies (see fig. 9.13a) show a lot of dead spots in this plot,
especially around the corners. These unresponsive corners and edges are a typical
syndrome of unconnected bump bonds. The lacking bump bond quality identified in
this cases is caused by the fact that the frontends were stored for an unusually long
time (several years as they were produced during the original ATLAS3 production).
As in the case of the PbSn flipped assemblies, the frontends carry the prepared
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(a) Example of a bias voltage against time
plot. This one is for DO-I-5, taken from the
range 61112-61120 during the September
2011 test beam at CERN. All runs here are
valid which is indicated by the blue colour.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)
















































(b) Example of a bias current against time
plot. This one is for DO-I-5, taken from the
range 61112-61120 during the September
2011 test beam at CERN. All runs here are
valid which is indicated by the blue colour.
Figure 9.12: Example environmental test beam plots.
1 DOrtmund testbeam BOX
2 http://nearsys.com/catalog/sensor/hih4000.pdf
3 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
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(a) Example of a really bad mask map
(DUT DO-I-5). The green colour indicates
that a lot of pixels do not fire at all. The
bad quality in this case was caused by bump
bond difficulties which were evocated by
overlain photo resist.
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(b) Example of a good mask map (of DUT
DO-10). Almost all pixels show signal and
almost none are masked out.
Figure 9.13: Example test beam plots (mask maps).
bump ball stubs.
In order to protect those bump balls before the flip-chip mating, they are covered
with a photo resin. This resin is intended to be removed shortly before flip-chipping.
The resin seems to have hardened provoked by the long storage, making its removal
not completely successful, which led on its part to warping. Those pixels which
were connected successfully, worked quite well. The other troubles occuring with
irradiated frontends were naturally absent from the indium flipped assemblies.
The level 1 timing distribution in fig. 9.14 is useful for evaluation of the DUT’s
behaviour with regard to proper calibration settings. A sharp peak, covering one
or two bins, is expected, as the timing between the trigger provided through the
telescope scintillators and the recording of the signal in the particular DUT should
always stay the same. If there is a flat distribution in the surrounding level 1 timing
bins, a lot of noise exists and has to be repaired by the hotpixel removal in the
TbMon analysis. If there is no clear peak visible, this usually means that something
strange happened during operation and that the data are not really usable for that
particular DUT.
The plots in fig. 9.15a and fig. 9.15b show the calibration constants A and B (C
looks very similar and is thus ommitted here) for each pixel in form of a sensor
map. Those constants are necessary for the conversion of the ToT values into charge.
On their own they are not very informative, although one can see whether there
is a slight variation in the values. If a map looks too homogenous, this hints on a
problem with the scan. For a more detailed assessment of the calibration scan a
closer look at the scan file itself is necessary.
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Entries  2416371
Mean    5.581
RMS     3.926
level 1 time slot













Figure 9.14: Example timing distribution of DUT DO-10. It is important that there
is sharp peak visible, that’s typically two bins wide. If there is a rather high and flat
distribution around a apeak, this indicates a lot of noise and the noise occupancy
should be tightened a bit by way of trial. When the level 1 timing distribution is
completely irregular this usually means that either the frontend is in a bad operation
mode and needs a reset or that it is broken.
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(a) Example of a calibration map (A) by
DUT DO-10.
column




























(b) Example of a calibration map (B) by
DUT DO-10.
Figure 9.15: Example test beam plots (calibration maps).
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Plots showing the quality of the reconstruction (both influenced by the data
taking and cuts applied later on and also mirroring the care taken during shift
correction) are the residuals in X and Y shown in fig. 9.16a and fig. 9.16b. They
indicate good data quality when they are centred around the position 0 and have a
width equivalent to the pixel pitch. The residual is the difference between the track
position estimated by the telescope and the position calculated from the hit cluster
in the DUT.
Entries  1111338
Mean   -0.0001307
RMS     0.142
residual in x [mm]











(a) Example of a (rather good) residual
distribution in X (DUT DO-10).
Entries  1111338
Mean   0.001893
RMS    0.1041
residual in y [mm]













(b) Example of a (rather good) residual
distribution in Y (DUT DO-10).
Figure 9.16: Example test beam plots (residual distributions).
Figure 9.17a shows the hit efficiency map, that means the efficiency for each pixel.
It is useful to recognize particularly less efficient areas. Sometimes the overwhole hit
efficiency can be drastically increased by masking out just a couple of pixels standing
out in this plot. The complementary plot in fig. 9.17b shows the hit inefficiency
map of the whole sensor. This quantity is especially useful when dealing with small
differences of high hit efficiencies.
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(a) Global sensor efficiency map for DUT
DO-10.
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(b) Complementary global sensor inefficiency
map for DUT DO-10.
Figure 9.17: Example test beam plots (sensor efficiency maps).
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Entries  839566
Mean     4824
RMS      2243
cluster charge [electrons]













Figure 9.18: Total charge distribution of
DUT DO-10.
The collected charge distribution is
shown as a sum of all cluster sizes and
individually for different cluster sizes
in figures such as fig. 9.18. Accord-
ing to the theory, the resulting charge
distribution should follow a Landau-
Vavilov distribution. For the source
measurements in the lab this function
was fitted to the distributions and the
most probable value derived as a fit-
ting parameter. This has been omit-
ted for the test beam measurements
as the fitting does not work very well
for those data sets. The charge values shown in the table and plotted in the appro-
priate plots are simply the bin with the highest entry.
The cluster size distribution in fig. 9.19a typically shows that the majority of
clusters are formed of 1 and 2 hit clusters, when the sensor is operated at perpendic-
ular incidence. The time dependant hit efficiency plots, such as the one in fig. 9.19b,
also give a good overview of the data quality. The trend should be rather constant.
Entries  2264101
Mean    1.067
RMS    0.3201
cluster size






















(a) Clustersize distribution for DUT DO-10.
event number




















(b) Time dependant hit efficiency for DUT
DO-10.
Figure 9.19: Example cluster size distribution and time dependant hit efficiency for
DUT DO-10.
For the plots in fig. 9.20a and in fig. 9.20b the available telescope resolution was
used for mapping the hit efficiency and mean cluster charge on the surface of one
pixel. The results show the possible influence of the different substructures within
a pixel layout on the efficiency of the pixel.
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grows linearly with the bias voltage. The schematic drawing of the sensor’s interior
in the right portion in fig. 9.21 shows that in this situation the eletric field strength
increases. This leads to a decrease in the charge collection time and thus in the
impact of trapping. The clearly visible bend in the curves of the lowly irradiated
assemblies indicates the passing of the depletion voltage.
For highly irradiated assemblies above 5× 1015neq. cm−2 this behaviour is no
longer valid. Either the under depleted zone is no longer existing in the previous
form or the threshold is too high and makes it impossible to observe the lower part
of the curve. Especially, the lab data show a steeper slope for low bias voltages.
Comparing the values for the expected charge values in table 4.1 with those values
actually gained with the 5× 1015neq. cm−2 irradiated assembly DO-9 and even more
with those gained with the 2× 1016neq. cm−2 irradiated assembly DO-10, it becomes
clear that much more charge is registered, than expected from a naive trapping
model.
Although, the amount of charge is compatible with the assumption that charge
amplification occurs, the exponential charge development expected from impact
ionisation is not observed. The slope becomes flat and seems to satiate. If impact
ionisation is indeed responsible for the huge charge surplus, then there has to be
a limiting mechanism. Test beam pions show a bit more charge than lab electrons.
For the majority of clusters, which are formed of one and two hit clusters, the
total summed charge lies between the charge calculated for one and two hit clusters
individually. External triggering improves the signal quality of source measurements
in the lab by reducing the noise. Looking at the development of the cluster size
fractions in fig. 9.22, fig. 9.23 and fig. 9.24 three phenomena can be observed:
• One hit clusters are dominant.
• The amount of one hit clusters decreases in favour of two hit clusters with an
increased bias voltage. This is due to neighbouring pixels passing the threshold.
This is more pronounced than the counter effect that the lateral dispersion of
the charge cloud decreases and thus the charge sharing is reduced.
• An increase of the received fluence shifts the ration in favor of smaller clusters.
Comparing the charge collection plot and the hit efficiency plot the impact of the
set threshold is clearly visible. Under a certain charge region the hit efficiency drops
quickly. This can be also seen in fig. 9.30 and fig. 9.29 where hit inefficiency, re-
spectively hit efficiency, is plotted against the collected charge. Below the usual
threshold of 3000-4000 electrons the hit efficiency drops below 50%. Afterwards, it
shows an asymptotic behaviour which is probably dominated by single inefficient
pixels and statistical fluctuations.
Even at very high fluences, such as 2× 1016neq. cm−2 which is expected as the
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end-of-life fluence for the new b-layer of the HL-LHC1 (including safety factors), a
more than sufficient hit efficiency can be achieved with planar silicon sensor using a
moderate bias voltage of 1500V. The highest irradiated assemblies, whether they
were PbSn (DO-10 and DO-24) or indium bump bonded (DO-I-5 and DO-I-12),
worked reliably and performed exceptionally well. In fig. 9.29 the hit efficiency is
plotted against the voltage. In order to get a clearer picture, as the values get quite
small, the hit inefficiency is plotted in fig. 9.30. In both cases a logarithmic scale is
applied to the y-axis resulting in a mostly linear hit inefficiency depending on the
bias voltage. 100% efficiency is approached asymptotically.
This development of the hit efficiency in dependence of the cluster charge (see
fig. 9.31) can be interpreted, assuming a simple model where only single pixels are
considered and cluster effects disregarded. In this model a hit in a pixel produces
either enough charge to be above the threshold or it does not respond at all. The
threshold distribution in a well working assembly is Gaussian, as can be seen in
fig. 9.27 using the example of the assembly DO-10, and thus the hit efficiency (as
defined in section 8.6.4.5) is basically the integral from −∞ to the charge q produced
by the currently set bias voltage as demonstrated in eq. (9.6) through eq. (9.8).
Constant  4.6± 191.5 
Mean      7.9±  2840 
Sigma    
 6.4±   419 
threshold [electrons]














Figure 9.27: Threshold distribution of the assembly DO-10 after tuning. It was
taken after the run 945 while being operated at a bias voltage of 1500V. It shows the
typical Gaussian shape.
1 High Luminosity - LHC




























x→∞ erf (x) = 1 (9.8)
The error of the hit efficiency estimated from the simple statistical error as explained
in section 8.6.4.5 appears too small, when comparing e.g. the results of the DUTs
DO-10 and DO-24. Both of them have the same layout, received the same fluence
and were tuned to almost the same threshold. Nevertheless, there is a significant
deviation in the measured hit efficiency when the same bias voltage is applied.
From this difference an error of 10% is estimated and applied on all hit efficiency
values. In fig. 9.32 the data points for the assembly DO-10 were fitted using this
function. The same function plotted exemplary for various typical threshold and
width combinations is shown in fig. 9.28. It seems that there are further effects
disturbing the curve. One of them might be cluster effects, where the cluster position
moves out of the matching radius, when pixels belonging to the cluster move below
or above the threshold.
pixel charge [electrons]













Figure 9.28: Fit function eq. (9.6) for hit efficiency in dependence of the bias volt-
age plotted for different exemplary sets of parameters a (width of threshold distribu-
tion) and b (mean of threshold distribution). The threshold parameters are b = 2200
(red curves), b = 2800 (black curves) and b = 3400 (blue curves). The widths used for
each set of plots are a = 50, a = 100 and a = 200 (from left to right).

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































110 9 Results of Lab and Test Beam Measurements
9.3.3 Sub Pixel Resolved Results
One main advantage of test beam measurements is that the hit information can
be gained with a higher resolution when built into the DUT, due to the telescope
tracking. There is a particularly interesting representation, which projects the sub
pixel resolved physical values, such as the hit efficiency or mean charge, on the area
of one virtual pixel. In fig. 9.34 such hit efficiency plots are shown for the DUT DO-
I-11 (proton irradiated to a fluence of 1.0× 1016neq. cm−2) at different bias voltages.
In this case the aspect ratio was corrected to the values of a real standard pixel,
in order to make it easier comparable to the cell layout. The schematic of a pixel
cell, generated directly from the GDS-II1 design file, is shown as well. In general, it
shows a high hit efficiency which is homogenously distributed. The rapid decline
























Figure 9.33: Sub pixel resolved mean charge for DO-I-11 assembly. The area repre-
sents one virtual pixel where all hits are projected on. The shown plots are generated
from run ranges taken during the September 2011 test beam campaign at CERN SPS.
During each run range the DUT was operated with a different bias voltage, from top
to bottom these are: 600V, 1000V, 1300V, 1500V and 1800V. When comparing the
results with the layout schematic on the top one can observe that the mean charge is
decreased around the edges and particularly in the bias dot region. This effect is less
pronounced than in the correspnding hit efficiency plot.
1 Graphic Database System - II
9.3 Behaviour of Irradiated and Unirradiated Assemblies 111
pixels and can be also observed at lower fluences. More striking is the pronounced
circle at the left short side, which also demonstrates a low hit efficiency. It directly
correlates with the drop of the mean charge, what can be seen in fig. 9.33. At this
point the so-called bias dot is located. This is a separate implant zone connected to
the metal layer of the bias grid. Obviously, due to this layout feature, charge gets
lost und decreases the hit efficiency.
Due to the huge impact on the global hit efficiency, it is under consideration how
this might be avoided. One idea is to omit the bias grid completely, but that makes
testing at an unflipped state almost impossible. Other options are a temporary
metal layer to be removed after testing or a change of the bias grid layout resulting


















Figure 9.34: Sub pixel resolved hit efficiency for the DO-I-11 assembly. The area
represents one virtual pixel where all hits are projected on. The shown plots are
generated from run ranges taken during the September 2011 test beam campaign
at CERN SPS. During each run range the DUT was operated with a different bias
voltage, from top to bottom these are: 600V, 1000V, 1300V, 1500V and 1800V.
When comparing the results with the layout schematic on the top, it becomes obvious
that most of the hit efficiency gets lost around the edges and particularly in the bias
dot region.
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9.4 Annealing Studies
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Figure 9.35: Cluster charge plotted against the bias voltage for different annealing
steps (assembly DO-10). Based on data by [Wiz13].
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Figure 9.36: Fraction of clusters with the size of 1 hit plotted against the bias volt-
age for different annealing steps (assembly DO-10). Based on data by [Wiz13].
It is important to study the annealing behaviour of the sensors as the real detector
will receive deliberate (in order to minimize the leakage current, see section 4.5),
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planned (shutdown of cooling plant for maintenance) and probably involuntary (due
to cooling failure) annealing.
For this purpose, in collaboration with [Wiz13] (see appendix D), the assembly
DO-10 was heated four times at 60 ◦C in an oven for 20 minutes at a time. During the
annealing the assembly was unpowered and disconnected from the readout system.
After each annealing step, source scans with a 9038Sr source were taken for several
bias voltages. This was done in the course of the same study as in section 9.1.4. The
same DUT was employed but a new ToT calibration was created after each annealing
step and bias voltage variation. In fig. 9.35 the charge is plotted against the bias
voltage. There is no obvious change in the collected charge after 80min of anneal-
ing. This is in contrast with certain results where charge amplification was observed.
There are indications that especially long term annealing might increase that
effect. As shown in section 9.3 some kind of charge amplification effect has to be
active in the higher irradiated n+-in-n assemblies, because there has been more
charge observed than expected from the trapping model. At the same time the
satiation towards higher bias voltages is atypical. Therefore, either the annealing
behaviour is atypical as well or there might be some effect after longer annealing
times. This has to be investigated in further studies. Figure 9.36 shows the influence
of the bias voltage on the cluster size distribution. After the annealing the fraction




The ATLAS1 detector at the LHC2 accelerator, located at CERN3, Geneva, currently
undergoes its first planned long shutdown, after having taken successfully data for
three years. The analysis of the existing data has already confirmed the existence
of the long sought Higgs-boson, which completes the particle zoo of the standard
model. Now it is pending, among other things, to measure its properties and to
continue the search for new physics.
Within ATLAS the installation of a fourth pixel layer, called IBL4, is currently
ongoing. This fourth pixel layer will help the pixel detector to balance out the loss of
efficiency caused by radiation damage particularly in the inner-most layer. Around
2021/2022 it is foreseen to replace the whole inner tracker of ATLAS with a new full
silicon tracker. This will be necessary due to the radiation damage accumulated by
then and in order to prepare ATLAS for the conditions expected after the phase 2
upgrade of the LHC, which entails an increase in luminosity and thus in occupancy.
In this thesis sensors from the original ATLAS production, as well as from ded-
icated R&D wafer productions, were used to create assemblies read out by the
FE-I3 readout electronics. They were irradiated with reactor neutrons at Ljubljana,
high energy protons at CERN-PS5 and low energy protons in Karlsruhe. The most
strongly irradiated assemblies were exposed to a fluence of 2× 1016neq. cm−2.
For the operation of the sensors a higher bias voltage had to be applied than
previously used, going up to −2000V. In order to achieve this, the carrier PCB6 had
to be modified, as the already existing PCB was not able to withstand such a high
voltage. Furthermore, a solution for the necessary cooling had to be found.
1 A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
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One option used for the cooling employs dry ice. This proved to be a very robust
solution as it works without any moveable parts and complicated electronics. Its
disadvantage is that on its own it is not controllable. An attempt to circumvent
this limitation by using counter heating proved successful.
Another cooling system implemented in this thesis uses a deep temperature chiller
with an external cooling circuit and an attached heat exchanger. This allows both
an inherent control of the temperature and running for a basically unlimited time
without the necessity for replacing regularly dry ice blocks. Its disadvantage is a
certain vulnerability of the chiller and that rapid changes in the temperature are
not possible.
Special attention was paid to the transfer of the heat from the assembly to the
heat sink. This is particularly difficult due to the fact that the heat produced in the
sensor has to pass through several layers of material (bump bonds, frontend, glue
and PCB) with a low thermal conductivity. After preliminary studies a low-tech
solution using copper tape was identified as adequate.
This thesis demonstrates for the first time, that highly irradiated planar silicon
pixel sensors can be operated successfully and reliably after having been irradiated
to a fluence of 2× 1016neq. cm−2. This was done with a focus on the charge collec-
tion efficiency using radioactive sources in the lab as well as particle beams at test
beam facilities. Using those six test beam campaigns at DESY1 and CERN-SPS2 an
absolute hit efficiency could be derived. The hit efficiency demonstrated by highly
irradiated assemblies at moderate bias voltages of −1000V to −1500V was in a
fully satisfactory zone of above 95%.
A model for the observed dependency between the collected charge and the hit
efficiency was created and tested. It is based on the threshold dispersion. The test
beam measurements offer a sufficiently high resolution for estimating the charge
collection and hit efficiency in sub-pixel resolution. The drop in hit efficiency could
be thus attributed to a layout feature of the pixel sensor — the bias dot. This is a
part of the so-called bias grid, which is necessary for testing the sensor.
In future studies new ways to get rid off this source of inefficiency will be studied
(no bias grid, temporary metal layer, different bias grid layouts). Furthermore, when
the sensors are mounted at (more realistic) steeper angles, the hit efficiency will
increase even more. This shows that planar n+-in-n sensors could be able to cope
with the conditions in the b-layer of the phase 2 pixel detector replacement towards
its projected end-of-life fluence of 2× 1016neq. cm−2.
The results obtained with assemblies irradiated to fluences ranging from moder-
1 Deutsches Elektronen SYnchrotron
2 Super Proton Synchrotron
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ate 5× 1015neq. cm−2 to very high 2× 1016neq. cm−2 show that much more charge
is collected than expected from the trapping model. The correlation between the
applied bias voltage and the collected charge is linear for the highest irradiated
assemblies, what is compatible with the usual electric field model of a sensor which
is over-depleted. Naturally, these highly irradiated sensors cannot be depleted at
such low voltages, so that this model cannot be correct. The surplus of charge must
be explained by charge amplification, similar to the effect observed previously in
strip detectors.
In contrast to many of the alternative observations, explained by impact ionisa-
tion, no exponential behaviour was observed and the charge satiated. This indicates
some kind of limiting mechanism. In order to illuminate the exact activity inside
the sensor, certain test beam runs taken during this work might prove helpful in the
future as well. These are measurements at very steep angles which make it possible
to excite the sensor at defined depths. The evaluation of these data is technically
very challenging.
The main challenge has been to disentangle the effects of irradiated sensors and
irradiated readout electronics. The latter poses a special difficulty, as no sufficiently
radiation hard readout electronics was available at the time of the studies. The
successor of the used FE-I3, the FE-I4, only became available later on. Nevertheless,
using a sufficiently high variety of assemblies yielded enough working modules after
irradiation. Alternatively, a low temperature flip-chip process with indium bumps
was employed and worked very well. The cross-check between the assemblies with
irradiated and unirradiated frontends did not show any huge difference in the results.
In order to improve the understanding of the FE-I3, dedicated studies on its be-
haviour depending on temperature, bias voltage and annealing were conducted. In
particular, the temperature and bias voltage have a huge impact on the calculated
(not real) charge and threshold. The conclusion is that for precise measurements,
especially of the charge, it is important to keep the conditions as stable as possible
and to retune the assembly promptly.
One of the highest irradiated assemblies was used for a limited annealing study.
Up to an annealing time of 80min at 60 ◦C, which should keep the sensor well in the
zone of beneficial annealing, no significant influence on the charge collection was
observed. This program will be continued in order to investigate long term annealing.
For the control and monitoring of the conditions during the lab and test beam
measurements a control system called testbeamDCS was developed.
An additional method for avoiding the use of irradiated frontends is the fanout, a
new tool for the study of irradiated pixel sensors. The intention behind its develop-
ment is to disentangle completely the effects on the frontend and sensor by using a
discrete readout electronics. It even allows to replace the electronics several times,
thus making inter-calibration examinations similar to strip sensors possible. The
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main complication was the high sensitivity to electromagnetic interference (caus-
ing noise), which became manageable by using a shielding box and proper grounding.
A system for the quick IV-characterization of a fanout, using a limited number
of picoamperemeters, was developed as well. This is useful to determine good pixel
channels. Those studies should be continued by using already irradiated fanout
assemblies (up to a fluence of 5× 1016neq. cm−2), much more than possible with
available frontend chips) and systematically studying them, including bias scans,
annealing and other sensor materials such as MCz1. Sensors from MCz require mixed
irradiation.
Moreover, it might be possible to read out more channels using a strip readout
system (like the Beetle2-chip for the LHCb3 strip detector). In this way the fanout
system might even become test beam capable.
Another avenue might be the combination of the fanout readout system with
a laser injected TCT4 setup. The capacitance of even highly irradiated pixel cells
should be small enough for usable TCT signals, in contrast to pad diodes that can
no longer be successfully characterized above a certain fluence. Finally, a fanout
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TRT Transition Radiation Tracker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
TSV Through Silicon Via(s). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33
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inverse trapping time, 29
ionisation, 17

















minimum ionising particles, 20





muon spectrometer, 7, 9
muon-neutrino, 6
negative temperature coefficient ther-
mistor, 12
neutron irradiations, 39









pixel module, 10, 12
pixel sensor, 13
pn-junction, 24





punch through effect, 14








































type inversion, 14, 29
ultra relativistic particles, 10








Figure A.1: Wafer map of the 2009 CiS production.
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158 A Wafer Maps





01-03: sensor tiles 22-25: oxide test fields
04-09: single chip sensors 26-27: n-side test structures
10-13: mini chip sensors 28-29: p-side test structures
14-15: inter pixel test structures 30-31: breakdown monitors
16-17: diodes with guard ring 32-33: p-side MOS arays























(a) Front side DO-I-13 (b) Back side DO-I-13
(c) Front side DO-7 (d) Back side DO-7
(e) Front side DO-24 (f) Back side DO-24
Figure B.1: Photos of DUTs, showing modifications and cooling.
161
162 B Photos of Assemblies
(a) Front side DO-I-7 (b) Back side DO-I-7
(c) Front side DO-47 (d) Back side DO-47
(e) Front side DO-9 (f) Back side DO-9
(g) Front side DO-13 (h) Back side DO-13
Figure B.2: Photos of DUTs, showing modifications and cooling. (cont.)
163
(a) Front side DO-I-11 (b) Back side DO-I-11
(c) Front side DO-I-12 (d) Back side DO-I-12
(e) Front side DO-I-5 (f) Back side DO-I-5
(g) Front side DO-10 (h) Back side DO-10
Figure B.3: Photos of DUTs, showing modifications and cooling. (cont.)

APPENDIX C
Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Plots (a) through (c) show the development of the set bias voltage, bias current
and temperature over time. Those data is taken from the environmental log files
(compare section 8.6.3.2) and tagged with run numbers using the runcontrol log
information.
Partially interesting is the hot pixel mask in (d) which is created during the first
analysis pass. There the indium flipped assemblies show a lot of dead spots and
missing corners. This is due to unconnected bump bonds, especially the missing
corners and edges are a typical syndrome. The cause for this lacking bump bond
quality was that the frontends were stored for an unusually long time (several years
as they were produced during the original ATLAS production). The frontends carry
the prepared bump ball stubs similar to the frontends in the case of the PbSn
flipped assemblies. In order to protect those before flip-chipping they were covered
with photo resin. This resin is intended to be removed shortly before the final
flip-chip mating. Unfortunately, due to the long storage the resin hardened and
its removal was not completely successful leading to warping. Nevertheless, those
pixels which were connected successfully worked quite well. All troubles occuring
specifically with irradiated frontends were absent from the indium flipped assemblies.
The level 1 timing distribution in figures (e) is useful to evaluate the behaviour
of the DUT1 with regard to proper calibration settings. A sharp peak covering one
or two bins is expected as the timing between the trigger through the telescope
scintillators and the recording of the signal in the particular DUT should always stay
the same. If there is a flat background in the surrounding level 1 bins this indicates
a lot of noise and can be partially mitigated by the hotpixel removal in the TbMon
analysis. If there is no clear peak visible this usually means that something strange
happened during operation and that the data are not really usable for that DUT.
Plots showing the quality of the reconstruction (both influenced by the data
taking and cuts applied later on and also mirroring the care taken during shift
1 Device Under Test
165
166 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
correction) are the residuals in X and Y shown in figures (i) and (j). They indicate
good data quality when they are centred around 0 and have a width equivalent to
the pixel pitch. The residual is the difference between the track position estimated
by the telescope and the position calculated from the hit cluster in the DUT.
The collected charge distribution is shown as a sum and individually for different
cluster sizes in figures (m) through (q). This distribution usually follows a Landau-
Vavilov function. For the source measurements in the laboratory, such a function
is fitted to the distributions and the most probable value is derived as a fitting
parameter. This is omitted for the test beam measurements as the fit does not work
very well for this data. The charge values shown in the table and plotted in the
appropriate plots are simply the bin with the highest entry.
The time dependent hit efficiency plots (r) also give a good indication of the data
quality.
For plots (s) through (u) the available telescope resolution was used to map the
hit efficiency and mean cluster charge on the surface of one pixel. This gives an idea


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C.1 DESY February 2011 175
C.1 DESY February 2011
C.1.1 Runs 30684-30715
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3405426
Mean    3.662
RMS    0.6318
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.1: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
176 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1460252
Mean   0.0005077
RMS    0.1254
residual in x [mm]














(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1460252
Mean   0.002293
RMS    0.08102
residual in y [mm]













(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1177339
Mean   2.253e+04
RMS      7323
cluster charge [electrons]












(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  817019
Mean   2.113e+04
RMS      5621
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  317236
Mean   2.523e+04
RMS      8814
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.1: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 177
178 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  29525
Mean   3.369e+04
RMS    1.209e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2451663
Mean    1.389
RMS    0.7538
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 39750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 44850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 51450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9496 
Number of matched tracker-hits  989763.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1042296.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.1: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries    1.922464e+07
Mean    7.003
RMS     4.431
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 14
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 18.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 399.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.6250
Percentage of hot pixels 
 13.8542
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.2: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
180 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1357913
Mean   -2.703e-05
RMS    0.1245
residual in x [mm]













(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1357913
Mean   -0.003261
RMS    0.09517
residual in y [mm]












(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1091013
Mean   1.329e+04
RMS      6194
cluster charge [electrons]











(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  948967
Mean   1.25e+04
RMS      4701
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  125545
Mean   1.68e+04
RMS      8998
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.2: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  11501
Mean   3.221e+04
RMS    1.186e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7591687
Mean    2.521
RMS     3.539
cluster size




















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 14
total cluster charge (peak) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 28650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 31350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 56250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 14
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9230 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1022312.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1107584.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.2: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 30684-30715 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
182 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.1.2 Runs 31037-31064
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1561195
Mean    3.676
RMS     0.607
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.3: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 183
column
































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  716869
Mean   0.001543
RMS    0.1279
residual in x [mm]














(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  716869
Mean   -0.001659
RMS    0.09822
residual in y [mm]















(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  622079
Mean   2.156e+04
RMS      7209
cluster charge [electrons]














(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  435942
Mean   2.021e+04
RMS      5461
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  164180
Mean   2.416e+04
RMS      8729
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.3: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
184 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  15046
Mean   3.307e+04
RMS    1.245e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1126317
Mean    1.386
RMS    0.7499
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 58950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.9185 
Number of matched tracker-hits  264781.0000
Number of tracker-hits  288282.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.3: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries    3.346106e+07
Mean    7.396
RMS     4.575
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 14
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 70.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2807.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.4306
Percentage of hot pixels 
 97.4653
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.4: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
186 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  630613
Mean   -0.04777
RMS    0.2048
residual in x [mm]











(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  630613
Mean   -0.003493
RMS    0.2061
residual in y [mm]













(g) Track residual in y.
column
































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  262
Mean     3089
RMS      3270
cluster charge [electrons]












(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  254
Mean     3128
RMS      3297
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries 
 7
Mean     2097
RMS      1841
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.4: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9346068
Mean    3.093
RMS      4.89
cluster size




















(n) Cluster size distribution.
(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 14
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 14
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0203± 0.8814 
Number of matched tracker-hits  223.0000
Number of tracker-hits  253.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.4: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31037-31064 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
188 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.1.3 Runs 31066-31069
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  462727
Mean     3.68
RMS    0.6079
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.5: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column
































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  211250
Mean   0.0002608
RMS    0.1195
residual in x [mm]












(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  211250
Mean   -0.001279
RMS    0.08505
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  187762
Mean   2.152e+04
RMS      7187
cluster charge [electrons]











(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  131807
Mean   2.019e+04
RMS      5459
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  49383
Mean   2.407e+04
RMS      8710
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.5: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
190 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  4460
Mean   3.242e+04
RMS    1.219e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  333435
Mean    1.387
RMS    0.7586
cluster size





















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 31950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.9540 
Number of matched tracker-hits  139472.0000
Number of tracker-hits  146202.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.5: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  281169
Mean    4.564
RMS    0.6719
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 14
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 71.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.4653
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.6: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
192 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  178228
Mean   0.0004306
RMS    0.1298
residual in x [mm]











(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  178228
Mean   -0.001434
RMS    0.09159
residual in y [mm]














(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  147028
Mean     4831
RMS      2807
cluster charge [electrons]















(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  144548
Mean     4678
RMS   
   2422
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2224
Mean   1.287e+04
RMS      5801
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.6: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  225
Mean   2.113e+04
RMS      7805
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  274527
Mean    1.024
RMS    0.1773
cluster size





















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 14
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 24750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 14
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0009± 0.8148 
Number of matched tracker-hits  138055.0000
Number of tracker-hits  169443.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.6: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31066-31069 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
194 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.1.4 Runs 31071-31082
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1066211
Mean    3.673
RMS    0.6138
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.7: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 195
column
































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  467551
Mean   0.0004632
RMS    0.1209
residual in x [mm]











(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  467551
Mean   -0.00144
RMS    0.09119
residual in y [mm]












(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  410443
Mean   2.184e+04
RMS      7300
cluster charge [electrons]











(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  286393
Mean   2.045e+04
RMS      5513
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  108908
Mean   2.447e+04
RMS      8845
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.7: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
196 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  10560
Mean   3.288e+04
RMS    1.227e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  765973
Mean    1.391
RMS    0.7556
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 25050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 32550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 47550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 58650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9513 
Number of matched tracker-hits  324440.0000
Number of tracker-hits  341064.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.7: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.1 DESY February 2011 197
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  690478
Mean    4.432
RMS    0.5959
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 14
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 70.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.4306
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.8: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
198 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  419727
Mean   0.0007028
RMS    0.1293
residual in x [mm]

















(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  419727
Mean   -0.001936
RMS    0.09618
residual in y [mm]















(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  342907
Mean     5359
RMS      3051
cluster charge [electrons]













(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  336026
Mean     5162
RMS      2551
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  6116
Mean   1.406e+04
RMS      6677
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.8: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 199
Entries  676
Mean   2.151e+04
RMS      7650
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  670830
Mean    1.029
RMS    0.1963
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 14
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 33750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 34050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 14
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.8656 
Number of matched tracker-hits  320625.0000
Number of tracker-hits  370414.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.8: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31071-31082 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
200 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.1.5 Runs 31140-31165
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2500506
Mean    3.672
RMS    0.6066
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.9: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 201
column
































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1108787
Mean   0.0004109
RMS    0.1188
residual in x [mm]












(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1108787
Mean   -0.0008785
RMS    0.08014
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  992041
Mean   2.183e+04
RMS      7221
cluster charge [electrons]











(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  694058
Mean   2.047e+04
RMS      5477
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  262342
Mean   2.442e+04
RMS      8734
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.9: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
202 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  24569
Mean   3.326e+04
RMS    1.248e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1798888
Mean     1.39
RMS    0.7578
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number






















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 40050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 44250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 42150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9671 
Number of matched tracker-hits  806816.0000
Number of tracker-hits  834249.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.9: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.1 DESY February 2011 203
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1583940
Mean  
   4.42
RMS    0.5567
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 14
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 70.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.4306
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.10: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
204 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  970603
Mean   8.843e-05
RMS    0.1211
residual in x [mm]











(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  970603
Mean   -0.001187
RMS    0.0853
residual in y [mm]

















(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  828468
Mean     5416
RMS      3109
cluster charge [electrons]















(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  811541
Mean     5213
RMS      2586
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  14859
Mean   1.413e+04
RMS      6825
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.10: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.1 DESY February 2011 205
Entries  1788
Mean   2.153e+04
RMS      7779
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1537626
Mean     1.03
RMS    0.1997
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 14
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 32850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 34950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 14
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.8832 
Number of matched tracker-hits  798203.0000
Number of tracker-hits  903759.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.10: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 31140-31165 in the February
2011 test beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
206 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 207
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011
C.2.1 Runs 50578-50582
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)



































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  438352
Mean    4.645
RMS     2.067
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 75.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 8.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.6042
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2778
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.11: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
208 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  306365
Mean   -0.02236
RMS    0.1302
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  306365
Mean   0.004041
RMS    0.09025
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  246154
Mean     6672
RMS      6101
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  222130
Mean     6142
RMS      5555
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  21636
Mean   1.122e+04
RMS      7864
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.11: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 209
Entries  1750
Mean   1.865e+04
RMS      8648
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  386206
Mean    1.135
RMS    0.5863
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
























(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 26250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.8884 
Number of matched tracker-hits  162108.0000
Number of tracker-hits  182476.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.11: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
210 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries 
 447224
Mean    3.672
RMS    0.6023
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 34.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 1.1806
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.12: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 211
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  336981
Mean   -0.01954
RMS    0.1276
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  336981
Mean   -0.0004469
RMS    0.03894
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  276436
Mean     6386
RMS      3321
cluster charge [electrons]
















Mean     5827
RMS      2515
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  32073
Mean     9564
RMS      4258
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.12: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
212 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2282
Mean   1.767e+04
RMS      5496
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  370218
Mean    1.208
RMS    0.7421
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 27150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 27450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.9041 
Number of matched tracker-hits  171980.0000
Number of tracker-hits  190218.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.12: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3549539
Mean    7.065
RMS     4.516
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2870.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0694
Percentage of hot pixels 
 99.6528
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.13: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
214 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  315813
Mean   -0.01076
RMS     0.134
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  315813
Mean   -0.0006646
RMS    0.06768
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  552
Mean     5974
RMS      2275
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  541
Mean     5907
RMS      2100
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  8
Mean     6871
RMS      4557
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.13: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries 
 1
Mean     5776
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1080003
Mean    2.266
RMS      3.89
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0182± 0.7173 
Number of matched tracker-hits  439.0000
Number of tracker-hits  612.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.13: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
216 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  550719
Mean    3.683
RMS     1.522
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 3.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.1042
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.14: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  339875
Mean   -0.03229
RMS    0.1238
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  339875
Mean   0.0006715
RMS    0.04808
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  275820
Mean   1.753e+04
RMS      6502
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  217892
Mean   1.65e+04
RMS      4407
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  51624
Mean   2.001e+04
RMS      8772
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.14: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
218 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  3679
Mean   3.763e+04
RMS    1.277e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  426635
Mean    1.291
RMS    0.7507
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 52350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 54450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 32850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.9364 
Number of matched tracker-hits  162055.0000
Number of tracker-hits  173067.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.14: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50578-50582 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.2 Run 50584
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  10308
Mean    4.245
RMS    0.5725
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 557.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 19.3403
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.15: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
220 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7647
Mean   -0.01424
RMS    0.1258
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7647
Mean   0.0002001
RMS    0.03443
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6460
Mean     6684
RMS      6409
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5842
Mean     6142
RMS      5886
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  558
Mean   1.168e+04
RMS      8637
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.15: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  48
Mean   1.733e+04
RMS      5331
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8928
Mean    1.155
RMS    0.6058
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0029± 0.9393 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6434.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6850.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.15: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
222 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  12238
Mean    3.668
RMS    0.6153
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 282.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.7917
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.16: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8491
Mean   0.005071
RMS     0.127
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8491
Mean   -0.001034
RMS    0.03296
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7099
Mean     6340
RMS      3479
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6272
Mean     5745
RMS   
   2474
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  738
Mean     9946
RMS      4925
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.16: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
224 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  69
Mean   1.953e+04
RMS      6161
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  10003
Mean    1.218
RMS    0.8411
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 24450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 24750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0028± 0.9362 
Number of matched tracker-hits  7046.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7526.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.16: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  151685
Mean    6.837
RMS      4.43
level 1 time slot











HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 295.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2574.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 10.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 89.3750
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.17: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
226 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8144
Mean   -0.01239
RMS    0.1391
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8144
Mean   -0.002903
RMS    0.08019
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  28
Mean     7181
RMS      2821
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  28
Mean     7181
RMS      2821
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.17: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















RMS     4.359
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0455± 0.9333 
Number of matched tracker-hits  28.0000
Number of tracker-hits  30.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.17: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
228 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  14170
Mean    3.541
RMS    0.8518
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 206.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 7.1528
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.18: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8659
Mean   -0.03445
RMS    0.1226
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8659
Mean   0.0005038
RMS    0.02945
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7059
Mean   1.835e+04
RMS      7363
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5734
Mean   1.759e+04
RMS      5459
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1167
Mean   2.02e+04
RMS    1.08e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.18: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
230 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  94
Mean   3.901e+04
RMS    1.484e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















RMS    0.7514
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 58650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 49050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 39450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 44850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0035± 0.8967 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6891.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7685.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.18: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50584 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.3 Run 50585
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  9704
Mean    4.232
RMS    0.5103
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 588.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 20.4167
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.19: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
232 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7698
Mean   -0.007857
RMS     0.122
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7698
Mean   -3.937e-05
RMS    0.04233
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6559
Mean     6564
RMS      6030
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5987
Mean     6074
RMS      5478
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  514
Mean   1.159e+04
RMS      8802
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.19: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  48
Mean   1.743e+04
RMS      4195
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8383
Mean    1.158
RMS     0.764
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0028± 0.9412 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6531.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6939.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.19: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
234 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11473
Mean    3.669
RMS    0.5645
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 346.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 12.0139
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.20: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8553
Mean   0.004279
RMS    0.1288
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8553
Mean   -0.001903
RMS    0.03896
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries 
 7141
Mean     6262
RMS      3188
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6256
Mean     5720
RMS      2482
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  813
Mean     9442
RMS      3717
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.20: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
236 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  46
Mean   1.707e+04
RMS      5247
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9511
Mean    1.206
RMS    0.8376
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 30150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0028± 0.9341 
Number of matched tracker-hits  7087.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7587.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.20: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  159018
Mean      7.3
RMS     4.595
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 295.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 10.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.21: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
238 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8247
Mean   -0.01169
RMS    0.1407
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8247
Mean   -0.0007603
RMS    0.08583
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6574
Mean     5763
RMS      3876
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6202
Mean     5417
RMS      3006
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  312
Mean   1.015e+04
RMS      8037
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.21: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  47
Mean   1.828e+04
RMS      8461
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  41470
Mean    2.532
RMS     4.468
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 12750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 36450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 57750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0042± 0.8377 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6551.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7820.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.21: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
240 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  12292
Mean    3.596
RMS    0.8689
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 224.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 7.7778
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.22: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8672
Mean   -0.03655
RMS    0.1229
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8672
Mean   0.0003721
RMS    0.04258
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7128
Mean   1.298e+04
RMS      6359
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6271
Mean   1.235e+04
RMS      4847
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  745
Mean   1.581e+04
RMS    1.08e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.22: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
242 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  77
Mean   2.961e+04
RMS    1.086e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  10349
Mean    1.188
RMS    0.6098
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 10650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 35550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0035± 0.8926 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6979.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7819.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.22: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50585 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.4 Run 50586
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  9236
Mean    4.248
RMS    0.5588
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 544.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 18.8889
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.23: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
244 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7240
Mean   -0.00589
RMS    0.1202
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7240
Mean   0.001122
RMS    0.04354
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6187
Mean     6612
RMS      6250
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5629
Mean     6123
RMS      5716
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  506
Mean   1.129e+04
RMS      8393
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.23: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  39
Mean   1.737e+04
RMS      4954
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7893
Mean  
   1.17
RMS    0.8707
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 46650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0030± 0.9363 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6156.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6575.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.23: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
246 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  10656
Mean    3.672
RMS    0.6262
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 344.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 11.9444
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.24: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8197
Mean   0.01062
RMS    0.1266
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8197
Mean   0.0007721
RMS    0.03695
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6878
Mean     6290
RMS      3089
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5958
Mean     5722
RMS      2316
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  851
Mean     9502
RMS      3939
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.24: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
248 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  54
Mean   1.645e+04
RMS      3717
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8942
Mean    1.192
RMS    0.5733
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 25650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0029± 0.9341 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6817.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7298.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.24: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  168436
Mean    7.576
RMS     4.537
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 295.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 10.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.25: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
250 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7872
Mean   -0.02159
RMS    0.1396
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7872
Mean   0.001143
RMS    0.0812
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6273
Mean     6183
RMS      3874
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5876
Mean     5847
RMS      2957
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  339
Mean     9777
RMS      8432
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.25: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  38
Mean   1.791e+04
RMS      7296
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  43224
Mean    2.582
RMS     4.496
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 14850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0043± 0.8279 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6249.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7548.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.25: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
252 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  10148
Mean    3.761
RMS    0.9121
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 332.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 11.5278
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.26: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8169
Mean   -0.04371
RMS    0.1219
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8169
Mean   -0.0005349
RMS    0.04046
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6660
Mean     6608
RMS      4489
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6455
Mean     6296
RMS      3649
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  177
Mean   1.484e+04
RMS    1.066e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.26: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
254 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  27
Mean   2.671e+04
RMS    1.215e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9537
Mean    1.064
RMS    0.3837
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 26550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0039± 0.8693 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6514.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7493.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.26: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50586 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.5 Run 50587
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)



























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  8703
Mean    4.254
RMS    0.5724
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 627.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 21.7708
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.27: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
256 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  6825
Mean   -0.01343
RMS    0.1233
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  6825
Mean   -4.283e-05
RMS    0.03973
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  5707
Mean     6548
RMS      5905
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5163
Mean     6056
RMS      5439
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  485
Mean   1.096e+04
RMS      7685
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.27: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  44
Mean   1.775e+04
RMS      5556
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7371
Mean    1.181
RMS    0.8278
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 26250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0031± 0.9371 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5680.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6061.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.27: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
258 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  10065
Mean    3.676
RMS     0.586
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 373.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 12.9514
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.28: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7592
Mean   0.009009
RMS    0.1287
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7592
Mean   -0.0003165
RMS    0.04437
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6318
Mean     6247
RMS      3151
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5557
Mean     5681
RMS      2240
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  683
Mean     9559
RMS      3752
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.28: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
260 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  59
Mean   1.728e+04
RMS      6931
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8291
Mean    1.205
RMS    0.7585
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0030± 0.9332 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6258.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6706.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.28: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  212657
Mean    7.439
RMS     4.637
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 295.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2584.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 10.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 89.7222
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.29: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
262 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7258
Mean   -0.01789
RMS    0.1498
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7258
Mean   -0.001147
RMS    0.09142
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3
Mean     6760
RMS     373.1
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3
Mean     6760
RMS     373.1
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.29: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  52172
Mean    2.595
RMS     4.355
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 1.0000
Number of matched tracker-hits  3.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.29: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
264 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11735
Mean    3.497
RMS     0.763
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 258.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 8.9583
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.30: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7681
Mean   -0.0417
RMS    0.1244
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7681
Mean   0.000888
RMS    0.04427
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6196
Mean   1.933e+04
RMS      7344
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  4972
Mean   1.86e+04
RMS      5905
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1091
Mean   2.159e+04
RMS    1.034e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.30: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
266 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  74
Mean   3.401e+04
RMS    1.376e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9066
Mean    1.294
RMS     0.723
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 33150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 49950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 30450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0039± 0.8825 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6071.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6879.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.30: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50587 in the July 2011 test beam
period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.6 Runs 50588-50597
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)




















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)











































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2249341
Mean    5.647
RMS     3.538
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 83.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 11.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.8819
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.3819
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.31: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
268 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  585244
Mean   -0.03852
RMS    0.2065
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  585244
Mean   -0.01166
RMS    0.1473
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  347624
Mean     9008
RMS      6768
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  268074
Mean     8011
RMS      5620
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  72979
Mean   1.186e+04
RMS      8359
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.31: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  4289
Mean   2.155e+04
RMS      9561
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2008617
Mean  
   1.12
RMS    0.4787
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 28650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 31050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.7386 
Number of matched tracker-hits  344788.0000
Number of tracker-hits  466830.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.31: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
270 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)











































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  939279
Mean    3.575
RMS     0.603
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 10.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.3472
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.32: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  600078
Mean   -0.007615
RMS    0.1301
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  600078
Mean   -0.002447
RMS    0.04069
residual in y [mm]

















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  492089
Mean     9251
RMS      4848
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  352969
Mean     8287
RMS      3686
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  127340
Mean   1.073e+04
RMS      4752
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.32: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
272 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  7279
Mean   2.144e+04
RMS      8309
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  667144
Mean    1.407
RMS    0.9322
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 40950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9410 
Number of matched tracker-hits  482795.0000
Number of tracker-hits  513048.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.32: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)
















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)












































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries    1.079037e+07
Mean    7.263
RMS     4.554
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0347
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.33: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
274 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  501124
Mean   -0.02139
RMS    0.1358
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  501124
Mean   -0.001498
RMS    0.07865
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  451063
Mean     9030
RMS      4748
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  376465
Mean     8553
RMS      3570
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  66188
Mean     9955
RMS      6286
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.33: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  5116
Mean   2.197e+04
RMS      9334
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2373853
Mean    2.806
RMS     4.582
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 47550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 27450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.8206 
Number of matched tracker-hits  449803.0000
Number of tracker-hits  548122.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.33: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
276 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)














































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (18/7/2011 - 19/7/2011)













































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  993152
Mean    3.484
RMS    0.8783
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0694
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.34: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  605501
Mean   -0.01989
RMS     0.124
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  605501
Mean   -0.001404
RMS    0.04153
residual in y [mm]

















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  521626
Mean   1.848e+04
RMS      7215
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  395895
Mean   1.749e+04
RMS      5343
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  111943
Mean   2.037e+04
RMS      9183
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.34: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
278 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  8092
Mean   3.774e+04
RMS    1.352e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  730710
Mean    1.358
RMS    0.8419
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number






















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 14850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 44850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 53550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 46350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9370 
Number of matched tracker-hits  489613.0000
Number of tracker-hits  522508.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.34: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50588-50597 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.7 Runs 50598-50599
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)



























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  252045
Mean  
    4.2
RMS    0.5019
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 38.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 1.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.35: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
280 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  131994
Mean   0.007131
RMS    0.1243
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  131994
Mean   -0.002885
RMS    0.04474
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  109727
Mean     9584
RMS      6755
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  79285
Mean     8452
RMS      5371
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  27894
Mean   1.194e+04
RMS      8198
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.35: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  1586
Mean   2.221e+04
RMS      9711
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  181251
Mean    1.391
RMS    0.9127
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 30150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 41850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.9438 
Number of matched tracker-hits  108845.0000
Number of tracker-hits  115323.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.35: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
282 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  290258
Mean    3.569
RMS    0.6044
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 18.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.6250
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.36: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  146470
Mean   0.01894
RMS    0.1278
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  146470
Mean   -0.002746
RMS    0.04316
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  120143
Mean     9618
RMS      4924
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  84631
Mean     8618
RMS      3643
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  32391
Mean   1.099e+04
RMS      4891
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.36: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
284 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1880
Mean   2.175e+04
RMS      8175
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  202569
Mean    1.433
RMS    0.9732
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 39450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.9366 
Number of matched tracker-hits  118379.0000
Number of tracker-hits  126393.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.36: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  6611984
Mean    7.364
RMS     4.602
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 539.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 7.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 18.7153
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2431
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.37: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
286 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  110934
Mean   -0.04917
RMS    0.1607
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  110934
Mean   0.0008124
RMS     0.116
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  86871
Mean     7512
RMS      3495
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  77740
Mean     6973
RMS      2256
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  7696
Mean   1.058e+04
RMS      5052
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.37: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  795
Mean   1.972e+04
RMS      6848
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1340579
Mean    3.294
RMS     5.254
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 10950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 44850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0013± 0.6646 
Number of matched tracker-hits  86435.0000
Number of tracker-hits  130052.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.37: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
288 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  255217
Mean    3.541
RMS    0.6807
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 7.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.38: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  143287
Mean   -0.05361
RMS     0.124
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  143287
Mean   -0.00167
RMS    0.04433
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  111926
Mean   1.113e+04
RMS      5433
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  96164
Mean   1.055e+04
RMS      4014
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  13952
Mean   1.286e+04
RMS      7935
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.38: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
290 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1174
Mean   2.798e+04
RMS    1.098e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  209957
Mean    1.215
RMS    0.6689
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 35250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 55050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0010± 0.8471 
Number of matched tracker-hits  107551.0000
Number of tracker-hits  126967.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.38: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50598-50599 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.2.8 Runs 50600-50603
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)
































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)



































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1504986
Mean    5.443
RMS     3.357
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 83.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 12.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.8819
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.4167
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.39: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
292 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  200688
Mean   -0.05568
RMS    0.1696
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  200688
Mean   0.01169
RMS    0.1362
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  128983
Mean   1.07e+04
RMS      7608
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  25125
Mean     5977
RMS      5747
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  96118
Mean   1.136e+04
RMS      7043
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.39: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 293
Entries  6078
Mean   1.855e+04
RMS      9110
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1194223
Mean     1.26
RMS    0.6106
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 22650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0010± 0.7835 
Number of matched tracker-hits  123206.0000
Number of tracker-hits  157242.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.39: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK1R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
294 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)






























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)








































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4990279
Mean    6.851
RMS     4.465
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 61.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2756.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.1181
Percentage of hot pixels 
 95.6944
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.40: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 295
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  209284
Mean   -0.05249
RMS     0.186
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  209284
Mean   0.0451
RMS    0.2262
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.40: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
296 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2159338
Mean    2.311
RMS     1.335
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.40: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of KEK2R (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.2 CERN SPS July 2011 297
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)






























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)




































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4586914
Mean    6.955
RMS     4.467
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 629.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2248.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 21.8403
Percentage of hot pixels 
 78.0556
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.41: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
298 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  174281
Mean   -0.08262
RMS     0.143
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  174281
Mean   -0.0001651
RMS    0.0784
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column





























(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  140
Mean     4936
RMS      2861
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  116
Mean     8775
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries 
 22
Mean     4662
RMS      2765
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.41: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries 
 1
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















RMS     4.197
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 1650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 1650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0303± 0.4982 
Number of matched tracker-hits  136.0000
Number of tracker-hits  273.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.41: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
300 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)



































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)





































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (19/7/2011)





























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  734347
Mean    3.682
RMS    0.7267
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 7.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.42: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  205063
Mean   -0.006148
RMS    0.1406
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  205063
Mean   0.01072
RMS    0.05608
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  165147
Mean   1.117e+04
RMS      5640
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  61315
Mean     9687
RMS      4011
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  99703
Mean   1.149e+04
RMS      5118
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.42: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
302 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2810
Mean   2.366e+04
RMS    1.13e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  434007
Mean    1.692
RMS    0.7514
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 34050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0008± 0.9000 
Number of matched tracker-hits  134408.0000
Number of tracker-hits  149350.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.42: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-13 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 50600-50603 in the July 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 303
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011
C.3.1 Runs 61112-61120
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)

















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)













































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  6198919
Mean    7.371
RMS     4.516
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 480.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2400.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.6667
Percentage of hot pixels 
 83.3333
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.43: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
304 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  294922
Mean   6.498e-05
RMS    0.1386
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  294922
Mean   -0.00112
RMS    0.08161
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.43: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 305
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1415519
Mean     3.31
RMS     5.092
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.43: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
306 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)


















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  462394
Mean    4.483
RMS     1.296
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 448.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 6.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2083
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.44: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 307
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  305844
Mean   4.543e-06
RMS    0.1157
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  305844
Mean   9.844e-05
RMS    0.03752
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  300274
Mean     5392
RMS      4191
cluster charge [electrons]


















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  285646
Mean     4996
RMS      3080
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  11688
Mean   1.125e+04
RMS      8951
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.44: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
308 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2249
Mean   1.982e+04
RMS    1.138e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  416471
Mean    1.103
RMS    0.5205
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 34050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 40950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.8775 
Number of matched tracker-hits  292923.0000
Number of tracker-hits  333819.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.44: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 309
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)













































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)


















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  932242
Mean    5.847
RMS     3.713
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 470.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 581.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 20.1736
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.45: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
310 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  321136
Mean   -1.563e-05
RMS    0.1162
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  321136
Mean   0.0002342
RMS    0.0375
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  237531
Mean     8209
RMS      6107
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  227431
Mean     8201
RMS      6084
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  8659
Mean   1.064e+04
RMS    1.042e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.45: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 311
Entries  1136
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  581759
Mean    1.521
RMS     2.195
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9650 
Number of matched tracker-hits  217514.0000
Number of tracker-hits  225400.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.45: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
312 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)
















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (5/9/2011 - 6/9/2011)














































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  213955
Mean     5.46
RMS     3.157
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1863.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 38.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.6875
Percentage of hot pixels 
 1.3194
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.46: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 313
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  106995
Mean   -0.0006037
RMS    0.1604
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  106995
Mean   0.003671
RMS    0.1339
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  82675
Mean     6326
RMS      3731
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  80921
Mean     6174
RMS      3480
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1599
Mean   1.279e+04
RMS      6399
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.46: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
314 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  143
Mean   2.034e+04
RMS      7044
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  205985
Mean    1.039
RMS    0.2977
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 25350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0013± 0.7484 
Number of matched tracker-hits  78080.0000
Number of tracker-hits  104323.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.46: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61112-61120 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 315
C.3.2 Runs 61124-61128
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)


































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)






































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)
































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  305112
Mean    4.903
RMS     2.366
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 480.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.6667
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.47: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
316 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  209629
Mean   0.0002693
RMS    0.1158
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  209629
Mean   7.041e-05
RMS    0.03905
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  205867
Mean     9784
RMS      7312
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  196888
Mean     9311
RMS      6437
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  7535
Mean   1.994e+04
RMS    1.359e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.47: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 317
Entries  1005
Mean   3.289e+04
RMS    1.375e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  239010
Mean    1.173
RMS     1.245
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 28350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 58650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 46050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9726 
Number of matched tracker-hits  199269.0000
Number of tracker-hits  204893.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.47: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
318 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)





































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)





































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)
































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  272544
Mean      4.6
RMS     1.668
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 448.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 17.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.5903
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.48: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 319
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  222332
Mean   0.0003389
RMS    0.1161
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  222332
Mean   6.285e-05
RMS    0.04398
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  217543
Mean     5249
RMS      4131
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  207822
Mean     4855
RMS      2985
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  7705
Mean   1.175e+04
RMS      9114
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.48: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
320 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1554
Mean   2.049e+04
RMS    1.159e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  249023
Mean    1.092
RMS    0.4559
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 20550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 28050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.8788 
Number of matched tracker-hits  212158.0000
Number of tracker-hits  241431.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.48: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 321
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)

































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)







































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)




































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1987068
Mean     7.08
RMS     4.466
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 470.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2410.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 83.6806
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.49: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
322 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  221952
Mean   -0.0002388
RMS     0.123
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  221952
Mean   0.0008877
RMS    0.05622
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.49: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 323
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  750278
Mean    2.332
RMS     3.633
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.49: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
324 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)





































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)





































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011)


































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  441628
Mean    7.028
RMS   
  4.411
level 1 time slot











HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1883.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 74.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 65.3819
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.5694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.50: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 325
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  126239
Mean   -0.02574
RMS    0.2993
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  126239
Mean   0.02281
RMS    0.2665
residual in y [mm]


















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  51660
Mean     6462
RMS      2646
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  50424
Mean     6289
RMS      2251
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1117
Mean   1.283e+04
RMS      5456
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.50: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
326 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  105
Mean   1.936e+04
RMS      6066
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  435425
Mean    1.014
RMS    0.1624
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 28650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 31650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0016± 0.8002 
Number of matched tracker-hits  50201.0000
Number of tracker-hits  62738.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.50: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61124-61128 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 327
C.3.3 Runs 61130-61146
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)








































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)






































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)



































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2557159
Mean    7.083
RMS     4.464
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 480.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2400.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.6667
Percentage of hot pixels 
 83.3333
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.51: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
328 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  305047
Mean   -0.0001096
RMS     0.132
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  305047
Mean   -0.0008661
RMS    0.06725
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.51: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 329
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  624222
Mean    2.966
RMS     4.897
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.51: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
330 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)







































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)






































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  345501
Mean     4.39
RMS     0.988
level 1 time slot




















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 448.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.52: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 331
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  314927
Mean   -5.167e-06
RMS    0.1156
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  314927
Mean   0.000103
RMS    0.03943
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  307367
Mean     5420
RMS      4107
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  292138
Mean     5001
RMS      2881
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  12213
Mean   1.157e+04
RMS      9026
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.52: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
332 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2331
Mean   1.989e+04
RMS    1.154e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  313847
Mean    1.101
RMS    0.4734
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 46950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 59250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.8824 
Number of matched tracker-hits  301271.0000
Number of tracker-hits  341409.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.52: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SLID09 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)


































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)








































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)




































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1207734
Mean    6.355
RMS     4.095
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 470.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2410.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 83.6806
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.53: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
334 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  367444
Mean   0.0002305
RMS    0.1179
residual in x [mm]
















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  367444
Mean   0.000339
RMS    0.04357
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.53: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  598315
Mean    1.754
RMS     2.745
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.53: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of CiS5e15 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
336 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)



































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)






































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (6/9/2011 - 7/9/2011)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  246349
Mean    5.991
RMS     3.754
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1870.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 73.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.9306
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.5347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.54: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  127044
Mean   0.00116
RMS    0.1869
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  127044
Mean   0.006677
RMS    0.1574
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  83527
Mean     7671
RMS      3321
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  80574
Mean     7433
RMS      2798
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2732
Mean   1.334e+04
RMS      6700
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.54: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
338 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  202
Mean   2.391e+04
RMS      6818
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  236575
Mean    1.041
RMS     0.293
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 46050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 27150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0013± 0.7646 
Number of matched tracker-hits  80539.0000
Number of tracker-hits  105329.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.54: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61130-61146 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 339
C.3.4 Run 61249
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  10347
Mean    4.254
RMS     1.307
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 490.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 17.0139
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.55: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
340 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  6889
Mean   -0.0005068
RMS    0.1167
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  6889
Mean   0.001012
RMS    0.03745
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6174
Mean   1.23e+04
RMS      5107
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5583
Mean   1.169e+04
RMS      3864
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  532
Mean   1.693e+04
RMS      8409
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.55: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 341
Entries  39
Mean   3.15e+04
RMS      9077
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8997
Mean     1.15
RMS    0.6154
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 10650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 34050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 46650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0027± 0.9766 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3085.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3159.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.55: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
342 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries 
 4124
Mean    4.706
RMS    0.7786
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1700.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 59.0278
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.56: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 343
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  3317
Mean   -0.001073
RMS    0.1126
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  3317
Mean   0.001197
RMS    0.04044
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3130
Mean     4829
RMS   
   2417
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3087
Mean     4706
RMS      2109
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  36
Mean   1.289e+04
RMS      4974
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.56: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
344 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  7
Mean   1.697e+04
RMS      5043
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3953
Mean    1.043
RMS    0.3836
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0068± 0.7937 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2805.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3534.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.56: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1410
Mean    4.655
RMS    0.7018
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2269.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 78.7847
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.57: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
346 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1047
Mean   -0.03167
RMS    0.1169
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1047
Mean   6.232e-05
RMS    0.02985
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  925
Mean     4529
RMS      3448
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  916
Mean     4402
RMS      3022
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  8
Mean   1.62e+04
RMS    1.156e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.57: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 347
Entries  1
Mean   2.416e+04
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1329
Mean    1.061
RMS    0.4013
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 44850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0126± 0.5427 
Number of matched tracker-hits  845.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1557.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.57: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
348 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries 
 1717
Mean     4.88
RMS     1.508
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2033.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 70.5903
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.58: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 349
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries 
 1142
Mean   -0.07426
RMS    0.1267
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries 
 1142
Mean   0.006207
RMS    0.08186
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  879
Mean     4926
RMS   
   2427
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  863
Mean     4765
RMS      2085
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  15
Mean   1.368e+04
RMS      3615
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.58: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
350 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1
Mean   1.233e+04
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1619
Mean    1.061
RMS    0.3819
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 12750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0116± 0.4132 
Number of matched tracker-hits  750.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1815.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.58: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61249 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 351
C.3.5 Runs 61250-61251
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  16602
Mean    4.198
RMS   
    1.2
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 386.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 13.4028
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.59: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
352 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  11137
Mean   0.000184
RMS    0.1206
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  11137
Mean   0.001036
RMS    0.04633
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  9726
Mean   1.493e+04
RMS      5861
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  8405
Mean   1.409e+04
RMS      4264
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1171
Mean   1.902e+04
RMS      8696
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.59: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 353
Entries  110
Mean   3.337e+04
RMS    1.105e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  13790
Mean    1.204
RMS    0.6929
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 12750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 37950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 41550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0018± 0.9813 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5256.0000
Number of tracker-hits  5356.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.59: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
354 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  9652
Mean    5.745
RMS     2.832
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1623.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.60: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 355
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  5496
Mean   0.002527
RMS    0.1154
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  5496
Mean   0.0003878
RMS    0.06035
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  5131
Mean     5505
RMS      2906
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5036
Mean     5329
RMS   
   2474
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  82
Mean   1.387e+04
RMS      5613
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.60: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
356 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  12
Mean   2.257e+04
RMS      7594
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7043
Mean      1.3
RMS     2.076
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 36150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0049± 0.8339 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4748.0000
Number of tracker-hits  5694.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.60: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2636
Mean     4.62
RMS     1.185
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2142.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 74.3750
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.61: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
358 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2006
Mean   -0.03137
RMS    0.1213
residual in x [mm]


















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2006
Mean   0.005145
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residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1737
Mean     4691
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cluster charge [electrons]
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  14
Mean   1.378e+04
RMS      5179
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.61: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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Entries  1
Mean   1.506e+04
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cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2515
Mean    1.048
RMS    0.4112
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0095± 0.6189 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1632.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2637.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.61: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
360 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3746
Mean    4.785
RMS     1.305
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1731.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 60.1042
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.62: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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Mean   -0.001728
RMS    0.1181
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2658
Mean   -0.001275
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residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2462
Mean     4904
RMS      2310
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2418
Mean     4765
RMS      2001
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  36
Mean   1.26e+04
RMS      4573
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.62: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
362 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  8
Mean   1.326e+04
RMS      1340
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3481
Mean    1.076
RMS    0.5839
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0083± 0.6307 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2145.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3401.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.62: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61250-61251 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 363
C.3.6 Run 61252
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
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(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 662.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 23.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 22.9861
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.7986
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.63: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
364 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  4841
Mean   -0.0008924
RMS    0.1195
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  4841
Mean   0.001205
RMS    0.04421
residual in y [mm]


















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  4260
Mean   1.606e+04
RMS      6185
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3660
Mean   1.514e+04
RMS      4477
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  520
Mean   2.03e+04
RMS      8879
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.63: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  53
Mean   3.767e+04
RMS    1.106e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  6044
Mean    1.213
RMS     0.676
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 42450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 28050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 48150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0030± 0.9794 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2240.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2287.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.63: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
366 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  7206
Mean    6.134
RMS     3.649
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1636.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.8056
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
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(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.64: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2437
Mean   -0.03311
RMS     0.115
residual in x [mm]


















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2437
Mean   -0.002744
RMS    0.05059
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2150
Mean     5961
RMS      3088
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2103
Mean     5764
RMS      2639
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  39
Mean   1.384e+04
RMS      6241
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.64: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
368 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  6
Mean   2.088e+04
RMS      4386
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3587
Mean    1.703
RMS     3.055
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0079± 0.8127 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2005.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2467.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.64: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 369
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1351
Mean    4.506
RMS    0.8133
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2275.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 78.9931
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.65: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
370 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1075
Mean   -0.0351
RMS    0.1173
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1075
Mean   -0.001161
RMS    0.03716
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  927
Mean     5150
RMS      3140
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  916
Mean     5049
RMS      2956
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  11
Mean   1.409e+04
RMS      5379
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.65: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1289
Mean    1.048
RMS    0.3664
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0126± 0.7620 
Number of matched tracker-hits  871.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1143.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.65: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
372 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1885
Mean    4.655
RMS   
   1.14
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1962.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 5.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 68.1250
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1736
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.66: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 373
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(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1320
Mean   -0.0678
RMS    0.1071
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1320
Mean   0.0003704
RMS    0.03063
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1090
Mean     5109
RMS      2193
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1077
Mean     4997
RMS      1852
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  12
Mean   1.515e+04
RMS      5413
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.66: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
374 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1
Mean   1.416e+04
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1780
Mean    1.059
RMS    0.4988
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0126± 0.6703 
Number of matched tracker-hits  935.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1395.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.66: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61252 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 375
C.3.7 Run 61253
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11179
Mean    4.161
RMS     1.194
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 468.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.2500
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.67: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
376 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7295
Mean   -0.0005797
RMS    0.1229
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7295
Mean   0.0002337
RMS    0.05004
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6283
Mean   1.675e+04
RMS      6255
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5369
Mean   1.589e+04
RMS      4750
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  793
Mean   2.07e+04
RMS      8975
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.67: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 377
Entries  79
Mean   3.63e+04
RMS    1.185e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9043
Mean    1.236
RMS    0.7951
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 55650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 33750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0024± 0.9778 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3569.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3650.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.67: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
378 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  12504
Mean    5.674
RMS     3.336
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1623.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.68: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  3901
Mean   -0.002312
RMS    0.1162
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  3901
Mean   -0.001023
RMS    0.05852
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3671
Mean     6750
RMS      3506
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3553
Mean     6474
RMS      2886
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  111
Mean   1.491e+04
RMS      7581
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.68: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
380 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  6
Mean   2.098e+04
RMS      9205
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  5954
Mean    1.737
RMS     2.793
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0047± 0.9076 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3420.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3768.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.68: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1978
Mean    4.448
RMS    0.9092
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2192.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 76.1111
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.69: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
382 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1618
Mean   -0.02364
RMS    0.1326
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1618
Mean   0.002598
RMS    0.06852
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries 
 1414
Mean     5333
RMS      2751
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1396
Mean     5235
RMS      2589
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  17
Mean   1.223e+04
RMS      3996
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.69: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1911
Mean    1.035
RMS    0.2789
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 12450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0101± 0.7669 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1336.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1742.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.69: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
384 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3146
Mean    4.735
RMS     1.541
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1781.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 11.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 61.8403
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.3819
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.70: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2285
Mean   -0.07058
RMS    0.1147
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2285
Mean   0.003032
RMS    0.05406
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1887
Mean     5706
RMS      2978
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1842
Mean     5462
RMS   
   2421
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  38
Mean   1.462e+04
RMS      4870
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.70: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
386 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  7
Mean   2.098e+04
RMS      5742
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2946
Mean    1.068
RMS    0.5047
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 11550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 30750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0095± 0.7096 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1618.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2280.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.70: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61253 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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C.3.8 Run 61254
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11498
Mean    4.148
RMS   
   1.14
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 464.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 16.1111
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.71: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
388 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries 
 7472
Mean   0.002294
RMS    0.1219
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries 
 7472
Mean   0.000563
RMS    0.0485
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6505
Mean   1.732e+04
RMS      6430
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5401
Mean   1.639e+04
RMS      4867
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  963
Mean   2.086e+04
RMS      8561
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.71: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 389
Entries  91
Mean   3.437e+04
RMS    1.5e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9130
Mean    1.259
RMS    0.9384
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 52350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 49650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0025± 0.9753 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3785.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3881.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.71: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
390 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11697
Mean    5.817
RMS     3.788
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1625.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.4236
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.72: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 391
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  4136
Mean   0.003194
RMS    0.1158
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  4136
Mean   8.223e-05
RMS    0.04021
residual in y [mm]
















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3859
Mean     7282
RMS      3641
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3737
Mean     6979
RMS      2854
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  106
Mean   1.525e+04
RMS      8186
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.72: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
392 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  11
Mean   2.352e+04
RMS      8594
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  6074
Mean    1.599
RMS     2.663
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 34950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 40350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0043± 0.9217 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3569.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3872.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.72: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2280
Mean    4.394
RMS    0.8446
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2138.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 74.2361
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0347
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.73: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
394 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1762
Mean   -0.0344
RMS    0.1263
residual in x [mm]
















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1762
Mean   0.00384
RMS    0.04707
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1498
Mean     5817
RMS      3208
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1476
Mean     5698
RMS      2979
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  20
Mean   1.413e+04
RMS      5966
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.73: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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Entries  2
Mean   2.036e+04
RMS      1267
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries 
 2174
Mean    1.049
RMS     0.353
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 21150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0096± 0.7847 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1429.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1821.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.73: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
396 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3396
Mean    4.554
RMS     1.379
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1744.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 60.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.74: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
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column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2419
Mean   -0.05951
RMS    0.1238
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2419
Mean   -0.004133
RMS    0.07048
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2001
Mean     6040
RMS      2841
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1963
Mean     5843
RMS      2213
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  33
Mean   1.426e+04
RMS      4432
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.74: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
398 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  3
Mean   1.81e+04
RMS      1109
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3182
Mean    1.067
RMS    0.5754
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 34650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 53550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0090± 0.7391 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1765.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2388.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.74: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61254 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 399
C.3.9 Run 61255
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.75: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
400 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.75: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 401
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.75: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
402 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
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Number of dead pixels 
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Number of hot pixels 
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Percentage of dead pixels 
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Percentage of hot pixels 
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Special occupancy cut 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.76: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 403
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.76: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
404 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.76: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 405
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
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Special occupancy cut 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.77: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
406 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.77: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 407
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RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.77: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
408 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
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Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
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Special occupancy cut 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.78: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 409
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.78: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
410 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
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HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
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Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.78: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61255 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 411
C.3.10 Run 61256
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 439.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.79: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
412 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5422
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RMS      4964
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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RMS      9590
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.79: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 413
Entries  86
Mean   3.478e+04
RMS    1.276e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
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Mean    1.254
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cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
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HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0022± 0.9801 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4048.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4130.0000
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.79: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
414 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1623.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.80: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 415
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3979
Mean     8089
RMS      3480
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3778
Mean     7817
RMS      2986
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  182
Mean   1.228e+04
RMS      5676
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.80: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
416 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  15
Mean   2.418e+04
RMS      8355
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8804
Mean    2.279
RMS     4.004
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
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total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0035± 0.9483 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3780.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3986.0000
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(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.80: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 417
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2439
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RMS     0.895
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2127.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 73.8542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
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(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.81: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
418 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
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residual in x [mm]


















(i) Track residual in x.
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residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1571
Mean     6558
RMS      3345
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1538
Mean     6392
RMS      2968
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  32
Mean   1.42e+04
RMS      7904
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.81: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 419
Entries  1
Mean   1.546e+04
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2308
Mean    1.057
RMS    0.3709
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0087± 0.8380 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1516.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1809.0000
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.81: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
420 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4495
Mean     4.98
RMS     2.486
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1694.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 45.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 58.8194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 1.5625
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.82: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 421
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(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries 
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Mean   0.005316
RMS    0.1217
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
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Mean   0.002339
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residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2557
Mean     6783
RMS      3036
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2486
Mean     6526
RMS      2375
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  60
Mean   1.51e+04
RMS      6978
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.82: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
422 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  10
Mean   1.882e+04
RMS      6730
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3545
Mean    1.205
RMS     1.822
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 27750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0056± 0.9130 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2310.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2530.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.82: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61256 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 423
C.3.11 Run 61257
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  11401
Mean    4.125
RMS   
  1.124
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 438.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.2083
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.83: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
424 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7226
Mean   -0.0008258
RMS    0.1191
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7226
Mean   0.0008349
RMS    0.04924
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6369
Mean   1.892e+04
RMS      6969
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5273
Mean   1.781e+04
RMS      5154
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  953
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RMS      9665
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.83: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 425
Entries  94
Mean   3.538e+04
RMS    1.431e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  9060
Mean    1.258
RMS     0.824
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 16350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 48150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 59250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 35550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0016± 0.9898 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3981.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4022.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.83: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
426 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  37777
Mean    7.126
RMS     4.288
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1623.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.84: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 427
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  4141
Mean   -0.0003368
RMS    0.1214
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  4141
Mean   0.0006816
RMS    0.05841
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3855
Mean     8696
RMS      4069
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3618
Mean     8283
RMS      3227
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  201
Mean   1.362e+04
RMS      7217
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.84: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
428 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  25
Mean   2.433e+04
RMS      7449
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  10728
Mean    2.533
RMS   
    4.2
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 25050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0037± 0.9441 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3663.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3880.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.84: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 429
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2550
Mean    4.304
RMS    0.9912
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2116.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 73.4722
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.85: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
430 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1921
Mean   -0.033
RMS    0.1226
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1921
Mean   0.00456
RMS    0.05618
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1595
Mean     7016
RMS      3675
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1547
Mean     6789
RMS      3227
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  44
Mean   1.413e+04
RMS      7585
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.85: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 431
Entries  4
Mean   2.088e+04
RMS      3012
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2390
Mean    1.067
RMS    0.3866
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0089± 0.8136 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1541.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1894.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.85: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
432 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  5012
Mean    5.596
RMS     3.168
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1661.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 62.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 57.6736
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.1528
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.86: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 433
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2637
Mean   -0.003263
RMS    0.1248
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2637
Mean   0.003003
RMS    0.06126
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2432
Mean     7415
RMS      3626
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2330
Mean     7004
RMS      2743
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  87
Mean   1.524e+04
RMS      5885
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.86: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
434 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  12
Mean   2.613e+04
RMS      6950
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3683
Mean    1.223
RMS     2.139
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 13050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 40950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 23250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 23250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0057± 0.9153 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2195.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2398.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.86: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61257 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 435
C.3.12 Runs 61258-61259
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  37268
Mean    4.219
RMS     1.454
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 293.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 10.1736
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.87: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
436 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  23365
Mean   -0.0001457
RMS    0.1212
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  23365
Mean   0.0001381
RMS    0.04612
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  20285
Mean   1.897e+04
RMS      6799
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  16616
Mean   1.79e+04
RMS      4969
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  3175
Mean   2.285e+04
RMS      9493
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.87: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 437
Entries  338
Mean   3.527e+04
RMS    1.388e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  29646
Mean    1.257
RMS    0.7794
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 53550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0012± 0.9811 
Number of matched tracker-hits  12439.0000
Number of tracker-hits  12679.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.87: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
438 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  139328
Mean    7.037
RMS     4.425
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.88: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 439
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  12835
Mean   -0.0003076
RMS    0.1194
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  12835
Mean   0.0006281
RMS    0.06034
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  11879
Mean     8813
RMS      3637
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  11135
Mean     8463
RMS      2883
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  663
Mean   1.295e+04
RMS      6427
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.88: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
440 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  58
Mean   2.343e+04
RMS      7122
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  37624
Mean     2.68
RMS     4.517
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 25650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0021± 0.9444 
Number of matched tracker-hits  11271.0000
Number of tracker-hits  11934.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.88: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 441
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  8574
Mean    4.392
RMS     1.388
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1976.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 5.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 68.6111
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1736
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.89: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
442 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  6239
Mean   0.001674
RMS    0.1221
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  6239
Mean   0.0009782
RMS    0.07063
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  5473
Mean     7188
RMS      3751
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5299
Mean     7001
RMS      3438
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  162
Mean   1.238e+04
RMS      6511
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.89: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 443
Entries  9
Mean   2.06e+04
RMS      9350
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  8009
Mean    1.071
RMS    0.4326
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 27750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0046± 0.8461 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5304.0000
Number of tracker-hits  6269.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.89: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
444 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  17459
Mean    5.579
RMS     3.284
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1303.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 69.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 45.2431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.3958
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.90: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 445
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  8199
Mean   0.003373
RMS    0.1266
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  8199
Mean   0.00111
RMS    0.05406
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7557
Mean     7315
RMS      3628
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  7237
Mean     6944
RMS      2832
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  274
Mean   1.435e+04
RMS      6281
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.90: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
446 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  40
Mean   2.382e+04
RMS      8290
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  11874
Mean    1.342
RMS     2.396
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 41250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 34350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 35250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0031± 0.9225 
Number of matched tracker-hits  6805.0000
Number of tracker-hits  7377.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.90: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61258-61259 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 447
C.3.13 Run 61260
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  12950
Mean    4.389
RMS     1.887
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 456.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 15.8333
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.91: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
448 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7179
Mean   0.0001106
RMS    0.1208
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7179
Mean   -0.001289
RMS    0.05368
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  6219
Mean   1.934e+04
RMS      7093
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  5081
Mean   1.817e+04
RMS      5036
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  973
Mean   2.346e+04
RMS    1.017e+04
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.91: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 449
Entries  116
Mean   3.394e+04
RMS    1.402e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  10244
Mean    1.264
RMS    0.9193
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 44550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 39150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 38550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 51150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0025± 0.9745 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3778.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3877.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.91: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
450 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  67887
Mean    6.849
RMS     4.367
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1623.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3542
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.92: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 451
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  4030
Mean   -7.018e-05
RMS    0.1264
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  4030
Mean   -0.0009727
RMS    0.06085
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3617
Mean     9645
RMS      4327
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3394
Mean     9240
RMS      3384
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  190
Mean   1.424e+04
RMS      8397
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.92: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
452 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  25
Mean   2.544e+04
RMS      6618
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  16073
Mean    3.002
RMS     4.939
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 41250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 40650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0044± 0.9238 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3370.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3648.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.92: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 453
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2789
Mean    4.436
RMS     1.505
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2117.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 9.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 73.5069
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.3125
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.93: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
454 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1977
Mean   -0.03708
RMS    0.1214
residual in x [mm]

















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1977
Mean   -0.001887
RMS    0.0726
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1583
Mean     7531
RMS      3564
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1533
Mean     7308
RMS      3140
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  45
Mean   1.409e+04
RMS      7137
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.93: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 455
Entries  3
Mean   1.999e+04
RMS      2824
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2627
Mean    1.062
RMS    0.3122
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0083± 0.8537 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1535.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1798.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.93: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
456 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  5821
Mean    5.459
RMS      3.27
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1634.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 67.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.7361
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.3264
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.94: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 457
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2594
Mean   -0.06226
RMS    0.1413
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2594
Mean   0.0002386
RMS    0.05501
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2013
Mean     7833
RMS      3287
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1928
Mean     7496
RMS      2558
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  68
Mean   1.393e+04
RMS      5766
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.94: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
458 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  12
Mean   2.225e+04
RMS      6139
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  4046
Mean    1.343
RMS     2.457
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 12150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 31050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0085± 0.7949 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1779.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2238.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.94: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61260 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 459
C.3.14 Run 61261























(a) Temperature vs time.

























(b) Bias current vs time.























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.95: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
460 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.95: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 461
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.95: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
462 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements























(a) Temperature vs time.



























(b) Bias current vs time.

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.96: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 463
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.96: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
464 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.96: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 465


























(a) Temperature vs time.





























(b) Bias current vs time.






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.97: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
466 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.97: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 467
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.97: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
468 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements






















(a) Temperature vs time.



























(b) Bias current vs time.






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2880.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.98: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 469
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column












(k) Hit efficiency map.
column












(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.98: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
470 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  0
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster). (q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 -nan± -nan 
Number of matched tracker-hits  0.0000
Number of tracker-hits  0.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.98: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61261 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 471
C.3.15 Run 61262
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  17978
Mean    4.679
RMS   
  2.441
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 379.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 5.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 13.1597
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1736
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.99: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
472 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  9640
Mean   5.032e-05
RMS    0.1232
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  9640
Mean   -0.001122
RMS    0.06765
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  8169
Mean   1.97e+04
RMS      6818
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6648
Mean   1.867e+04
RMS      5068
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1291
Mean   2.305e+04
RMS      9172
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.99: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 473
Entries  161
Mean   3.575e+04
RMS    1.437e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  14559
Mean    1.235
RMS    0.7856
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 34950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 39750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 57150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0019± 0.9810 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5013.0000
Number of tracker-hits  5110.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.99: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
474 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  125473
Mean    7.489
RMS     4.486
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.100: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 475
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  5217
Mean   -0.004743
RMS     0.135
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  5217
Mean   0.002909
RMS    0.07616
residual in y [mm]

















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  4641
Mean   1.048e+04
RMS      4650
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  4236
Mean   1.003e+04
RMS      3699
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  360
Mean   1.344e+04
RMS      6964
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.100: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
476 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  31
Mean   2.92e+04
RMS      9571
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  28834
Mean    3.087
RMS     4.872
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number
















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 35250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 29250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 35250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 21150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0040± 0.9146 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4402.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4813.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.100: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 477
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)

























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries 
 4217
Mean    4.587
RMS     2.065
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2037.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 18.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 70.7292
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.6250
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.101: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
478 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2817
Mean   -0.001204
RMS    0.1355
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2817
Mean   0.001199
RMS    0.09258
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2303
Mean     8425
RMS   
   4411
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2231
Mean     8197
RMS      3836
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  65
Mean   1.441e+04
RMS      9975
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.101: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 479
Entries  6
Mean   2.607e+04
RMS      9973
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3925
Mean    1.074
RMS    0.4302
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 41550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0063± 0.8880 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2244.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2527.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.101: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61262 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
480 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  12204
Mean    6.659
RMS     4.065
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1401.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 118.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 48.6458
Percentage of hot pixels 
 4.0972
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.102: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 481
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  3794
Mean   -0.001808
RMS    0.1485
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  3794
Mean   0.001663
RMS    0.06344
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3040
Mean     8891
RMS   
   4244
cluster charge [electrons]


















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2849
Mean     8405
RMS      3273
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  164
Mean   1.433e+04
RMS      6709
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.102: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
482 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  23
Mean   2.66e+04
RMS      8078
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7059
Mean    1.482
RMS      2.83
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 38850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 27150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0047± 0.9302 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2706.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2909.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.102: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61262 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 483
C.3.16 Run 61263
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)





















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)



























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column

















































RMS     2.607
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 376.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 13.0556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.103: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
484 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  9165
Mean   -0.0004808
RMS    0.1223
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  9165
Mean   -0.001706
RMS    0.06789
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7831
Mean   2.007e+04
RMS      7006
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6308
Mean   1.894e+04
RMS      5108
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1299
Mean   2.379e+04
RMS      9720
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.103: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 485
Entries  163
Mean   3.531e+04
RMS    1.393e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















RMS    0.7546
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 39150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0018± 0.9830 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4871.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4955.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.103: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
486 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)




















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  162430
Mean    7.081
RMS     4.662
level 1 time slot











HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.104: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 487
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  5016
Mean   -0.0009735
RMS     0.136
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  5016
Mean   0.0008659
RMS    0.08067
residual in y [mm]

















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  4425
Mean   1.1e+04
RMS      4886
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3988
Mean   1.048e+04
RMS      3850
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  391
Mean   1.474e+04
RMS      7823
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.104: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
488 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  29
Mean   2.616e+04
RMS      7828
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  35725
Mean    3.185
RMS     4.994
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 9750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 9750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 30450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0043± 0.9025 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4202.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4656.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.104: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 489
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4390
Mean    4.794
RMS     2.483
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 2050.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 24.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 71.1806
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.8333
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.105: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
490 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  2786
Mean   -5.678e-06
RMS    0.1423
residual in x [mm]


















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  2786
Mean   0.004127
RMS    0.1195
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2226
Mean     8922
RMS      4818
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2097
Mean     8659
RMS      4426
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  118
Mean   1.2e+04
RMS      6165
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.105: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 491
Entries  11
Mean   2.773e+04
RMS      9456
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  4063
Mean     1.08
RMS    0.3675
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0063± 0.8922 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2161.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2422.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.105: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61263 in the September 2011 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
492 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)
























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)


























(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011)






















(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  13786
Mean    6.058
RMS     3.858
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1373.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 90.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 47.6736
Percentage of hot pixels 
 3.1250
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.106: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 493
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  3772
Mean   -0.005349
RMS    0.1639
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  3772
Mean   0.002526
RMS    0.06887
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3012
Mean     9340
RMS      4209
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2786
Mean     8800
RMS      3024
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  202
Mean   1.461e+04
RMS      6976
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.106: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
494 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  18
Mean   2.694e+04
RMS      8267
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  7665
Mean    1.582
RMS     2.936
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 52350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0042± 0.9464 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2718.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2872.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.106: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61263 in the September 2011
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 495
C.3.17 Runs 61264-61273
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)

















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)
























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)


















































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  660267
Mean    4.138
RMS      1.13
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 283.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.107: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
496 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  423194
Mean   7.006e-05
RMS     0.122
residual in x [mm]


















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  423194
Mean   0.0004725
RMS    0.0459
residual in y [mm]
















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  368244
Mean   1.756e+04
RMS      6663
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  306059
Mean   1.658e+04
RMS      4972
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  54422
Mean   2.113e+04
RMS      9154
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.107: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 497
Entries  5060
Mean   3.603e+04
RMS    1.318e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  525033
Mean    1.257
RMS    0.8171
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 43050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 56550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9830 
Number of matched tracker-hits  232092.0000
Number of tracker-hits  236106.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.107: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
498 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)

















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)





















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)


















































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column

















































RMS     4.468
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.108: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 499
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  240065
Mean   0.0005335
RMS    0.1211
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  240065
Mean   0.0007302
RMS    0.0596
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  222148
Mean     8701
RMS      3666
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  207621
Mean     8325
RMS      2803
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  12966
Mean   1.285e+04
RMS      6621
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.108: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
500 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1125
Mean   2.397e+04
RMS      7958
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  608686
Mean    2.464
RMS     4.204
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 27150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 28650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 41250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.9505 
Number of matched tracker-hits  211465.0000
Number of tracker-hits  222477.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.108: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 501
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)

















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)




















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)


















































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  169105
Mean    4.554
RMS      1.85
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1863.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 18.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.6875
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.6250
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.109: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
502 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  120017
Mean   0.0003121
RMS    0.1302
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  120017
Mean   0.001678
RMS    0.07784
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  103709
Mean     7182
RMS      3643
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  100666
Mean     7001
RMS      3316
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2846
Mean   1.259e+04
RMS      6652
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.109: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 503
Entries  172
Mean   2.209e+04
RMS      7562
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  159946
Mean    1.057
RMS    0.3338
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 9450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0012± 0.7825 
Number of matched tracker-hits  100410.0000
Number of tracker-hits  128323.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.109: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61264-61273 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
504 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)
















































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)



























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/9/2011 - 10/9/2011)


















































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  569040
Mean    6.272
RMS     3.936
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1179.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 245.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 40.9375
Percentage of hot pixels 
 8.5069
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.110: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 505
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  159464
Mean   0.00172
RMS    0.1342
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  159464
Mean   0.001642
RMS    0.0665
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  125590
Mean     7153
RMS      3358
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  120127
Mean     6808
RMS      2557
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  4689
Mean   1.349e+04
RMS      6358
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.110: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
506 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  610
Mean   2.197e+04
RMS      7643
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  277003
Mean    1.566
RMS     3.134
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 33150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0009± 0.8945 
Number of matched tracker-hits  111109.0000
Number of tracker-hits  124208.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.110: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61264-61273 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 507
C.3.18 Runs 61281-61289
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)














































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)


















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)












































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  405990
Mean  
   4.12
RMS    0.9358
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 283.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.111: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
508 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  272644
Mean   5.047e-05
RMS    0.1228
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  272644
Mean   0.0002751
RMS    0.04793
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  236805
Mean   1.6e+04
RMS      6212
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  201183
Mean   1.51e+04
RMS      4522
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  31489
Mean   1.975e+04
RMS      8914
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.111: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 509
Entries  2723
Mean   3.65e+04
RMS    1.198e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  329507
Mean    1.232
RMS    0.7816
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 55950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 46350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 51450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 41250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9840 
Number of matched tracker-hits  155876.0000
Number of tracker-hits  158409.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.111: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
510 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)














































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)

















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)












































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  507104
Mean    6.063
RMS     3.829
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.112: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 511
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  163624
Mean   0.0005835
RMS    0.1186
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  163624
Mean   0.0005266
RMS    0.05649
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  153443
Mean     7429
RMS      3451
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  147387
Mean     7146
RMS      2816
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  5287
Mean   1.322e+04
RMS      6741
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.112: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
512 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  614
Mean   2.263e+04
RMS      7520
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  249764
Mean  
   1.71
RMS     2.998
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 29850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 35850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.9385 
Number of matched tracker-hits  144894.0000
Number of tracker-hits  154383.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.112: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 513
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)














































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)

















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)













































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  101170
Mean    4.465
RMS     1.297
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1869.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.8958
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.113: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
514 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  78010
Mean   0.0003913
RMS    0.1239
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  78010
Mean   0.001109
RMS    0.07028
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  70471
Mean     6116
RMS      3361
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  69208
Mean     5967
RMS      3048
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1168
Mean   1.358e+04
RMS      6781
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.113: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 515
Entries  81
Mean   2.253e+04
RMS      8310
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  96386
Mean     1.05
RMS    0.3376
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number























(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0015± 0.7331 
Number of matched tracker-hits  67061.0000
Number of tracker-hits  91473.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.113: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61281-61289 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
516 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)













































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)





















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)














































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  205938
Mean    5.467
RMS     3.132
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1183.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 60.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 41.0764
Percentage of hot pixels 
 2.0833
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.114: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 517
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  108895
Mean   0.001172
RMS    0.1339
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  108895
Mean   0.001511
RMS     0.063
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  98059
Mean     6272
RMS      2977
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  95439
Mean     6012
RMS      2310
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2264
Mean   1.479e+04
RMS      5869
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.114: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
518 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  312
Mean   2.226e+04
RMS      6647
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  162253
Mean    1.188
RMS     1.782
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 54150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 34650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0011± 0.8446 
Number of matched tracker-hits  84678.0000
Number of tracker-hits  100262.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.114: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61281-61289 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 519
C.3.19 Runs 61290-61296
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)







































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)















































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)






































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  548293
Mean     4.09
RMS     0.908
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 283.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.115: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
520 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  352500
Mean   7.734e-05
RMS    0.1233
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  352500
Mean   0.0007109
RMS    0.04991
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  303705
Mean   1.845e+04
RMS      6674
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  249244
Mean   1.745e+04
RMS      4915
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  47624
Mean   2.202e+04
RMS      9356
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.115: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 521
Entries  4572
Mean   3.591e+04
RMS    1.35e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  427862
Mean     1.28
RMS    0.8672
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 38250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 50550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 52950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9831 
Number of matched tracker-hits  202349.0000
Number of tracker-hits  205826.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.115: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
522 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)











































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)







































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2896917
Mean    7.156
RMS     4.492
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.116: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 523
column






























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  212569
Mean   0.00046
RMS    0.1256
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  212569
Mean   0.0003717
RMS    0.06924
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  194494
Mean     9722
RMS      4143
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  178597
Mean     9286
RMS      3218
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  14238
Mean   1.332e+04
RMS      6766
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.116: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
524 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1150
Mean   2.586e+04
RMS      8681
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  767688
Mean    2.864
RMS      4.76
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 25950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 39150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.9448 
Number of matched tracker-hits  185540.0000
Number of tracker-hits  196385.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.116: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 525
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)













































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)











































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)







































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  191700
Mean    5.023
RMS   
  2.741
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1867.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 30.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 1.0417
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.117: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
526 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  119057
Mean   -0.000157
RMS    0.1413
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  119057
Mean   0.001813
RMS    0.09425
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  95964
Mean     7706
RMS      3674
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  92234
Mean     7488
RMS      3252
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  3531
Mean   1.253e+04
RMS      6848
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.117: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 527
Entries  159
Mean   2.291e+04
RMS      7699
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  178863
Mean    1.072
RMS    0.3791
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 51150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 53250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0011± 0.8245 
Number of matched tracker-hits  92515.0000
Number of tracker-hits  112204.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.117: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61290-61296 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
528 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)












































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)












































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)







































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  881687
Mean    6.658
RMS     4.275
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1181.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 707.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 41.0069
Percentage of hot pixels 
 24.5486
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.118: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 529
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  186646
Mean   0.007161
RMS    0.1859
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  186646
Mean   0.003995
RMS    0.1148
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  67715
Mean     7819
RMS      3649
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  63750
Mean     7436
RMS      2806
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  3486
Mean   1.275e+04
RMS      6614
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.118: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
530 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  354
Mean   2.175e+04
RMS      8185
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  460186
Mean    1.553
RMS     3.047
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 31650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 34950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 11250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0012± 0.8933 
Number of matched tracker-hits  58516.0000
Number of tracker-hits  65503.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.118: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61290-61296 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 531
C.3.20 Runs 61298-61303
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)











































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)





































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  384990
Mean    4.096
RMS    0.8459
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 283.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.119: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
532 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  251550
Mean   -0.0002217
RMS    0.1199
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  251550
Mean   0.0007297
RMS    0.04872
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  220886
Mean   1.651e+04
RMS      6395
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  185164
Mean   1.556e+04
RMS      4663
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  31417
Mean   2.013e+04
RMS      9048
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.119: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 533
Entries  2788
Mean   3.593e+04
RMS    1.231e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  306671
Mean    1.254
RMS    0.8131
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 52350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 52650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9774 
Number of matched tracker-hits  121789.0000
Number of tracker-hits  124601.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.119: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
534 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)








































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)



































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  244283
Mean    5.741
RMS     3.364
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1622.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.120: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 535
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  127101
Mean   0.0001068
RMS    0.1169
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  127101
Mean   0.0004475
RMS    0.05151
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  121393
Mean     5256
RMS      2788
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  119451
Mean     5118
RMS   
   2472
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1717
Mean   1.305e+04
RMS      5463
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.120: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
536 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  191
Mean   1.952e+04
RMS      6492
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  165358
Mean    1.336
RMS     2.035
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 24450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 31050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0010± 0.8273 
Number of matched tracker-hits  110803.0000
Number of tracker-hits  133930.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.120: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 537
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)




































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)








































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)





































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  69344
Mean    4.974
RMS     2.005
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1888.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 65.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.121: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
538 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  50339
Mean   0.000816
RMS    0.1344
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  50339
Mean   0.001195
RMS    0.09281
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  44853
Mean     4619
RMS      2953
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  44449
Mean     4541
RMS      2760
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  384
Mean   1.317e+04
RMS      7305
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.121: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 539
Entries  19
Mean   1.832e+04
RMS      8091
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  66923
Mean    1.036
RMS    0.3026
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0018± 0.5489 
Number of matched tracker-hits  41192.0000
Number of tracker-hits  75038.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.121: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61298-61303 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
540 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)









































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)









































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011)





































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  79919
Mean    4.931
RMS     1.685
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1213.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 9.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 42.1181
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.3125
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.122: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 541
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  55233
Mean   0.0009221
RMS     0.124
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  55233
Mean   0.001095
RMS    0.0632
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  51876
Mean     4852
RMS      2390
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  50893
Mean     4689
RMS      1999
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  887
Mean   1.268e+04
RMS      4099
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.122: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
542 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  86
Mean   1.9e+04
RMS      4937
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  73895
Mean    1.082
RMS    0.7104
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 28950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0017± 0.5400 
Number of matched tracker-hits  44019.0000
Number of tracker-hits  81523.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.122: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61298-61303 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 543
C.3.21 Runs 61304-61315
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)
























































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)


























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)























































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  564118
Mean    4.145
RMS     1.193
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 283.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.8264
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.123: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
544 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  352214
Mean   0.0001577
RMS     0.124
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  352214
Mean   0.0006972
RMS    0.04962
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  301381
Mean   1.931e+04
RMS      6828
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  244127
Mean   1.831e+04
RMS      5055
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  49901
Mean   2.269e+04
RMS      9624
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.123: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 545
Entries  4991
Mean   3.489e+04
RMS    1.441e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  439686
Mean    1.282
RMS    0.8612
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 16350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 49050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 55350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9834 
Number of matched tracker-hits  198566.0000
Number of tracker-hits  201915.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.123: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-7 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
546 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)
























































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)


























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)


























































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4446070
Mean     7.31
RMS     4.525
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1626.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 56.4583
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0500
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.124: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 547
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  206862
Mean   0.0008047
RMS    0.1307
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  206862
Mean   0.001072
RMS     0.078
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  185633
Mean   1.154e+04
RMS      4824
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  166233
Mean   1.104e+04
RMS      3747
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  17396
Mean   1.449e+04
RMS      7506
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.124: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
548 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1337
Mean   2.886e+04
RMS    1.02e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1003795
Mean    3.103
RMS     5.027
cluster size



















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 9150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.9287 
Number of matched tracker-hits  177515.0000
Number of tracker-hits  191145.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.124: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-11 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 549
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)
























































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)





























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)


























































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  422503
Mean    6.471
RMS     4.133
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1865.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 220.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 64.7569
Percentage of hot pixels 
 7.6389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.125: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
550 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  117597
Mean   0.0003957
RMS     0.148
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  117597
Mean   0.002538
RMS     0.103
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  70067
Mean     9171
RMS      4933
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  65554
Mean     8900
RMS      4536
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  4238
Mean   1.24e+04
RMS      6924
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.125: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 551
Entries  225
Mean   2.506e+04
RMS    1.058e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  317237
Mean    1.331
RMS     1.249
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 46050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 31650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 30750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0014± 0.7901 
Number of matched tracker-hits  68877.0000
Number of tracker-hits  87177.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.125: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-5 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 61304-61315 in the September
2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
552 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)

























































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)





























































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (10/9/2011 - 11/9/2011)


























































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  853842
Mean    6.661
RMS     4.264
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1184.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 885.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 41.1111
Percentage of hot pixels 
 30.7292
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column

































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.126: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
C.3 CERN SPS September 2011 553
column

































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  167201
Mean   0.004785
RMS    0.1676
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  167201
Mean   0.002324
RMS    0.0798
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  52593
Mean     9696
RMS      4401
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  47930
Mean     9191
RMS      3298
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  4132
Mean   1.343e+04
RMS      7231
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.126: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9. (cont.)
554 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  365
Mean   2.487e+04
RMS      9613
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  377623
Mean     1.83
RMS     3.867
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 33450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 47850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 48750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0013± 0.9082 
Number of matched tracker-hits  45465.0000
Number of tracker-hits  50062.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.126: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-I-12 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 61304-61315 in the Septem-
ber 2011 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chap-
ter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 555
C.4 DESY March 2012
C.4.1 Runs 125-129
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)





























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  783957
Mean    3.576
RMS     1.033
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 161.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 5.5903
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.127: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
556 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  282310
Mean   0.001319
RMS    0.1297
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  282310
Mean   0.001636
RMS    0.06061
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  237482
Mean   2.352e+04
RMS      7445
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  163866
Mean   2.163e+04
RMS      5387
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  62438
Mean   2.706e+04
RMS      8527
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.127: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 557
Entries  7934
Mean   3.548e+04
RMS    1.147e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  577320
Mean    1.358
RMS    0.7224
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 28050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 30750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 45150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 54150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9544 
Number of matched tracker-hits  236710.0000
Number of tracker-hits  248020.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.127: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
558 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)
































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)





























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1965470
Mean    6.533
RMS    0.8859
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 173.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.6436
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.128: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 559
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  685800
Mean   0.0001565
RMS    0.07545
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  685800
Mean   -2.352e-06
RMS    0.03628
residual in y [mm]
















(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column



























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  683953
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  562411
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  107743
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.128: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
560 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  8061
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1541623
Mean    1.275
RMS    0.7063
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9969 
Number of matched tracker-hits  254872.0000
Number of tracker-hits  255663.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.128: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 125-129 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 561
C.4.2 Runs 130-135
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)





























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1285049
Mean    3.555
RMS    0.9888
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 132.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 4.5833
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.129: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
562 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  670341
Mean   0.001352
RMS    0.1342
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  670341
Mean   0.001607
RMS    0.06182
residual in y [mm]

















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  543498
Mean   2.47e+04
RMS      7468
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  372147
Mean   2.28e+04
RMS      5555
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  144144
Mean   2.826e+04
RMS      8434
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.129: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 563
Entries  19628
Mean   3.535e+04
RMS    1.126e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  944845
Mean     1.36
RMS    0.7258
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 26850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 31350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 59550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 50550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9575 
Number of matched tracker-hits  541831.0000
Number of tracker-hits  565903.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.129: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
564 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3674698
Mean    6.509
RMS    0.9038
level 1 time slot



















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 58.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2158
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.130: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 565
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1715260
Mean   0.0001604
RMS    0.07473
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1715260
Mean   6.985e-05
RMS    0.03556
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column



























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1711139
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1404148
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  272475
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.130: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
566 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  20386
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2881565
Mean    1.275
RMS    0.7055
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9971 
Number of matched tracker-hits  598771.0000
Number of tracker-hits  600506.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.130: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 130-135 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 567
C.4.3 Runs 143-147
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






























(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)


































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)



























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  891595
Mean    3.541
RMS    0.9084
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 148.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 5.1389
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.131: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
568 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  466116
Mean   0.001091
RMS    0.1331
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  466116
Mean   0.001332
RMS    0.05848
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  381433
Mean   2.387e+04
RMS      7569
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  261892
Mean   2.2e+04
RMS      5610
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  100794
Mean   2.732e+04
RMS      8575
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.131: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 569
Entries  13282
Mean   3.509e+04
RMS    1.167e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  654333
Mean    1.363
RMS    0.7279
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 19950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 54150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 45750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 57450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9569 
Number of matched tracker-hits  380357.0000
Number of tracker-hits  397503.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.131: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
570 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)


































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)



























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2589623
Mean    6.508
RMS    0.9062
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 89.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.3311
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.132: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 571
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1195409
Mean   0.0001478
RMS    0.07467
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1195409
Mean   6.759e-05
RMS    0.03418
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column



























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1192716
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  979219
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  189543
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.132: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
572 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  13850
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2029834
Mean    1.276
RMS    0.7063
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9974 
Number of matched tracker-hits  418875.0000
Number of tracker-hits  419977.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.132: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 143-147 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 573
C.4.4 Runs 149-154
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1122402
Mean    3.538
RMS    0.8886
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 155.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 5.3819
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.133: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
574 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  577586
Mean   0.001139
RMS    0.1323
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  577586
Mean   0.001167
RMS    0.05747
residual in y [mm]
















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  474126
Mean   2.351e+04
RMS      7467
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  326785
Mean   2.161e+04
RMS      5447
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  125324
Mean   2.701e+04
RMS      8477
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.133: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 575
Entries  15682
Mean   3.545e+04
RMS    1.148e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  825538
Mean     1.36
RMS     0.724
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 24450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 24750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 49950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 55050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9568 
Number of matched tracker-hits  472760.0000
Number of tracker-hits  494131.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.133: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
576 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3305266
Mean    6.507
RMS    0.9066
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 60.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2232
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.134: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 577
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1505610
Mean   0.0001634
RMS    0.07487
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1505610
Mean   7.759e-05
RMS    0.03573
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column



























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1502272
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1232922
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  238880
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.134: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
578 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  17809
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]



















RMS    0.7111
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9973 
Number of matched tracker-hits  520140.0000
Number of tracker-hits  521551.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.134: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 149-154 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 579
C.4.5 Runs 160-165
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)





































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1115383
Mean    3.564
RMS    0.9569
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 200.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 6.9444
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.135: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
580 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  598677
Mean   0.0008973
RMS    0.1321
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  598677
Mean   0.001138
RMS    0.06123
residual in y [mm]
















(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  490469
Mean   2.2e+04
RMS      7325
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  342138
Mean   2.013e+04
RMS      5204
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  128061
Mean   2.539e+04
RMS      8286
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.135: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 581
Entries  14002
Mean   3.548e+04
RMS    1.157e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  826320
Mean     1.35
RMS    0.7079
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 36750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 39750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 42750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9575 
Number of matched tracker-hits  489010.0000
Number of tracker-hits  510695.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.135: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
582 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)




































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






























(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3374100
Mean    6.505
RMS    0.9055
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 60.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2232
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.136: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 583
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1559700
Mean   0.0001561
RMS    0.07462
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1559700
Mean   0.0001065
RMS    0.03565
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1556101
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1276204
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  248167
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.136: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
584 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  18386
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]



















RMS    0.7096
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9972 
Number of matched tracker-hits  537066.0000
Number of tracker-hits  538558.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.136: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 160-165 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 585
C.4.6 Runs 166-172
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)




































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)



































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  537979
Mean    3.632
RMS     1.005
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 260.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.0278
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.137: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
586 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  303255
Mean   0.0004762
RMS    0.1314
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  303255
Mean   0.0009705
RMS    0.05997
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  248704
Mean   1.832e+04
RMS      7358
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  175588
Mean   1.652e+04
RMS      5414
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  64569
Mean   2.149e+04
RMS      7898
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.137: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 587
Entries  5828
Mean   3.345e+04
RMS    1.164e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  401676
Mean    1.339
RMS    0.6759
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 14850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 32250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 46350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 55950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9596 
Number of matched tracker-hits  247983.0000
Number of tracker-hits  258424.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.137: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
588 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)



































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)









































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1676200
Mean    6.506
RMS     0.902
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 210.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.7812
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.138: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 589
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  801780
Mean   0.0001666
RMS    0.07461
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  801780
Mean   0.0001183
RMS    0.03477
residual in y [mm]


















(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column




























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  799862
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  656048
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  127692
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.138: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
590 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  9358
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]



















RMS    0.7075
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9973 
Number of matched tracker-hits  271869.0000
Number of tracker-hits  272615.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.138: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 166-172 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 591
C.4.7 Runs 210-249
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)




























































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)

























































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  948376
Mean    3.559
RMS    0.7101
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 182.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 6.3194
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.139: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
592 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column
































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  6232
Mean   -0.004855
RMS    0.1468
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  6232
Mean   -0.006809
RMS    0.09779
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  4150
Mean   2.624e+04
RMS      8376
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  103
Mean     9417
RMS      6439
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2334
Mean   2.5e+04
RMS      6775
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.139: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 593
Entries  1514
Mean   2.87e+04
RMS      8271
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]

















RMS    0.8798
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 23850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 2850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 30750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 43950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 43650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0045± 0.9075 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3844.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4236.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.139: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
594 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)






























































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (8/3/2012)



























































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3024659
Mean    6.335
RMS   
      1
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 73.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2716
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.140: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 595
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  34304
Mean   -0.03744
RMS    0.1347
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  34304
Mean   -0.003275
RMS    0.07747
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  29645
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6739
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  21583
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.140: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
596 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  890
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1612251
Mean    1.876
RMS    0.7264
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0039± 0.9152 
Number of matched tracker-hits  4575.0000
Number of tracker-hits  4999.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.140: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 210-249 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 597
C.4.8 Runs 251-303
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)





























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)




































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)




























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  536806
Mean    3.572
RMS    0.7542
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 214.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 7.4306
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.141: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
598 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  4509
Mean   0.0008157
RMS    0.1358
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  4509
Mean   0.0102
RMS    0.08634
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  3298
Mean   2.679e+04
RMS      8375
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  52
Mean     9520
RMS      8621
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1834
Mean   2.546e+04
RMS      7182
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.141: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 599
Entries  1239
Mean   2.89e+04
RMS      8287
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  236702
Mean    2.268
RMS    0.8759
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 22650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 20850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 25050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 30150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0044± 0.9273 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3289.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3547.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.141: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
600 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)
































































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)






























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1693917
Mean     6.34
RMS    0.9981
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 202.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.7515
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.142: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 601
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  13786
Mean   -0.01403
RMS    0.08193
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  13786
Mean   0.007121
RMS    0.07797
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  13603
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3164
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  9850
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.142: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
602 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  386
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  903936
Mean    1.874
RMS    0.7282
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0010± 0.9963 
Number of matched tracker-hits  3820.0000
Number of tracker-hits  3834.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.142: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 251-303 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 603
C.4.9 Runs 305-356
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)
































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)


























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  772095
Mean    3.574
RMS    0.6837
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 223.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 7.7431
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.143: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
604 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  3774
Mean   -0.003918
RMS     0.152
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  3774
Mean   -0.001511
RMS    0.09766
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  2430
Mean   2.555e+04
RMS      8608
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  54
Mean     9696
RMS      8260
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  1394
Mean   2.41e+04
RMS      7291
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.143: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 605
Entries  878
Mean   2.816e+04
RMS      8583
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  340537
Mean    2.267
RMS    0.8557
cluster size




















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 20550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 20550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 30750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 31050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 51750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0057± 0.9057 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2412.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2663.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.143: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
606 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2485618
Mean    6.339
RMS    0.9985
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 90.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.3348
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.144: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 607
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  30221
Mean   -0.0009207
RMS    0.07888
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  30221
Mean   -0.001613
RMS    0.04443
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  30003
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6617
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  22026
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.144: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
608 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  911
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1324561
Mean    1.877
RMS    0.7334
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0015± 0.9935 
Number of matched tracker-hits  2900.0000
Number of tracker-hits  2919.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.144: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 305-356 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 609
C.4.10 Runs 358-405
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)






















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)
























































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)


















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  705565
Mean    3.606
RMS    0.6666
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 247.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 8.5764
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.145: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
610 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  7003
Mean   0.00626
RMS     0.139
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  7003
Mean   -0.004301
RMS    0.06758
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  5329
Mean   2.334e+04
RMS      8103
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  96
Mean     9539
RMS      5143
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  3374
Mean   2.197e+04
RMS      6837
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.145: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 611
Entries  1642
Mean   2.611e+04
RMS      8235
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















RMS    0.8142
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 6750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 34350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 37350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 51750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0032± 0.9401 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5320.0000
Number of tracker-hits  5659.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.145: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
612 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)




















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)





















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2344244
Mean    6.339
RMS    0.9974
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 96.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.3571
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.146: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 613
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  29335
Mean   -0.0001739
RMS    0.0791
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  29335
Mean   0.001822
RMS    0.04282
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  29138
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  6608
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  21308
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.146: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
614 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  810
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1250022
Mean    1.875
RMS    0.7213
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.9985 
Number of matched tracker-hits  5990.0000
Number of tracker-hits  5999.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.146: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 358-405 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 615
C.4.11 Runs 408-452
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)














































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)












































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1655932
Mean    3.703
RMS    0.7053
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 268.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 2.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 9.3056
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0694
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.147: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
616 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  10530
Mean   0.01013
RMS    0.1424
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  10530
Mean   -0.01457
RMS    0.09682
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  7456
Mean   1.994e+04
RMS      8086
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  315
Mean     9993
RMS      4951
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  5196
Mean   1.888e+04
RMS      6878
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.147: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 617
Entries  1743
Mean   2.401e+04
RMS      8258
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]



















RMS    0.7474
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 33150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 36450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 37950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0031± 0.9165 
Number of matched tracker-hits  7411.0000
Number of tracker-hits  8086.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.147: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
618 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)
















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)


















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  5930738
Mean    6.338
RMS    0.9976
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 54.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2009
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.148: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 619
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  59252
Mean   -0.005501
RMS    0.08363
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  59252
Mean   -0.005611
RMS    0.05715
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  58719
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  13202
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  42881
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.148: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
620 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1783
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3159688
Mean    1.877
RMS    0.7258
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
not available
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0008± 0.9940 
Number of matched tracker-hits  8575.0000
Number of tracker-hits  8627.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.148: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 408-452 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 621
C.4.12 Runs 464-519
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)






































































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)












































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)



































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  5899786
Mean    6.636
RMS     4.405
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 146.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 42.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 5.0694
Percentage of hot pixels 
 1.4583
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.149: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
622 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  84300
Mean   0.07497
RMS    0.3588
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  84300
Mean   -0.07923
RMS    0.3839
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  9163
Mean   1.359e+04
RMS      6729
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1148
Mean     6422
RMS      3284
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  4915
Mean   1.272e+04
RMS      4585
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.149: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 623
Entries  2728
Mean   1.671e+04
RMS      6435
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  4609874
Mean     1.28
RMS    0.6408
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 11250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 26550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0040± 0.5012 
Number of matched tracker-hits  7984.0000
Number of tracker-hits  15929.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.149: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
624 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)





































































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)











































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)







































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  5512183
Mean    6.316
RMS     1.015
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 54.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2009
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.150: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 625
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  100069
Mean   0.001139
RMS    0.1129
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  100069
Mean   0.01084
RMS    0.1259
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  87307
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  19907
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  63624
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.150: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
626 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2575
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2931214
Mean     1.88
RMS    0.7283
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0031± 0.8716 
Number of matched tracker-hits  9981.0000
Number of tracker-hits  11451.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.150: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 464-519 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 627
C.4.13 Runs 521-572
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)




























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)




































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  7010926
Mean    6.915
RMS     4.495
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 100.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 1196.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 3.4722
Percentage of hot pixels 
 41.5278
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.151: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
628 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  132132
Mean   0.06092
RMS    0.2716
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  132132
Mean   -0.05695
RMS    0.2522
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  30426
Mean   1.045e+04
RMS      7602
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  8002
Mean     6731
RMS      6977
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  15571
Mean   1.023e+04
RMS      6478
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.151: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 629
Entries  6113
Mean   1.457e+04
RMS      7562
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  4638608
Mean    1.511
RMS   
  1.112
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 10650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0021± 0.8322 
Number of matched tracker-hits  26639.0000
Number of tracker-hits  32009.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.151: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
630 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)
































































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)





























































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4983351
Mean    6.309
RMS      1.02
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 56.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.2083
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.152: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 631
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  164991
Mean   0.001313
RMS    0.1021
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  164991
Mean   0.01789
RMS    0.1177
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  145179
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  32844
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  105989
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.152: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
632 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  4302
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2653105
Mean    1.878
RMS    0.7237
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0017± 0.8838 
Number of matched tracker-hits  31758.0000
Number of tracker-hits  35934.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.152: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 521-572 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.4 DESY March 2012 633
C.4.14 Runs 573-624
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)





























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)






























































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2071982
Mean    6.683
RMS   
  4.422
level 1 time slot












HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 103.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 34.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 3.5764
Percentage of hot pixels 
 1.1806
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column

































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.153: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
634 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  89890
Mean   0.07008
RMS    0.2772
residual in x [mm]
















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  89890
Mean   -0.05572
RMS    0.2567
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries 
 22421
Mean     9393
RMS      7502
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  8339
Mean     5814
RMS      5986
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  10360
Mean   1.015e+04
RMS      6728
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.153: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 635
Entries  3262
Mean   1.44e+04
RMS      7679
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]

















RMS    0.5959
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 10350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 44550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0026± 0.8426 
Number of matched tracker-hits  16874.0000
Number of tracker-hits  20025.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.153: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of SCC-31 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
636 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)






























































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (9/3/2012)

























































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column











































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2364325
Mean    6.311
RMS      1.02
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 20
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 139.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.5171
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column










(f) Calibration constant A.
column










(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.154: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.4 DESY March 2012 637
column










(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  114491
Mean   0.002554
RMS    0.1163
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  114491
Mean   0.007923
RMS    0.1946
residual in y [mm]















(j) Track residual in y.
column































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  89897
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  20532
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  65443
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.154: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
638 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2687
Mean        0
RMS         0
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1710495
Mean    1.879
RMS     0.728
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 20
total cluster charge (peak) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 20
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0025± 0.7681 
Number of matched tracker-hits  21087.0000
Number of tracker-hits  27453.0000
m]µx [













(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [

















(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.154: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-36 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 573-624 in the March 2012 test
beam period at DESY. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 639
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012
C.5.1 Runs 739-765
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)











































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)











































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)







































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1716120
Mean    4.053
RMS     1.106
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.155: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  996025
Mean   0.000692
RMS    0.1201
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  996025
Mean   0.0007975
RMS    0.04064
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  876669
Mean   2.258e+04
RMS      6806
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  636706
Mean   2.113e+04
RMS      4853
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  215227
Mean   2.576e+04
RMS      8425
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.155: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
640 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  14922
Mean   3.804e+04
RMS    1.238e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1228546
Mean    1.374
RMS    0.9465
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 23250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 58350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 58350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9703 
Number of matched tracker-hits  804993.0000
Number of tracker-hits  829603.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.155: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 641
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)











































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)
















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)







































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2416371
Mean    5.581
RMS     3.926
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.156: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
642 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column


































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1111338
Mean   -0.0001307
RMS     0.142
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1111338
Mean   0.001893
RMS    0.1041
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  839566
Mean     4824
RMS      2243
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  818303
Mean     4636
RMS      1719
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  18084
Mean   1.114e+04
RMS      4943
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.156: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 643
Entries  2699
Mean   1.677e+04
RMS      5489
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2264101
Mean    1.067
RMS    0.3201
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 8250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 25350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 26250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9305 
Number of matched tracker-hits  791209.0000
Number of tracker-hits  850335.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.156: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
644 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)











































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)











































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)







































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1066501
Mean    4.955
RMS     2.707
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 8.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2778
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.157: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 645
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  766946
Mean   9.873e-05
RMS    0.1406
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  766946
Mean   -0.0007839
RMS    0.05376
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  593056
Mean     5404
RMS      2863
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  573469
Mean     5179
RMS      2301
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  16871
Mean   1.116e+04
RMS      6194
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.157: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
646 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2190
Mean   1.81e+04
RMS      6555
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1011436
Mean    1.054
RMS    0.4321
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 4950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 16350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9282 
Number of matched tracker-hits  580274.0000
Number of tracker-hits  625170.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.157: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 647
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)








































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)













































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (26/5/2012)







































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2303334
Mean    5.726
RMS     3.778
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 23.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 118.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.7986
Percentage of hot pixels 
 4.0972
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.158: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
648 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  830963
Mean   -0.004351
RMS    0.1626
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  830963
Mean   -0.000879
RMS    0.07466
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  635536
Mean   2.104e+04
RMS      6825
cluster charge [electrons]
















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  463362
Mean   1.966e+04
RMS      4567
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  153664
Mean   2.355e+04
RMS      8335
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.158: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 649
Entries  10853
Mean   4.177e+04
RMS    1.169e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1686175
Mean    1.364
RMS     1.161
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 36150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 46350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9348 
Number of matched tracker-hits  595046.0000
Number of tracker-hits  636559.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.158: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 739-765 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
650 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.2 Runs 767-795
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1905347
Mean    4.065
RMS      1.15
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column



























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.159: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 651
column































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1099429
Mean   0.0006689
RMS    0.1192
residual in x [mm]












(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1099429
Mean   0.0008706
RMS    0.04052
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  970514
Mean   2.252e+04
RMS      6815
cluster charge [electrons]












(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  706493
Mean   2.107e+04
RMS      4853
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  236591
Mean   2.569e+04
RMS      8440
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.159: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
652 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  16494
Mean   3.824e+04
RMS    1.242e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1362029
Mean    1.374
RMS    0.9536
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 24150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 53550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 52050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9688 
Number of matched tracker-hits  812456.0000
Number of tracker-hits  838609.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.159: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 653
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2213487
Mean    6.027
RMS      4.02
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column




























(c) Calibration constant A.
column





























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.160: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
654 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1047208
Mean   0.00142
RMS    0.1932
residual in x [mm]














(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1047208
Mean   -6.705e-05
RMS    0.1693
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  659363
Mean     3783
RMS      1958
cluster charge [electrons]













(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  647954
Mean     3674
RMS      1688
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  10295
Mean     9525
RMS      4273
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.160: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 655
Entries  1016
Mean   1.395e+04
RMS      4526
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2082434
Mean    1.063
RMS     0.293
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number






















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.6702 
Number of matched tracker-hits  622075.0000
Number of tracker-hits  928241.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.160: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
656 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  976040
Mean    5.164
RMS     2.676
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 8.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2778
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column































(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.161: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 657
column




























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  728322
Mean   -7.532e-05
RMS     0.143
residual in x [mm]













(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  728322
Mean   -0.000799
RMS    0.05962
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  561850
Mean     4099
RMS      2765
cluster charge [electrons]












(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  551695
Mean     3967
RMS      2493
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  9024
Mean   1.085e+04
RMS      5291
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.161: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
658 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  973
Mean   1.603e+04
RMS      5504
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  943951
Mean    1.034
RMS    0.3503
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 36450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.7988 
Number of matched tracker-hits  546626.0000
Number of tracker-hits  684305.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.161: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 659
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1792398
Mean     5.06
RMS     3.141
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 25.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 104.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.8681
Percentage of hot pixels 
 3.6111
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column
































(c) Calibration constant A.
column






























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.162: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
660 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  877107
Mean   -0.00282
RMS    0.1562
residual in x [mm]















(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  877107
Mean   8.413e-05
RMS    0.06388
residual in y [mm]














(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  696700
Mean   1.917e+04
RMS      6794
cluster charge [electrons]

















(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  513292
Mean   1.777e+04
RMS      4538
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  163774
Mean   2.165e+04
RMS      8039
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.162: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 661
Entries  11662
Mean   3.902e+04
RMS    1.194e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1342445
Mean    1.332
RMS      1.08
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 16350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 40350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 44550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 47250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 53250.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9371 
Number of matched tracker-hits  633699.0000
Number of tracker-hits  676212.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.162: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 767-795 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
662 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.3 Runs 797-833
column












(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1849654
Mean    4.065
RMS     1.137
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column



























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.163: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 663
column































(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  982893
Mean   0.0004465
RMS    0.1214
residual in x [mm]












(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  982893
Mean   0.001068
RMS    0.03956
residual in y [mm]











(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  850528
Mean   2.242e+04
RMS      6801
cluster charge [electrons]











(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  617528
Mean   2.097e+04
RMS      4832
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  208738
Mean   2.556e+04
RMS      8400
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.163: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
664 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  14492
Mean   3.822e+04
RMS    1.242e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1320681
Mean    1.375
RMS    0.9697
cluster size





















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 40950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 48450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 52650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9538 
Number of matched tracker-hits  780887.0000
Number of tracker-hits  818679.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.163: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 665
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2312114
Mean    5.609
RMS     3.857
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column































(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.164: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
666 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1040819
Mean   0.0006845
RMS    0.1474
residual in x [mm]











(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  1040819
Mean   0.001592
RMS    0.1099
residual in y [mm]













(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  782599
Mean     4225
RMS      2031
cluster charge [electrons]













(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  766660
Mean     4082
RMS      1641
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  13928
Mean   1.042e+04
RMS      4503
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.164: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 667
Entries  1735
Mean   1.535e+04
RMS      4721
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2187003
Mean    1.057
RMS    0.3068
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number























(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.8764 
Number of matched tracker-hits  740914.0000
Number of tracker-hits  845383.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.164: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
668 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  998037
Mean    4.858
RMS     2.404
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 7.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.2431
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column






























(c) Calibration constant A.
column




























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.165: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 669
column





























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  740013
Mean   0.0004081
RMS    0.1352
residual in x [mm]













(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  740013
Mean   -0.0006391
RMS    0.04957
residual in y [mm]












(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column





























(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  598359
Mean     4704
RMS      2971
cluster charge [electrons]












(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  583969
Mean     4526
RMS      2593
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  12437
Mean   1.117e+04
RMS      5833
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.165: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
670 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  1663
Mean   1.704e+04
RMS      6512
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  955082
Mean    1.045
RMS    0.3903
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 34650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 15750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.8939 
Number of matched tracker-hits  585121.0000
Number of tracker-hits  654596.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.165: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 671
column













































(a) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1648607
Mean    4.938
RMS     3.018
level 1 time slot

















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 18.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 100.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.6250
Percentage of hot pixels 
 3.4722
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000 column



























(c) Calibration constant A.
column





























(d) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.166: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
672 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(e) Calibration constant C.
Entries  812406
Mean   -0.002433
RMS    0.1564
residual in x [mm]














(f) Track residual in x.
Entries  812406
Mean   0.0001666
RMS    0.05989
residual in y [mm]













(g) Track residual in y.
column

































(h) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(i) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  643319
Mean   2.022e+04
RMS      6848
cluster charge [electrons]
















(j) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes in-
cluded).
Entries  471246
Mean   1.883e+04
RMS      4590
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(k) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  153687
Mean   2.271e+04
RMS      8226
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]














(l) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.166: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 673
Entries  10822
Mean   4.031e+04
RMS    1.221e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1231091
Mean    1.336
RMS     1.085
cluster size






















(n) Cluster size distribution.
event number






















(o) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 17850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 46650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 58350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 42150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 55650.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9387 
Number of matched tracker-hits  603691.0000
Number of tracker-hits  643127.0000
m]µx [

































(p) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(q) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(r) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.166: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 797-833 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
674 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.4 Runs 835-882
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)

















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2938700
Mean    4.066
RMS     1.139
level 1 time slot



















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.167: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 675
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1723919
Mean   0.0006915
RMS    0.1206
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1723919
Mean   0.0007281
RMS    0.04003
residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1523543
Mean   2.228e+04
RMS      6786
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1113511
Mean   2.084e+04
RMS      4808
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  368086
Mean   2.548e+04
RMS      8443
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.167: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
676 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  25236
Mean   3.834e+04
RMS    1.248e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2105225
Mean    1.372
RMS    0.9499
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 23250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 23250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 47550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 54150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0001± 0.9739 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1402770.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1440330.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.167: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 677
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)






















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)






















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)

















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  4051796
Mean    5.286
RMS     3.833
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.168: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
678 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1936451
Mean   -0.0001898
RMS    0.1366
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1936451
Mean   0.002272
RMS    0.08925
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1500191
Mean     6219
RMS      2846
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  1436301
Mean     5911
RMS      2072
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  53653
Mean   1.178e+04
RMS      5527
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.168: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 679
Entries  8092
Mean   1.915e+04
RMS      6074
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  3757405
Mean    1.078
RMS    0.3673
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 19950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 23550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 28350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9622 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1412060.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1467537.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.168: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
680 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)






















































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)

















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2102433
Mean    5.018
RMS     2.951
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 10.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.3472
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.169: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 681
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1376499
Mean   9.914e-05
RMS    0.1445
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1376499
Mean   -0.0009605
RMS    0.05202
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1038984
Mean     6906
RMS      3541
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  973736
Mean     6554
RMS      2709
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]














(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  56749
Mean   1.082e+04
RMS      6643
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.169: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
682 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  6491
Mean   2.074e+04
RMS      7691
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1937473
Mean    1.085
RMS    0.5064
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 13950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 25650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 27750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 24450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9586 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1016253.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1060089.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.169: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 683
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)



















































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)























































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)

















































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2660515
Mean    4.897
RMS     2.996
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 3.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 88.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.1042
Percentage of hot pixels 
 3.0556
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.170: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
684 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  1409516
Mean   -0.002477
RMS    0.1563
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  1409516
Mean   -0.0001022
RMS    0.07135
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  1077640
Mean   2.077e+04
RMS      6834
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  789383
Mean   1.939e+04
RMS      4558
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  257739
Mean   2.331e+04
RMS      8398
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.170: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 685
Entries  17832
Mean   4.15e+04
RMS    1.177e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  2044894
Mean    1.299
RMS    0.9168
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 31350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 37350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 56850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 45450.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0002± 0.9332 
Number of matched tracker-hits  1011306.0000
Number of tracker-hits  1083681.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.170: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 835-882 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
686 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.5 Runs 883-907
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)







































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)









































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1538298
Mean    4.075
RMS     1.167
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.171: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 687
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  732763
Mean   0.0003419
RMS    0.1166
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  732763
Mean   0.0008944
RMS    0.03814
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  622612
Mean   2.211e+04
RMS      6793
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  452294
Mean   2.066e+04
RMS      4764
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  152884
Mean   2.522e+04
RMS      8408
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.171: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
688 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  10364
Mean   3.855e+04
RMS    1.251e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1098293
Mean    1.374
RMS    0.9861
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number





















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 22650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 21750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 52950.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9174 
Number of matched tracker-hits  437184.0000
Number of tracker-hits  476559.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.171: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 689
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)








































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)














































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  910885
Mean    6.402
RMS     4.205
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0347
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.172: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
690 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  408611
Mean   0.005144
RMS    0.2842
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  408611
Mean   0.003137
RMS    0.2801
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  165169
Mean     3688
RMS      1958
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  162042
Mean     3583
RMS   
   1744
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  2925
Mean     8876
RMS      3665
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.172: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 691
Entries  193
Mean   1.302e+04
RMS      3729
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  867872
Mean     1.05
RMS    0.2707
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 2850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 2850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 7050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 11550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.2436 
Number of matched tracker-hits  153132.0000
Number of tracker-hits  628614.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.172: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
692 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)











































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)










































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  448119
Mean    5.138
RMS     2.322
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 1.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 5.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0347
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1736
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column




























(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.173: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 693
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  341396
Mean   -4.381e-05
RMS    0.1414
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  341396
Mean   -0.0002975
RMS    0.06527
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column
































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  273852
Mean     3424
RMS      3144
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  270034
Mean     3331
RMS      3007
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  3531
Mean     9754
RMS      4678
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.173: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
694 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  260
Mean   1.416e+04
RMS      5745
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  434717
Mean    1.031
RMS    0.3299
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 2850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 2850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 23850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 52050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 0.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.5301 
Number of matched tracker-hits  262773.0000
Number of tracker-hits  495685.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.173: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 695
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)










































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)











































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012)





































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1562152
Mean    5.529
RMS     3.509
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 73.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 114.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 2.5347
Percentage of hot pixels 
 3.9583
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column





























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.174: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
696 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  624388
Mean   -0.003172
RMS    0.1536
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  624388
Mean   -0.0005611
RMS    0.06215
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column


































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  514916
Mean   1.167e+04
RMS      6205
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  427498
Mean   1.043e+04
RMS      4604
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  77883
Mean   1.633e+04
RMS      6919
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]

















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.174: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 697
Entries  6223
Mean   2.956e+04
RMS    1.063e+04
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]














(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1247880
Mean    1.251
RMS    0.9552
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 13350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 40050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 32550.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9602 
Number of matched tracker-hits  427245.0000
Number of tracker-hits  444935.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.174: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 883-907 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
698 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.6 Runs 918-945
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)

















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2525063
Mean    4.146
RMS     1.103
level 1 time slot


















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.175: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 699
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  636749
Mean   0.001593
RMS    0.1245
residual in x [mm]















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  636749
Mean   0.003245
RMS    0.09388
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column






























(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  510613
Mean   2.377e+04
RMS      7028
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  2296
Mean     8137
RMS      6105
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  393947
Mean   2.278e+04
RMS      5873
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.175: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
700 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  102765
Mean   2.709e+04
RMS      8303
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1110358
Mean    2.249
RMS    0.9197
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 20250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22050.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 41850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 50850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9224 
Number of matched tracker-hits  399551.0000
Number of tracker-hits  433179.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.175: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 701
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)























































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2189316
Mean    5.191
RMS     3.663
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.176: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
702 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column




























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  762150
Mean   -0.01756
RMS    0.3246
residual in x [mm]
















(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  762150
Mean   0.007019
RMS    0.1416
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column
































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  309960
Mean     5752
RMS      2975
cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  262915
Mean     5151
RMS      2043
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  44049
Mean     8462
RMS      3611
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.176: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 703
Entries  2369
Mean   1.745e+04
RMS      6378
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]
















RMS    0.4492
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 4650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 17550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 28350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0007± 0.5674 
Number of matched tracker-hits  301568.0000
Number of tracker-hits  531479.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.176: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
704 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)
















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)




















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1598230
Mean    5.593
RMS     3.479
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 12.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.4167
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column





























(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.177: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 705
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  641503
Mean   0.001671
RMS    0.1679
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  641503
Mean   -0.001334
RMS    0.1012
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  463963
Mean     6472
RMS      3679
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  361364
Mean     5827
RMS      2745
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  97332
Mean     8211
RMS      4465
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.177: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
706 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  3997
Mean   1.825e+04
RMS      7398
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]















(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1380793
Mean    1.157
RMS    0.5129
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number



















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 5250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 12750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 16950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 26550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 43350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9060 
Number of matched tracker-hits  444756.0000
Number of tracker-hits  490917.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.177: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 707
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)



















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3282676
Mean    5.488
RMS     3.485
level 1 time slot















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 16.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 124.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.5556
Percentage of hot pixels 
 4.3056
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.178: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
708 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  709943
Mean   -0.005515
RMS    0.1657
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  709943
Mean   -0.002168
RMS    0.1035
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  539444
Mean   2.182e+04
RMS      7260
cluster charge [electrons]













(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  4905
Mean     8904
RMS      5026
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]













(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  306104
Mean   2.014e+04
RMS      5629
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]











(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.178: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 709
Entries  215798
Mean   2.386e+04
RMS      7496
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1921750
Mean    1.706
RMS     1.091
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number


















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 18150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 2250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 17250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 19950.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 45750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 54150.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9392 
Number of matched tracker-hits  475537.0000
Number of tracker-hits  506315.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.178: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 918-945 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
710 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.5.7 Runs 947-980
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)

















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  3096983
Mean    4.166
RMS     1.145
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
column



























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.179: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 711
column































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  842509
Mean   0.001076
RMS    0.1219
residual in x [mm]











(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  842509
Mean   0.002196
RMS    0.09178
residual in y [mm]













(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  698041
Mean   2.33e+04
RMS      7036
cluster charge [electrons]

















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  3408
Mean     8505
RMS      5922
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]


















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  545556
Mean   2.231e+04
RMS      5827
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]
















(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.179: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
712 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  133043
Mean   2.683e+04
RMS      8471
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]













(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1369449
Mean    2.239
RMS    0.9123
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 10
total cluster charge (peak) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 19350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 21450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 53850.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 54750.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 10
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0003± 0.9389 
Number of matched tracker-hits  549975.0000
Number of tracker-hits  585762.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.179: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 713
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)























































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1872445
Mean     5.01
RMS     3.398
level 1 time slot













HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 3.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1042
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column




























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.180: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
714 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column


































(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  848391
Mean   -0.01149
RMS    0.2617
residual in x [mm]












(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  848391
Mean   0.008091
RMS    0.1414
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column
































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  455211
Mean     4398
RMS   
   2221
cluster charge [electrons]












(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  437827
Mean     4168
RMS      1681
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  15544
Mean     9450
RMS   
   4172
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]













(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.180: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 715
Entries  1585
Mean   1.584e+04
RMS      4724
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]












(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1768151
Mean    1.059
RMS    0.3421
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 11
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 6450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 11550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 18450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 25350.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 11
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0006± 0.6063 
Number of matched tracker-hits  441871.0000
Number of tracker-hits  728814.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.180: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
716 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)
















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)




















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1031683
Mean    4.705
RMS   
   2.11
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 4.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.1389
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column



























(f) Calibration constant A.
column
































(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.181: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 717
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  646713
Mean   0.001719
RMS    0.1498
residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  646713
Mean   -0.001481
RMS    0.08764
residual in y [mm]











(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  513507
Mean     4699
RMS      2847
cluster charge [electrons]















(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  482928
Mean     4426
RMS      2269
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]















(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  28007
Mean     8435
RMS      5307
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.181: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
718 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
Entries  2116
Mean   1.66e+04
RMS      6113
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  951678
Mean    1.084
RMS    0.4874
cluster size






















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number




















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
total cluster charge (peak) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 3750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 5550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 14250.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 22350.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 25650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 11850.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 12
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0005± 0.8554 
Number of matched tracker-hits  495572.0000
Number of tracker-hits  579362.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.181: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 719
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)















































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)



















































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (27/5/2012 - 28/5/2012)













































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column













































(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  2672985
Mean     4.73
RMS     2.539
level 1 time slot
















HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 13
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 31.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 124.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 1.0764
Percentage of hot pixels 
 4.3056
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column
































(f) Calibration constant A.
column






























(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.182: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
720 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
column





























(h) Calibration constant C.
Entries  745155
Mean   -0.002576
RMS    0.1576
residual in x [mm]














(i) Track residual in x.
Entries  745155
Mean   0.0001248
RMS    0.0904
residual in y [mm]












(j) Track residual in y.
column

































(k) Hit efficiency map.
column

































(l) Hit inefficiency map.
Entries  603473
Mean   1.915e+04
RMS      7136
cluster charge [electrons]














(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
Entries  7927
Mean     9155
RMS      5264
cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]












(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
Entries  394477
Mean   1.749e+04
RMS      5430
cluster charge (2 hit clusters) [electrons]












(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.182: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9. (cont.)
C.5 CERN SPS May 2012 721
Entries  188757
Mean   2.216e+04
RMS      7458
cluster charge (3 hit clusters) [electrons]











(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
Entries  1314259
Mean    2.032
RMS   
  1.177
cluster size





















(q) Cluster size distribution.
event number

















(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 1 hit) 
 7650.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
 15150.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 3 hit) 
 18750.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 4 hit) 
 15450.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, 5 hit) 
 29550.0000 electrons
total cluster charge (peak, >5 hit) 
 43050.0000 electrons
HitEff variables Sensor 13
Global sensor hit-efficiency 
 0.0004± 0.9220 
Number of matched tracker-hits  536816.0000
Number of tracker-hits  582232.0000
m]µx [

































(s) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [





































(t) Single pixel mean charge.
m]µx [


































(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.182: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-38 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 947-980 in the May 2012 test
beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
722 C Details of all Test Beam Measurements
C.6 CERN SPS August 2012
C.6.1 Runs 71579-71628
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)









































































































































































(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)











































































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)







































































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
column












(d) Map of masked pixels.
Entries  1060523
Mean    3.702
RMS    0.7385
level 1 time slot














HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 10
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
Number of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Number of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of dead pixels 
 0.0000
Percentage of hot pixels 
 0.0000
Special occupancy cut 
 0.0000
column






























(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.183: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
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(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.183: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
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(q) Cluster size distribution.
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(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
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(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.183: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-1 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT0) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)














































































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)











































































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 11
General occupancy cut 
 0.0005
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Percentage of hot pixels 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.184: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
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(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.184: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
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(q) Cluster size distribution.
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(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.184: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-10 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT1) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)
















































































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)







































































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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HotPixelFinder variables Sensor 12
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Percentage of dead pixels 
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Percentage of hot pixels 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.185: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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(i) Track residual in x.
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(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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cluster charge [electrons]











(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.185: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
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(q) Cluster size distribution.
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(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 12
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(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.185: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-24 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT2) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
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(a) Temperature vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)














































































































































































(b) Bias current vs time.
time of day [h:m] (4/8/2012)







































































































































































(c) Currently applied bias voltage vs time.
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(d) Map of masked pixels.
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Number of hot pixels 
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Percentage of hot pixels 
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(f) Calibration constant A.
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(g) Calibration constant B.
Figure C.186: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-23 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(h) Calibration constant C.
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residual in x [mm]













(i) Track residual in x.
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residual in y [mm]














(j) Track residual in y.
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(k) Hit efficiency map.
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(l) Hit inefficiency map.
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(m) Charge distribution (all cluster sizes
included).
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Mean        0
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cluster charge (1 hit clusters) [electrons]











(n) Charge distribution (1 hit cluster).
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(o) Charge distribution (2 hit cluster).
Figure C.186: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-23 (description
see section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 71579-71628 in the August
2012 test beam period at CERN SPS in area H6B. Summary of the data in chapter 9.
(cont.)
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(p) Charge distribution (3 hit cluster).
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(q) Cluster size distribution.
(r) Hit efficiency vs event number.
ChargeEff variables Sensor 13
total cluster charge (peak) 
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total cluster charge (peak, 2 hit) 
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Global sensor hit-efficiency 
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(s) Single pixel mean charge.
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(t) Single pixel mean charge.
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(u) Single pixel hit efficiency.
Figure C.186: Detailed plots for test beam measurement of DO-23 (description see
section 6.1) sample (running as DUT3) during runs 71579-71628 in the August 2012
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